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Abstract

Tensoring the field content of two super-Yang-Mills theories results in the field content of a certain su-

pergravity theory, a procedure we call squaring. This thesis investigates how both the local and global

internal symmetries enjoyed by the supergravity theory are inherited from the super-Yang-Mills factors.

This is part of a much larger framework for studying a supergravity theory through its factorisation into

simpler theories.

The thesis begins by introducing local and global symmetries in the general context of relativistic field

theory. The introduction is a short review on spacetime and internal symmetries in both gravitational

and non-gravitational theories with particular focus on the supersymmetric regime. This is followed by

the squaring idea and its appearance in various different contexts.

After providing a unified description of all super-Yang-Mills theories over the four Normed Division

Algebras R,C,H,O, the global internal supergravity symmetries are built with the help of the mathemat-

ical construction of the magic square, generalised to what we call the magic pyramid of supergravities. A

physical interpretation of the formula reveals the Yang-Mills origin of the symmetries and demonstrates

how simultaneous supersymmetry transformations on both factors can contribute to bosonic generators.

The analysis is then extended to accommodate more exotic squarings by allowing for the coupling of

matter multiplets to the super-Yang-Mills factors.

Finally, the focus shifts to local internal symmetries whose linear form is derived directly from the corre-

sponding linear factors. After a general treatment of off-shell squaring in various spacetime dimensions,

the possibility of extending the construction to non-linear gravity is discussed.
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1

Introduction

As one can correctly guess from the not very imaginative title of this thesis, it argues that, as far as sym-

metries are concerned, there exists an extent to which theories describing gravity can be viewed as the

double copy or square of Yang-Mills theories. Since gravity is the least understood type of interaction at

the quantum level, any new approach of describing even just a subset of its features should raise interest,

even more so when it is relating it to theories very well understood, at least in the limit where the physical

degrees of freedom are weakly interacting. Although the idea of relating gravity and gauge theories is

not entirely novel, dating back (at least) to the relation between closed and open strings [1], the field

has gained much attention in the last eight years due to the discovery of the so-called Bern-Carrasco-

Johansson (BCJ) dualities in super-Yang-Mills (sYM) scattering amplitudes [2–4]. This development led

to the birth of the double copy formalism for calculating scattering amplitudes of a certain loop order and

number of points in a supergravity theory, by appropriately putting together a pair of sYM amplitudes of

the same loop order and number of points [5–7]. The double copy has since attracted researchers working

on both amplitudes and gravity for two main reasons: firstly, it is the first time that physical observables

in gravity can be calculated from the corresponding Yang-Mills ones [8, 9]. Secondly, it has reignited the

debate on whether the maximal N = 8 supergravity in four spacetime dimensions is ultraviolet finite [10–

17] by explicitly carrying out scattering calculations which seemed impossible using conventional methods

[18–21]. Although the answer to this debate has not been settled at the time of writing of this thesis, the

double copy formalism has already made its mark by explicitly showing that, counter to popular belief

based on known symmetry arguments [22–31], amplitudes of certain loop orders are indeed anomaly free.

However, if this correspondence is not just a mathematical coincidence at the amplitudes level, we should

be able to start at a more primitive level and try to build a top-down dictionary, through which one

should be able to derive scattering relations from first principles on both sides of the correspondence and

check/compare them against the double copy. As with any type of correspondence what better place to

start rather than symmetries [32]; a great deal of information can be extracted by studying the global

and local symmetry transformations under which the theory is invariant. The purpose of this thesis is to

study the extent to which both the global and local symmetries of certain supergravity theories can be

derived from the corresponding symmetries of a pair of sYM theories.

15



16 1. INTRODUCTION

At this point we could directly proceed into giving a more thorough historical overview on the idea

of “Gravity as the square of Yang-Mills” and guide the reader through what will follow in the next two

chapters. However, this discussion will be postponed for section (1.5), in order to allow for the introduc-

tion of a more basic background and give an overview on relativistic field theories. This quick overview

provides the necessary notions and tools to study the basic ingredients of classical field theories in more

depth. Sections (1.1) and (1.2) are a lightning introduction of the basic fields that appear in any super-

gravity theory by focussing on their free Lagrangians, equations of motion and symmetry transformations,

and they summarise how scalar and spinorial matter fields can couple to gauge fields. Then in section

(1.3) the focus shifts on how all these fields can subsequently couple to gravity. The section closes by

introducing the powerful technique of Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction, explaining how the spacetime

manifold of some fundamental theory can be approximated by the direct product of a spacetime manifold

of lower dimension and an internal manifold, thus providing a tool of probing physics in spacetime di-

mensions lower than those of the fundamental theory [33]. Then, section (1.4) is devoted to the beautiful

field of supersymmetry, a new type of spacetime symmetry, whose local extension introduces gravity. It

is both surprising and amazing how in this framework, gravity simply appears upon introduction of a

new gauge symmetry. The section starts from the very basics and goes all the way to the classification

of supersymmetric theories. Finally, section 1.5 is devoted to squaring and it begins by mentioning de-

velopments on other fronts related to this approach. The section closes with some basic calculations for

building the background and explaining the motivation behind what follows in the next two chapters.

This is done through specific examples demonstrating how squaring amounts to tensoring the content of

a Left and Right sYM theory with NL,NR respectively results into the content of a supergravity theory

with N = NL +NR.

The following two chapters, which constitute the main body of this thesis, carry the titles “Global Sym-

metries” and “Local Symmetries” respectively for the obvious reason of indicating the type of symmetry

of the gravitational theory whose origin will be studied. In the first section of chapter (2) we begin by

we studying the unique N = 1 sYM in the critical dimension D = 10 and then use toroidal dimensional

reduction together with consistent truncation to describe all other theories. The outcome of the analysis

gives the ability to describe both the vector spaces as well as the transformation rules of any of the sYM

by simply using two pieces of information: the spacetime dimension D and the number of supercharges

Q. By observing that the unique sYM in D = 10 could had been described over the biggest of the normed

division algebras (NDAs), the octonions, we manage to translate our two pieces of information into two

different normed division algebras D and AQ/2, with the first being fixed by the Clifford algebra associated

with the Lorentz group and the latter being the NDA with dimension Q/2. Using this observation we are

able to make use of the mathematical construction of the magic square [34] and construct a formula which

takes as input the D,QL,QR and gives the global internal symmetry group of the supergravity theory

resulting from the squaring of the two sYM [35–37]. Having obtained the formula, in section (2 .4) we

focus on understanding the Yang-Mills origin of all generators of the symmetry group constructed, which

leads to the interesting discovery of how two simultaneous fermionic transformations on each of the sYM

factors can lead to a bosonic set of generators on the supergravity fields. Finally, the chapter closes with

section (2.5) where we investigate how this framework can extend to squaring beyond pure sYM and in
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particular how one can use the squaring procedure to couple an additional number of vector multiplets

to the resulting supergravity theory.

Chapter (3) shifts the focus on studying the Yang-Mills origin of local gravitational symmetries. This will

turn out to be a much harder task mainly because the standard procedure for building the supergrav-

ity fields out of the tensor product of sYM ones, will unavoidably lead to tensors with flat indices and

therefore linearised supergravity on a flat background. We start off by simply looking at the first order

supergravity fields and demonstrate that indeed the local gauge transformations can be derived directly

from the gauge transformations associated with the gauge vectors of the two sYM [38]. We then focus

specifically on the graviton tensor and proceed to check whether it is possible to extend the dictionary and

derive the local transformation for the next-to-leading order field contribution. This seems to be possi-

ble only if the product satisfies certain properties which we discuss further towards the end of the chapter.

The last chapter is a very short summary of the outcomes and lessons that follow from this research.

Its main purpose is to highlight the parts of this construction which we don’t totally understand and to

mark the way for future work.

Finally, this thesis contains three appendices with the first one being a short review on the NDAs.

As mentioned before, in chapter (2) we make use of the observation that sYM theories have a strong

relation with the NDAs, which is a consequence of the strong relation between NDAs and Lie groups [39].

Although in the main document we don’t make technical use of the octonions, when we published our

results everything was written in language of NDAs. Since it is not necessary to use this language to

study the squaring formalism we choose in this thesis to make minimal technical use of them, but provide

appendix (A) for the curious and more interested reader. Appendix (B) includes all the case-by-case

calculations using the formulas constructed in chapter (2), while appendix (C) includes all the useful

tables listing mainly our group theory conventions.

1.1 Relativistic Field Theory

The reason for including these introductory sections in my thesis is threefold: firstly, it provides the

opportunity to collect the very basics for a background on supergravity in a few pages rather than a set

of numerous chapters and create a useful reference. Secondly, it is an ideal place to introduce all the

notation and conventions to be used throughout the whole document and this will make the reading of

the next chapters much smoother. Lastly, I hope this will make the thesis understandable to any student

with basic background on field theory and Lie groups. The purpose is by no means to go into depth in

any of the subjects rather than to simply introduce all the necessary concepts and tools. The reader who

is very familiar with the topic and cannot be bothered to go through the introduction of yet another set

of conventions and notation, could in principle skip to section 1.5. The content of these four sections

relies mainly on the book “Supergravity” by Freedman and Van Proyen [40], although the notation has

been changed where it seemed appropriate.
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The mainstream approach to any field theory is to first construct and study a classical version of the

theory while keeping in mind that the eventual goal is the quantum version. This is sometimes called a

semi-classical theory but the distinction will not be made again and the theories to be studied will be

simply called classical from now on. Then, it is a matter of finding a correct way of “quantising” the

theory and start making physically sensible predictions such as expectation values of observables, corre-

lation functions, scattering amplitudes etc. Although the ultimate goal is a consistent quantum theory,

studying the classical version extensively can lead to deep understanding, crucial predictions as well as

development of the correct tools and formalism for later use.

The starting point towards studying a field theory is what’s called the action which is the integral of

a Lagrangian density functional over all spacetime:

S =
∫

dDx L(Φ, ∂Φ), (1.1)

where Φ(x) is the field of interest. The Lagrangian density includes a linear kinetic term which can be

either first or second order in derivatives, depending on whether the field is fermionic or bosonic respec-

tively, but it can also include non-linear potential terms which describe mass as well as interactions. The

main ingredient for constructing such an action is relativistic invariance: in the case where the spacetime

background is flat (Minkowski) the theory is non-gravitational and relativistic invariance corresponds to

Poincaré invariance, which in turn stands for invariance under global translations and global Lorentz

transformations. In the case where the background is curved, the theory is coupled to gravity and rela-

tivistic invariance corresponds to the principle of general covariance, which stands for invariance under

general coordinate transformations, in which case the Poincaré transformations in some particular frame

are now local. The transformations associated with relativistic invariance will be simply referred to as

spacetime transformations.

Apart from spacetime symmetry, the theory might enjoy a so-called internal symmetry which means

that there are more than one fields of the same type and they furnish a finite dimensional representation

of a (usually) compact semi-simple Lie group. The action must once again be a scalar under these trans-

formations and in the case where this internal symmetry is global there is no necessity to add any extra

fields to achieve this. However, in the case where the internal symmetry is local, the action can only be

invariant if the fields couple to an extra field called the gauge field.

The necessary tools to study these symmetries follow from the way the symmetries are realised on the

fields as well as their commutation relations. The simplest example corresponds to internal symmetries:

the transformations act on the fields through operators U(T) which once they reach the field they become

matrix group elements U(T ) with dimension according to the representation the fields transform in. They

are expressed as:

U(T) ≡ exp(T) = exp(θATA), (1.2)

U(T ) ≡ exp(−T ) = exp(−θATA), (1.3)
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where TA are called the group generators and the index A runs from 1 to the dimension of the group

under consideration. Using these conventions, an internal transformation on the field is realised as:

Φ
θ
→ Φ′ = U(T)Φ,

= U(T )Φ. (1.4)

Although the distinction between the operator and matrix seems unnecessary in this case, it is important

for successive action of the symmetry transformation on the fields: considering an internal symmetry

transformation by a parameter θ1 followed by a second transformation with parameter θ2, the field under

study will transform as:

Φ
θ1→ Φ′ θ2→ Φ′′ = U(T2)Φ

′ = U(T2)U(T1)Φ,

= U(T1)U(T2)Φ,

= U(T1)U(T2)Φ. (1.5)

We can study global Poincaré transformations in a similar manner. The representations of the translation

group are 1-dimensional so the field will only carry an index indicating its representation under the Lorentz

group1 SO(1,D−1). The fundamental representations are the so-called vector and spinor representations,

to be studied in depth in the following sections, while any other representation of interest can be expressed

as a tensor carrying vector and spinor indices. Depending on the textbook used, Poincaré transformations

appear in two different forms called active and passive transformations. Active transformations assume

that the transformation acts on the field and it can subsequently be expressed as a transformation on the

coordinates, while passive transformations correspond to a coordinate transformation which then induces

a transformation of the field. This thesis will adopt the former convention in which the transformation is

realised through an operator that acts directly on the field and once it acts, it takes its appropriate matrix

form depending on the Lorentz representation of the field. The operator and matrix will be distinguished

by U(J;P) and U(J ;P ) and are expressed as:

U(J;P) ≡ exp(J)exp(P) = exp
(1

2
ωρσJ[ρσ]

)
exp(aμPμ), (1.6)

U(J ;P ) ≡ exp(−J)exp(P ) = exp
(
−

1
2
ωρσJ[ρσ]

)
exp(aμPμ). (1.7)

The total Lorentz part is usually split as J[ρσ] ≡M[ρσ] +1L[ρσ] where the matrices M[ρσ] generate the spin

part of the Lorentz transformation, while the differential operator L[ρσ] = 2x[ρ∂σ] generates the orbital

part. Finally the differential operator Pμ = ∂μ generates translations and together with the orbital part

they induce a coordinate transformation on the argument of the field. Using these conventions, a Poincaré

1Strictly speaking this should be referred to as the Proper Orthochronus Lorentz group, but since parity and time-
reversal transformations will not be considered in this thesis, we will not bother making the distinction. Moreover, we do
not distinguish between the special orthogonal group and its double cover for typographical clarity.
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transformation corresponds to the expression:

Φ(x)
ω,a
→ Φ′(x) = U(J;P)Φ(x)

= U(J ;P )Φ(x)

= U(M)Φ(Λx+ a). (1.8)

In summary, the infinitesimal change of the fields under the symmetry transformations studied so far are

given by:

Internal: δ
θ
Φ ≡ θATAΦ = −θATAΦ. (1.9)

Translations: δ
a
Φ ≡ aμPμΦ = aμPμΦ. (1.10)

Lorentz: δ
ω
Φ ≡

1
2
ωρσJ[ρσ]Φ = −

1
2
ωρσJ[ρσ]Φ. (1.11)

The reason for which constructing a theory which is invariant under certain symmetries is so important

comes through the famous Noether’s theorem. The theorem states that for every symmetry of the action

there exists a current which is conserved when the equations of motion are satisfied. Furthermore, for each

conserved current one can define an integrated Noether charge which is independent of time. Although

the exact form of the currents depends on the particular theory under study, it is instructive to label

them as Tν
A,P

ν
μ, Jν

[ρσ] for internal, translation and Lorentz symmetries respectively. Then the constant

charges associated with these symmetries are given by:

Internal: TA(t) =
∫

dD−1~x T0
A(t, ~x). (1.12)

Translations: Pμ(t) =
∫

dD−1~x P0
μ(t, ~x). (1.13)

Lorentz: J[ρσ](t) =
∫

dD−1~x J0[ρσ](t, ~x). (1.14)

In the canonical formalism these constant charges can subsequently be related to the generators of the

symmetries by introducing the conjugate momentum π and then using the classical notion of the Poisson

Bracket as follows:

Internal: TAΦ = −TAΦ = [TA,Φ]PB . (1.15)

Translations: PμΦ = PμΦ = [Pμ,Φ]PB . (1.16)

Lorentz: J[ρσ]Φ = −J[ρσ]Φ = [J[ρσ],Φ]
PB
, (1.17)

where the Poisson Bracket is defined as:

[A,B]PB ≡
∫

dD−1~x
( δA

δΦ
δB

δπ
−
δA

δπ

δB

δΦ

)
. (1.18)

Using the above definitions we are now equipped with all the necessary tools to study successive infinites-

imal transformations and thus commutation relations. Although the notation in what follows is the one

used for internal symmetries, it is important to note that it holds generally, even in the case where the
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two transformations are not of the same type. Considering first a transformation labelled as 1 followed

by a transformation labelled as 2, the net infinitesimal transformation of the field can be expressed as:

δ
2
δ
1
Φ ≡ T2T1Φ = T1T2Φ = [T2, [T1,Φ]]PB . (1.19)

Using the fact that the Poisson bracket satisfies the standard Jacobi identity, the commutator between

two transformations becomes:

[δ
1
, δ
2
]Φ ≡ [T1,T2]Φ = [T2, T1]Φ = [[T1,T2],Φ]PB , (1.20)

where the first commutation is a formal relation between operators on fields, the second one is a relation

between matrices and the third one is an algebraic relation. If the two successive transformations are of

the same symmetry then any of the above relations can be used to study the Lie algebra of the symmetry

group either by directly calculating the variations or by computing the Poisson bracket. When presenting

the commutation relations for Lie algebras we prefer the first notation as it holds also for transformations

that can be calculated from the Poisson bracket but cannot necessarily be realised as matrices e.g. su-

persymmetry transformations. However, when matrices are available, it is a straightforward exercise to

show that they satisfy the exact same relations. The Lie algebra of internal symmetries is given by

[TA,TB] = fAB
CTC , (1.21)

while the Poincaré algebra is summarised in the following table:

[J[μν],J[ρσ]] = ηνρJ[μσ] − ημρJ[νσ] − ηνσJ[μρ] + ημσJ[νρ]

[Pμ,J[νρ]] = Pρημν −Pνηρμ

[Pμ,Pν ] = 0

Table 1.1: The Poincaré Lie algebra. The Lorentz algebra is separately satisfied by both the matrices
M[ρσ] and the differential operators L[ρσ].

The final step in introducing transformation rules and symmetries is in the context of gravitational theories

i.e. theories on a curved background. As highlighted in the discussion at the beginning of this section, a

field will in general carry vector and spinor indices. Since the theory is formulated over a curved manifold,

the vector index is now promoted to a general coordinate index. However, there is no such notion for

spinor indices as they are only defined in the locally flat frame. Therefore an object with both types

of indices will transform under both general coordinate transformations and under local Lorentz with

the latter obtained simply through U(M) where the parameters ωρσ(x) are now local. Having explained

that, the only new type of transformation to be studied is the general coordinate transformation. The

main dynamical field in a gravitating theory is the metric field which corresponds to a rank-2 symmetric
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covariant tensor on which a general coordinate transformation looks like:

gμν(x)
gct
→ g′μν(x

′) =
∂xρ

∂x′μ
∂xσ

∂x′ν
gρσ(x). (1.22)

The conserved current associated with invariance under general coordinate transformations is called the

stress-energy tensor and will be denoted as Tμν . The infinitesimal form of a general coordinate transfor-

mation corresponds to the shift x′μ = xμ − ξμ(x) and defines the Lie derivative given by:

δ
ξ
gμν = (Lξg)μν = ξρ∂ρgμν + ∂μξ

ρgρν + ∂νξ
ρgμρ. (1.23)

General coordinate transformations (or diffeomorphsims) are clearly non-linear transformations. There

is yet another class of non-linear symmetries that appear in both gravitational and non-gravitational

supersymmetric theories. They correspond to internal symmetries that act non-linearly on the scalar

fields of the theory considered: these are cases where the scalar kinetic term instead of the usual delta

matrix has a field-dependent matrix coefficient which can be viewed as the metric of a homogeneous

target space2 called the scalar manifold. This scalar manifold is part of the “data” required to describe

the supergravity theories and in some cases they in fact fully determine the Lagrangian. These non-linear

σ-models and their associated manifolds provided the marriage of physics with the beautiful mathematics

of real, complex and quaternionic manifolds. The scalar manifolds will be studied in more detail in

subsections (1.3.3) and (1.4.4) on the way towards classifying supergravity theories.

1.2 Fields in Minkowski Spacetime

The scene is now set to study the basic ingredients that constitute the different field theories, and these

are no other than the different field types distinguished by their representation under the Lorentz group.

Without gravity, the fields of interest are the scalar and spinor fields that describe matter particles and

vector gauge fields that describe force-carrying particles. Although the Lagrangian and equation of motion

will be provided for completeness, the main focus will be on the symmetry transformation rules which

are the main theme of this thesis. For this reason, whenever possible, the theory considered will be a free

theory. Furthermore, the work throughout this thesis is in the limit where all the fields are massless and

therefore no Lagrangian will include any mass terms.

1.2.1 Scalar Matter

The simplest but still very instructive example of a classical field theory is that of a free scalar field. The

term scalar refers to the way the field transforms under Lorentz transformations:

φ(x)
ω
→ φ′(x) = φ(Λx) ⇒ δ

ω
φ(x) = −

1
2
ωρσJ

(0)
[ρσ]φ(x), (1.24)

2A homogeneous space is a manifold in which any point can be reached from any other point by a symmetry operation.
In section (1.4.4) we will explain that in the case of quarter maximal and less supergravity theories in D = 4, this space
might be inhomogeneous.
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where the second expression corresponds to the limit where the transformation parameters ω are taken

to be infinitesimally small. The generator of this trivial representation of the Lorentz group includes only

the so-called orbital part which induces a transformation on the argument of the field and it is given by:

J
(0)
[ρσ] = L[ρσ] = 2x[ρ∂σ]. (1.25)

The term free highlights the fact that this is a non-interacting theory and therefore the action will only

include a kinetic term:

S[φ] = −
∫

dDx
[
∂μφ∗i ∂μφ

i
]
, using φ∗i ≡ (φi)∗ (1.26)

which is trivially invariant under the Lorentz transformation (1.24). The theory has been chosen to

describe N complex scalars by using fields valued over the field of complex numbers C and by introducing

the label i = 1, . . . , N . As a result the theory possesses an internal symmetry described by the Lie Group

SU(N) and the scalars transform under the so-called defining representation. In fact we could more

generally consider N scalars valued over the field of reals R or even N/2 scalars valued over the field

of quaternions H which would imply that the internal Lie group is now SO(N) or Sp(N/2) ∼= USp(N)

respectively. The generators of these classical groups can be obtained by applying certain restrictions to

the generators of SU(N), so although the complex numbers were chosen for concreteness, the discussion

can be easily generalised to the other number fields. The transformations are given by:

φi θ
→ φ′i = (U)i

jφ
j = exp(−θATA)i

jφ
j ⇒ δ

θ
φi = −θA(TA)i

jφ
j , (1.27)

φ∗i
θ
→ φ′∗i = φ∗j (U

†)j
i = φ∗jexp(−θAT †

A)j
i ⇒ δ

θ
φ∗i = θAφ∗j (TA)j

i (1.28)

where the properties of classical groups have been used to obtain the infinitesimal form of the trans-

formations. More specifically, for the case of SU(N) the group elements satisfy UU † = U †U = 1 and

det(U) = 1 which respectively imply that the generators are anti-hermitian and traceless. The standard

normalisation has also been chosen:

T †
A = −TA, Tr(TA) = 0, Tr(TATB) = −

1
2
δAB . (1.29)

The equations of motion can as usually be obtained by extremising the action with respect to φ and φ∗

and clearly the two equations will be related by complex conjugation. The resulting equation of motion

is the Klein-Gordon equation given by:

∂μ∂μφ
i(x) = 0. (1.30)

In a lot of cases it is very useful to express the field in terms of it’s Fourier modes using the Fourier

transform:

φi(x) =
∫

d4p

(2π)4
eip∙xφi(p), (1.31)

which in this case leads to the momentum space equation of motion p2 = 0, which is the so-called the

mass-shell condition stating that upon quantisation the field will excite massless particles. Since the

mass-shell condition, simply states that the theory describes massless particles there is no reduction in

the independent degrees of freedom (dof) of the field. This will not be true in general and therefore one
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needs to distinguish between the dof before solving the equation of motion and the propagating dof which

occur after solving the equation of motion. These are called off-shell and on-shell degrees of freedom

respectively and are summarised in table (C.1). Although the explicit argument and counting will not

be shown until section (2.1) in the next chapter, it is important to state for the moment that, for the

massless case, the on-shell dof correspond to the irreducible representations of the massless little group3

SO(D − 2). The representations for every field in spacetime dimension 3 ≤ D ≤ 11 are summarised in

table (C.2).

1.2.2 Spinor Matter

The other type of field which we need to consider when constructing matter coupled theories is that of a

spinor field. This is a type a field that transforms non-trivially under Lorentz transformations:

Ψα(x)
ω
→ Ψ′

α(x) = exp(−
1
2
ωρσM[ρσ])α

βΨβ(Λx) ⇒ δ
ω
Ψα(x) = −

1
2
ωρσ(J (S)

[ρσ])α
βΨβ(x). (1.32)

By saying non-trivially we mean that the spinor space S is not one-dimensional and this calls for the new

index4 α = 1, . . . , 2[D/2]. In this representation the Lorentz generators include the orbital as well as the

spin part and they are given by:

(J (S)
[ρσ])α

β = (M[ρσ])α
β + L[ρσ]δα

β =
1
2
(γρσ)α

β + 2x[ρ∂σ]δα
β , (1.33)

where the matrices γμν ≡ γ[μγν] have been introduced. The gamma matrices γμ satisfy:

2γ(μγν) = 2ημν1, (1.34)

which is sufficient to ensure that the matrices M[μν] = 1
2γ[μν] obey the Lorentz algebra. They are

usually called Clifford generating elements because the set of all possible antisymmetric combinations

{1, γμ1 , γμ1μ2 , . . . , γμ1μ2...μD} is called the Clifford algebra and it serves as a basis for any 2 [D/2] × 2[D/2]

matrix i.e the space of matrices that can act on the spinor space S.

In order to construct Lorentz scalars out of spinor bilinears it is not enough to simply use the complex

conjugate operation, implying that the quantity
∑

α(Xα)∗(Ψα) built out of two spinors is not preserved

by Lorentz transformations. This is a consequence of the fact that the Lorentz group is non-compact and

as a result the generators are not anti-hermitian. In fact the generators corresponding to spatial rotations

are anti-hermitian while those corresponding to boosts are hermitian. This problem of constructing scalar

quantities can be resolved by introducing a matrix Bαβ such that

(M †
[ρσ])

β
αB

αγ +Bβα(M[ρσ])α
γ = 0. (1.35)

If we further constrain B to also be a Hermitian matrix, the above relation simply becomes:

(BM[ρσ])
† = −BM[ρσ]. (1.36)

3The little group is ISO(D − 2) but we neglect the translation generators since they annihilate physical states.
4[D/2] = D/2 for D even and (D − 1)/2 for D odd.
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Having found such a matrix we can use it to define an adjoint operation called the Dirac adjoint given

by:

Ψ̄α = (Ψβ)∗Bβα, (1.37)

such that it transforms as:

Ψ̄α(x)
ω
→ Ψ′α(x) = Ψ̄β(Λx)exp(

1
2
ωρσM[ρσ])β

α ⇒ δ
ω
Ψ̄α(x) = −

1
2
Ψ̄β(x)ωρσ(J̄ (S)

[ρσ])β
α, (1.38)

where the adjoint generators are taken to be:

(J̄ (S)
[ρσ])α

β = −(M[ρσ])α
β + L[ρσ]δα

β = −
1
2
(γρσ)α

β + 2x[ρ∂σ]δα
β . (1.39)

Following the treatment of the scalar field, the theory of this section describes N free spinor fields valued

over the complex numbers. The action is:

S[Ψ] = −
∫

dDx
[1
2
Ψ̄iγ

μ∂μΨi
]
, using Ψ̄α

i = (Ψi
β)∗Bβα, (1.40)

and it can be shown to be invariant under Lorentz transformations using the identity:

(M[ρσ])α
γ(γμ)γ

β − (γμ)α
γ(M[ρσ])γ

β = −2δμ
[ρησ]ν(γ

ν)α
β ≡ (γν)α

β(m[ρσ])ν
μ, (1.41)

where the matrices (m[ρσ])ν
μ are the generators of the vector representation of the Lorentz group to be

studied in the next section. Once again the theory enjoys a global internal SU(N) symmetry under which

the fields transform as:

Ψi θ
→ Ψ′i = (U)i

jΨ
j = exp(−θATA)i

jΨ
j ⇒ δ

θ
Ψi = −θA(TA)i

jΨ
j , (1.42)

Ψ̄i
θ
→ Ψ̄′

i = Ψ̄j(U
†)j

i = Ψ̄jexp(−θAT †
A)j

i ⇒ δ
θ
Ψ̄i = θAΨ̄j(TA)j

i. (1.43)

We obtain the equation of motion as always by varying the action with respect to the fields, resulting to

the famous Dirac equation:

γμ∂μΨi(x) = 0. (1.44)

Once the Fourier modes are used through the standard Fourier transform given by equation (1 .31), the

Dirac equation takes the simple form:

pμγ
μΨi(p) = 0, (1.45)

which will be used in section (2.1) to study the on-shell spacetime transformations of the spinor field.

Furthermore, it is easy to show using (1.34) that the spinor field also satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation

which in turn implies that on-shell this field will result into massless particle excitations as well.

When dealing with spinor fields it is important to consider the most fundamental form of the spinors,

which is the one for which the spinor has the least possible off-shell dof, explaining why the terms fun-

damental and minimal spinor are used interchangeably in the literature. The first indication that there

are more fundamental spinors that the ones considered so far comes from noticing that in even spacetime
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dimensions D = 2m, the spin-1/2 generators can be cast into a block diagonal form called the Weyl

representation:

γμ =

(
0 σμ

σ̄μ 0

)

⇒ M[μν] =
1
4

(
σμσ̄ν − σν σ̄μ 0

0 σ̄μσν − σ̄νσμ

)

. (1.46)

This implies that the spinor representation reduces to two inequivalent representations called chiral repre-

sentations and have traditionally been given the names Left and Right handed Weyl spinors, each carrying

half the degrees of freedom of the original spinor. Since we want to reserve the terms Left and Right for

theories in the squaring context we will use the alternative plus and minus terminology for Weyl spinors.

They can be obtained from the original spinor using projector matrices constructed using the so-called

highest Clifford element

γ∗ ≡ (−i)m+1γ0γ1 . . . γD−1, which in the Weyl representation becomes γ∗ =

(
1 0

0 −1

)

. (1.47)

Using this matrix we can define the projectors:

P+ =
1
2
(1 + γ∗) =

(
1 0

0 0

)

, P− =
1
2
(1− γ∗) =

(
0 0

0 1

)

, (1.48)

and write:

Ψ = P+Ψ + P−Ψ. (1.49)

This establishes that we should be working with the Weyl instead of the Dirac spinors whenever possible.

The natural question to ask is how internal symmetry comes into play. The two main issues are (1)

whether the chiral spinors transform under real, pseudoreal or complex representations and (2) whether

they mix independently under the internal symmetry. To answer these questions we need to check whether

there exists a Lorentz-preserved reality condition that can be imposed on the spinors, and indeed it does.

It goes by the name of Majorana condition after the famous Italian theorist. As we will show, a form

of this condition can be applied in every spacetime dimension and being a reality condition it (possibly)

decreases the number of real independent dof. The form of the condition and the answer to whether it

can be imposed independently on the two chiral spinors in even dimensions will resolve the two issues

mentioned above.

To study the Majorana condition it is important to introduce the notion of charge conjugation that

mixes particles and antiparticles or, in this context, mixes the fields that will create particles and an-

tiparticles. It involves the usual complex conjugation and the unitary charge matrix C, and it is defined

as:

(ΨC)α = Cγα(BT )γβ(Ψβ)∗ (1.50)

Then a spinor is called a Majorana spinor if it satisfies (ΨC) = Ψ. Now it is instructive to consider each

spacetime dimension separately and check whether this condition can indeed be imposed.
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• In D = 3, 9, 11 the condition can be imposed in its simplest form ΨC = Ψ. This implies that the

N spinors should transform under a real representation and assuming that they transform under

the defining representation of the internal symmetry group, the condition restricts this group to

SO(N). The Majorana reality condition halves the number of independent dof into 2 , 16 and 32

respectively.

• In D = 10 the condition must be checked against each individual chiral spinor and the result is

(P+Ψ)C = P+Ψ, (P−Ψ)C = P−Ψ. This suggests that there can be N+ plus-handed spinors and N−

minus-handed spinors each transforming independently under SO(N+) and SO(N−) respectively.

The Majorana condition again halves the number of real dof resulting to 16.

• In D = 4, 8 the condition must again be checked against each individual chiral spinor giving

(P+Ψ)C = P−Ψ, (P−Ψ)C = P+Ψ. This implies that the N chiral spinors must transform under

a complex representation which restricts the internal group to SU(N) and as a result the Majo-

rana condition does not further reduce the number of real independent dof resulting into 4 and 16

respectively.

• In D = 5, 7 the condition can only be applied to N/2 pairs of spinors and it takes the form

(Ψi)C = Ψjεji. The consequence of this is that the spinors must transform under USp(N) which

preserves the antisymmetric tensor εji and thus although the Majorana condition does halve the

dof of each individual spinor, since it requires at least two of them the result is a total of 8 and 16

respectively.

• In D = 6 the condition must once more be checked separately for each projector giving [(P+Ψ)i]C =

(P+Ψ)jεji, [(P−Ψ)i]C = εij(P−Ψ)j . As a result there can be N+/2 pairs of plus-handed spinors and

N−/2 pairs minus-handed spinors each transforming independently under USp(N+) and USp(N−)

respectively. The condition halves the dof but the necessity of having at least 2 spinors leaves a

total of 8.

These results are summarised in table (1.2) presented at the beginning of the next page. The last column

is labelled as off-shell dof because the counting does not take into consideration the fact that the spinor

field satisfies the massless Dirac and thus the massless Klein-Gordon equation. A general result for spinor

fields which follows from the fact that the massless little-group is SO(D−2), is that the massless on-shell

dof are always half the off-shell ones. Note that a-priori there is no reason to terminate the table at

D = 11 and in fact there is a pattern called Bott periodicity which stands for the repetitive pattern of the

minimal type of spinors, already evident the table (1.2).

. . . MW M M S SW S M M MW M M S SW . . . (1.51)

Since from now on only Majorana spinors will be used, it is suggestive to define the Majorana adjoint

which will be used to construct scalars out of spinor bilinears and it is given by:

Ψ̄α = Cαβ(Ψβ). (1.52)
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D Type of spinor Minimal spinor Reality property Off-shell dof

11 M Ψi (Ψi)C = Ψi 32

10 MW Ψ́i ≡ (P+Ψ)i, Ψ̀i ≡ (P−Ψ)i (Ψ́i)C = Ψ́i, (Ψ̀i)
C = Ψ̀i 16

9 M Ψi (Ψi)C = Ψi 16

8 M Ψ
i
≡ (P+Ψ)i + (P−Ψ)i (Ψ

i
)C = Ψ

i
8 + 8

7 S Ψi (Ψi)C = Ψjεji ≡ Ψi 2 × 8

6 SW Ψ́i ≡ (P+Ψ)i, Ψ̀i ≡ (P−Ψ)i (Ψ́i)C = Ψ́jεji ≡ Ψ́i, (Ψ̀i)
C = εijΨ̀j ≡ Ψ̀i 2 × 4

5 S Ψi (Ψi)C = Ψjεji ≡ Ψi 2 × 4

4 M Ψ
i
≡ (P+Ψ)i + (P−Ψ)i (Ψ

i
)C = Ψ

i
2 + 2

3 M Ψi (Ψi)C = Ψi 2

Table 1.2: Minimal spinors and their corresponding off-shell dof in spacetime dimensions 3 ≤ D ≤ 11.
The internal index in D = 4, 8 has been put below the field to highlight the fact that it does not transform
irreducibly.

It is a straightforward exercise to show that for Majorana spinors (1.37) and (1.52) agree and therefore

there is no need for choosing a different notation. Finally the Majorana adjoint for the chiral projectors

depends on the symmetry properties of the matrix γ∗ in different spacetime dimensions which can be

summarised as:

(P+Ψ) =






(Ψ̄P+), for D = 4, 8,

(Ψ̄P−), for D = 6, 10.
(1.53)

1.2.3 Vector Gauge

This section is devoted to a type of field which is very different from the previous ones and it is used to

describe gauge bosons. The dynamical field is called the vector potential and it transforms in the defining

representation of the Lorentz group:

Aμ(x)
ω
→ A′

μ(x) = exp(−
1
2
ωρσM[ρσ])μ

νAν(Λx) ⇒ δ
ω
Aμ(x) = −

1
2
ωρσ(J (V)

[ρσ])μ
νAν(x). (1.54)

The Yang-Mills vector field is an element of the vector space V labelled by the index μ = 0, . . . ,D − 1.

The Lorentz generators once again include both the orbital and spin part of this representation and are

given by:

(J (V)
[ρσ])μ

ν = (m[ρσ])μ
ν + L[ρσ]δ

ν
μ = 2ημ[ρδ

ν
σ] + 2x[ρ∂σ]δ

ν
μ. (1.55)

As it was shown with the previous two examples, the various fields can transform under an internal

symmetry group and this is no different for the vector field. However, as it will be shown, the vector field

can transform locally as a gauge field under the internal symmetry group and thus must live in the adjoint
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representation. Since the adjoint is constructed as the traceless part of the tensor product between the

defining with the conjugate-defining representations, the vector field can be parametrised as a traceless

matrix:

(Aμ)i
j with (Aμ)i

i = 0. (1.56)

In order to construct a Lorentz invariant action one must introduce the so-called field strength :

Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ + g[Aμ,Aν ], (1.57)

which satisfies the Bianchi identity

D[ρFμν] = 0, (1.58)

where the covariant derivative is defined as:

DρFμν = ∂ρFμν + g[Aρ,Fμν ] (1.59)

The necessity for using covariant derivatives follows from the fact that the internal symmetry is now local

and thus the usual partial derivative acting on a covariant tensor would result in a non-covariant one.

The action can now be simply written as:

S[Aμ] =
∫

dDx
1
2
Tr(FμνFμν). (1.60)

As already mentioned, the vector field transforms as a gauge field (or connection) of the internal symmetry

group and thus the transformation is:

Aμ
θ(x)
→ A′

μ =
1
g
U(x)∂μU

†(x) + U(x)AμU
†(x), Fμν

θ(x)
→ F′

μν = U(x)FμνU
†(x) (1.61)

which clearly leaves the action invariant. A natural basis for the adjoint representation is given by

the group generators and thus one can write Aμ ≡ AA
μTA, Fμν ≡ FA

μνTA and express the infinitesimal

transformation rules in their traditional form:

δ
θ
AA

μ =
1
g
Dμθ

A =
1
g
∂μθ

A − fBC
AθBAC

μ , δ
θ
FA

μν = −fBC
AθBFC

μν , (1.62)

leading to the action:

S[Aμ] = −
∫

dDx
1
4
FAμνFA

μν , (1.63)

and equation of motion

DμF
Aμν(x) = 0. (1.64)

In order to count the off-shell dof one can always choose to solve the equation of motion in the zero-coupling

limit where the equation simply becomes:

∂μF
μν(x) = 0. (1.65)
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It is easy to see that, even before solving the equation of motion, the off-shell degrees of freedom are

D− 1 rather that D due to the gauge freedom. A useful gauge choice to be used throughout this thesis is

called the Coulomb (or radiation) gauge which corresponds to the constraint ∂mAm = 0 where the index

m = 1, . . . ,D − 1 labels the spatial components.

The scalar and fermionic matter can couple to the Yang-Mills field in a locally invariant manner us-

ing the minimal-coupling method which amounts to substituting the partial derivatives by covariant ones:

(Dμφ)i = ∂μφ
i + g(Aμ)i

jφ
j , (DμΨ)i = ∂μΨi + g(Aμ)i

jΨ
j , (1.66)

(Dμφ
∗)i = ∂μφ

∗
i − gφ

∗
j (Aμ)j

i, (DμΨ̄)i = ∂μΨ̄i − gΨ̄j(Aμ)j
i. (1.67)

1.3 Fields in Curved Spacetime

Although a thorough treatment of general relativity is far beyond the scope of this thesis, in the attempt

to make this chapter stand alone as an introduction to relativistic field theory, the basic notions and

techniques will be introduced. In the first subsection general relativity is introduced as a field theory

of a dynamical second rank symmetric tensor, which turns out to be a theory of geometry since this

tensor field can be thought of as the metric of a Lorentzian manifold which describes spacetime. The

term pure stands for the fact that no other fields are included and thus the resulting equation of motion

will correspond to the Einstein equations in vacuum. The second subsection focusses on the techniques

of coupling the various fields to gravity and the geometrical interpretation that comes with it. Finally,

Kaluza-Klein theory is studied in the last subsection. This will be the main tool for moving through

different spacetime dimensions and will be used repeatedly in the next two chapters.

1.3.1 Pure Gravity

The description of gravity as a field theory is a lot different than for the fields we introduced so far. This

is mainly because the other fields are thought of as defined on some background spacetime whereas the

gravity field defines spacetime itself. The dynamical field is a second rank symmetric tensor gμν(x) called

the metric and the action is called the Einstein-Hilbert action which is given by:

S[gμν ] =
∫

dDx
√
−g

1
2κ2

R =
∫

dDx
√
−g

1
2κ2

gμνRμν , (1.68)

where g is shorthand for the determinant of the metric, κ is the gravitational coupling constant given by

κ2 = 8πG and Rμν , R are the Ricci tensor and scalar respectively. The term
√
−g has been included in

the action because the term dDx is not an invariant measure under general coordinate transformations.

Varying the action with respect to the metric tensor leads to the so-called Einstein equations in vacuum

and it is given by:

Rμν −
1
2
gμνR = 0. (1.69)

In order to fully appreciate the physics behind this theory, some differential geometry notions are now in

order [41]: the metric of the curved manifold can be expressed in terms of the Minkowski metric and a

frame field usually called the vielbein which forms an orthogonal set of vectors in the tangent space of the
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spacetime manifold at each point:

gμν(x) = eaμ(x)ηabe
b
ν(x). (1.70)

The vielbein can be used to expand any tensor in the basis of the tangent space e.g. V μ = eμaV a and since

now Lorentz transformations are local it is necessary to define a gauge vector which for reasons which will

become evident in the next subsection, is called the spin connection: ω̃μ
ab(x) which is antisymmetric in

ab. As already mentioned at the very beginning, this is a theory of general covariance where tensor fields

transform according to their Lie derivative. This calls for the necessity to define a covariant derivative

which follows the desired transformation rules. The spin connection can be used to define a Lorentz

covariant derivative as:

D̃μ ≡ ∂μ −
1
2
ω̃μ

abMab, (1.71)

as in any other gauge theory. The Lorentz covariant derivative is to act on objects with Lorentz indices

such as spinors or vectors expanded on the tangent space basis. Since the vielbein can be used to turn

tangent space indices into coordinate indices, it can also be used to define a coordinate basis covariant

derivative as:

∇̃μV
ν ≡ eνaD̃μV

a, (1.72)

which can be further used to define the affine connection which is the coordinate basis analog of the spin

connection:

∇̃μV
ν ≡ ∂μV

ν + Γ̃ν
μρV

ρ ⇒ Γ̃ρ
μν = eρa(∂μe

a
ν + ω̃μ

abeνb). (1.73)

Using the vielbein and spin connection fields one can define the torsion tensor which is given by the

so-called 1st Cartan structure equation:

Tμν
a = Ωμν

a + 2ω̃[μ
abeν]b, where Ωμν

a ≡ 2∂[μe
a
ν] ⇒ Tμν

a = 2eaρΓ̃
ρ
[μν], (1.74)

which in coordinate basis becomes:

T[μν]ρ = Ω[μν]ρ + ω̃μ[ρν] − ω̃ν[ρμ]. (1.75)

The torsion tensor measures the failure of the closure of the parallelogram made up of two small dis-

placement vectors and their parallel transports. Although this notion is independent of the choice of

coordinates, it depends on the choice of the connection. Now one can construct the Curvature tensor

which is given by the so-called 2nd Cartan structure equation:

R̃μν
ab = 2∂[μω̃ν]

ab + ω̃[μ
acω̃ν]c

b, (1.76)

which in coordinate basis becomes:

R̃μν
ρ
σ = 2∂[μΓ̃ρ

ν]σ + 2Γ̃ρ
[μ|τ Γ̃

τ
|ν]σ. (1.77)

The Curvature tensor measure the difference between a vector when it is parallel transported to the same

point along two different curves. Independently of the coordinates chosen a vanishing curvature tensor
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will correspond to flat spacetime. From the curvature tensor one can further define the Ricci tensor and

Ricci scalar:

R̃μν ≡ R̃μ
ρ
ρν , and R̃ ≡ R̃ρ

ρ. (1.78)

In a gravitational theory one uses a metric compatible connection. This compatibility condition follows

from the vielbein postulate:

∇̃μe
a
ν = 0 ⇒ ∂μe

a
ν + ω̃μ

abeνb − Γ̃ρ
μνe

a
ρ = 0, (1.79)

which implies that:

∇̃μgνρ = 0 ⇒ ∂μgνρ − Γ̃σ
μνgσρ − Γ̃σ

μρgνσ = 0. (1.80)

There is yet another condition we can impose which corresponds to vanishing torsion. There is a unique

connection which is both metric compatible and torsion-free, called the Christoffel symbol labelled by

Γρ
μν , which clearly from (1.74) is symmetric in μν and notation-wise it corresponds to dropping the ∼

symbol everywhere. The associated torsion-free spin connection is:

ωμ
ab = 2eν[a∂[μe

b]
ν] − e

ν[aeb]σ eμc∂νe
σc, (1.81)

ωμ[νρ] =
1
2
(Ω[μν]ρ − Ω[νρ]μ + Ω[ρμ]ν), (1.82)

and it is related to the torsion-full one through:

ω̃μ[νρ] = ωμ[νρ] −
1
2
(T[μν]ρ − T[νρ]μ + T[ρμ]ν) ≡ ωμ[νρ] +Kμ[νρ]. (1.83)

An important question is why the torsion-free Ricci scalar was chosen in the action instead of the torsion-

full one. A priori there is no reason to choose the torsion-free connection when formulating a theory. In

fact one should always start with a torsion-full connection where the spin connection ω̃μ
ab and vielbein eaμ

are independent fields. It turns out that for pure gravity the equation of motion of ω̃μ
ab sets the torsion to

zero allowing to use the torsion-free one. This will in fact be true when the gravity is coupled to bosons 5

but not necessarily true when coupled to fermions. The techniques to cope with this are explained in the

next subsection.

1.3.2 Gravity coupled to Fields

Although the Einstein equations in vacuum can lead to very non-trivial solutions such as the Schwarzschild

black hole, even more interesting scenarios follow from coupling matter as well as gauge fields. Once we

know how to describe these fields in flat spacetime it is only a matter of understanding how to generalise

this description to a general background. The first and easiest case corresponds to coupling bosonic fields

to gravity and as a toy example we can study the coupling of a single Maxwell and a single complex

scalar field. The generalisation to the general case of a Yang-Mills field coupled to a collection of complex

5This is in fact only true for scalars and 1-form potentials. If higher p-form potentials are present they contribute to
non-vanishing torsion which cannot be eliminated.
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scalars should be clear from subsection (1.2.3). The action for the Maxwell and complex scalar fields in

Minkowski background would be:

S =
∫

dDx
[
−

1
4
ηacηbdFabFcd − η

abDaφ
∗Dbφ

]
. (1.84)

To couple these fields to gravity one follows the minimal coupling procedure which goes as follows:

1. Replace the Minkowski metric ηab by the spacetime metric tensor gμν(x).

2. Replace the Lorentz invariant measure dDx with the the one invariant under general coordinate

transformations given by dDx
√
−g.

3. Add the gravity kinetic term R = gμνRμν .

4. Replace all derivatives with the appropriate covariant derivative ∇μ.

The first three points are straightforward while the last one deserves some discussion. To obtain the

covariant derivative ∇μ we start with the derivative used in the flat description with the flat index

promoted to a coordinate index, then upgrade the derivative to include local Lorentz and finally use

(1.72). The kinetic term of the scalar is trivial because it carries no Lorentz indices:

Dμφ = ∂μφ+ gAμφ → Dμφ = Dμφ → ∇μφ = Dμφ, (1.85)

while the vector field kinetic term is less trivial:

∂μAb → DμAb = ∂μ + ωμb
cAc → ∇μAν = ∂μAν − Γρ

μνAρ. (1.86)

However, since the Christoffel symbol is symmetric in μν while the field strength is antisymmetric the

connection term vanishes and thus one can simply use Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ. Although these are somehow

trivial examples it is worth understanding the general process of minimal coupling. Following these rules

the coupling of bosons to gravity is governed by the action:

S[gμν ;Aμ;φ] =
∫

dDx
√
−g

[ 1
2κ2

R−
1
4
gμρgνσFμνFρσ − g

μνDμφ
∗Dνφ

]
. (1.87)

At this point one should wonder why the torsion-free spin connection has been chosen. In principle we

should start with a general spin connection but as highlighted in the previous subsection, in a theory

with only bosons the equation of motion of the spin connection leads to setting the torsion equal to zero.

However, this is not true when gravity is coupled to fermion fields. The steps of minimal coupling are

adjusted as follows:

1. Follow the minimal coupling procedure as for bosons.

2. Upgrade all quantities to include a general torsion-full spin connection.

3. Use the equation of motion for ω̃μ
ab to find Tab

μ and then Kμ[νρ].
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At this point we could stop and work with a torsion-full theory. However, as it is easier to work with

torsion-less connections it is common practice to substitute back in the Lagrangian ω̃μ[νρ] = ωμ[νρ]+Kμ[νρ]

and the trade-off will be some extra terms appearing in the Lagrangian. More specifically there will be

three extra terms following from:

R̃ = R− 2∇μKν
νμ +Kρμ

ρKσ
σμ +KμνρK

νμρ, (1.88)

where the second term is a total derivative and thus does not contribute to the action. Moreover,

there will also be extra terms following from the covariant derivatives in the kinetic terms as well as

other possibilities. An instructive toy example is gravity coupled to a single spinor field. In Minkowski

background the action is simply:

S =
∫

dDx
[
−

1
2
ηabΨ̄γa∂bΨ

]
. (1.89)

The minimal coupling procedure similar to bosons suggests that the derivative term must become:

∂μΨ → DμΨ = ∂μΨ +
1
4
ωμ

abγabΨ → ∇μΨ = DμΨ, (1.90)

leading to the action:

S′ =
∫

dDx
√
−g

[ 1
2κ2

R−
1
2
gμνΨ̄γμ∇νΨ

]
. (1.91)

Now the adjustment for fermions is in place. The action is upgraded to include a general spin connection

leading to:

S̃ =
∫

dDx
√
−g

[ 1
2κ2

R̃−
1
2
Ψ̄γμ∇̃μΨ

]
. (1.92)

The equation of motion for the spin connection leads to 2Tab
μ = κ2Ψ̄γab

μ = −4Kμ
ab which when substi-

tuted back leads to the corrected torsion-free action:

S[gμν ; Ψ] =
∫

dDx
√
−g

[ 1
2κ2

R−
1
2
Ψ̄γμ∇μΨ +

1
32

(Ψ̄γμνρΨ)(Ψ̄γμνρΨ)
]

(1.93)

It is impressive how the mathematical notion of torsion manifests itself as Ψ4 terms in the Lagrangian

which, although suppressed by the Planck scale, are still there.

A final remark concerns how the coupling of fields to gravity affects the Einstein equation. The effect will

be a non-zero stress-energy tensor Tμν appearing as the RHS :

Rμν −
1
2
gμνR = κ2Tμν . (1.94)

As highlighted in the beginning of this chapter the stress-energy tensor is the current associated with

invariance under general coordinate transformations and it is now covariantly conserved ∇μTμν = 0.
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1.3.3 Kaluza-Klein Dimensional Reduction

One of the most important and valuable tools in string theory and supergravity is that of dimensional

reduction. The fact that superstring theories live in 10 spacetime dimensions requires a way for deducing

results about a theory in spacetime dimensions lower than those of our fundamental theory. This topic

is generally called Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction and the principle idea involves the splitting of the

higher dimensional spacetime into lower dimensional one while the extra spatial dimensions form a “small”

compact manifold. The geometry of the so-called internal manifold plays a significant role as it governs the

field content, the moduli space, the number of real supersymmetries and other important features of the

lower dimensional theory under study. In this section we study the simplest case of dimensional reduction

from a D + 1 to D dimensions by compactifying on a circle S1. The D + 1 manifold is parametrised by

coordinates XM = {xμ, y} where M = 0, . . . ,D and μ = 0, . . . ,D−1. After each example the result will be

generalised to the case of dimensionally reducing from D+ d dimensions parametrised by XM = {xμ, yi}

to D dimensions by compactifying on a torus of dimension d. This is an easy generalisation because a

d-dimensional torus corresponds to the product of d circles.

Fields

We split the study of Kaluza-Klein theory into two main parts. In the first one we study how the

field content of the fundamental theory reduces to the some other field content in the lower spacetime

dimensions. Since only toroidal compactifications will be considered in this thesis, the number of dof are

preserved during the dimensional reduction i.e. the number of dof carried by a field in the fundamental

theory must be equal the number of dof carried by its descendants. We will study explicitly the examples

of a scalar, spinor and vector field which is enough to understand any field which is composed out of

combinations of these fundamental indices. The first and easiest case is the massless scalar. The field

obeys the massless Klein-Gordon equation given by (1.30) which in D + 1 dimensions looks like:

∂M∂Mφ(X) = 0. (1.95)

Because the extra dimension corresponds to a circle, the field can be expanded into Fourier modes as:

φ(x, y) =
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/Lφ(k)(x), k integer. (1.96)

which when substituted back to the LHS of the equation of motion it becomes:

∂M∂Mφ(X) =
(
∂μ∂μ +

∂2

∂y2

)
φ(x, y),

=
(
∂μ∂μ +

∂2

∂y2

) ∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/Lφ(k)(x),

=
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/L
(
∂μ∂μ − (k/L)2

)
φ(k)(x), (1.97)
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leading to the two separate equations of motion:

∂μ∂μφ
(0) = 0,

(
∂μ∂μ − (k/L)2

)
φ(k 6=0) = 0. (1.98)

The second equation describes a tower of scalar fields labelled by k, with mass m2 = (k/L)2. In the

limit where the radius of the compact extra dimension is tiny compared to the probing energies the mass

becomes very large and therefore undetectable and thus these massive modes can be truncated out and

therefore the resulting lower dimensional fields are simply a single massless scalar. It is easy to see how

this generalises to the case of a d-dimensional torus: The massless scalar will always lead to a single

massless scalar which corresponds to the group theoretic statement:

SO(D + d− 1, 1) ⊃ SO(D − 1, 1)× SO(d) (1.99)

1→ (1,1) (1.100)

φ(X)→ φ(0)(x) (1.101)

Next in line is the example of a Dirac spinor field obeying the massless Dirac equation as in (1 .44), which

in D + 1 dimensions reads:

γM∂MΨ(X) = 0. (1.102)

This is not a trivial example because apart from the vector index M , the field carries spinor indices of

dimension 2[(D+d)/2]. In the circle example it is assumed for simplicity that the dimension D + 1 is odd

and therefore the spinor space dimension doesn’t change. As before, the field expands in Fourier modes:

Ψ(x, y) =
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LΨ(k)(x), k integer or half-integer (1.103)

where half-integer modes are allowed because the spinor field can be either periodic or antiperiodic.

Substituting back in the Dirac equation the LHS becomes:

γM∂MΨ(X) =
(
γμ∂μ + γ∗

∂

∂y

)
Ψ(x, y),

=
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LΨ(k)(x),

=
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/L
(
γμ∂μ + iγ∗(k/L)

)
Ψ(k)(x), (1.104)

leading again into two separate equations:

γμ∂μΨ(0) = 0,
(
γμ∂μ + iγ∗(k/L)

)
Ψ(k 6=0) = 0. (1.105)

Similarly to the scalar example, the second equation describes an infinite tower of spinors with mass

m2 = (k/L)2 which in the limit of small L can be truncated out and thus the resulting field is again a

massless spinor. In the general case where the internal manifold is a d-dimensional torus the procedure

is more involved because we need to know the dimension of the minimal spinor in both the higher and
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lower dimensional theories and split the spinor indices accordingly, which will in general result into more

than one spinors. The group-theoretic splitting under SO(D + d− 1, 1) ⊃ SO(D − 1, 1)× SO(d) can be

easily worked out using the entries of table (1.2).

As a final example we now consider the vector field which satisfies the massless Maxwell equation of

motion, which using the definition of the field strength becomes:

∂M∂MAN (X)− ∂N∂
MAM (X) = 0, (1.106)

with gauge freedom:

AM (x, y)→ AM (x, y) + ∂Mθ(x, y), (1.107)

where the coupling constant has been set to 1 for calculational ease. The vector field carries a spacetime

indexM which needs to split into μ andD. It is convenient for obvious reasons to define AD(x, y) ≡ Φ(x, y)

and expand in Fourier modes:

Aμ(x, y) =
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LA(k)
μ (x), Φ(x, y) =

∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LΦ(k)(x), θ(x, y) =
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/Lθ(k)(x). (1.108)

Expanding the contracted spacetime index the Maxwell equation becomes:

(
∂μ∂μ +

∂2

∂y2

)
AN (x, y)− ∂N

(
∂μAμ(x, y) +

∂

∂y
Φ(x, y)

)
= 0, (1.109)

while the Fourier modes have gauge freedom:

A(k)
μ (x)→ A(k)

μ (x) + ∂μθ
(k)(x), Φ(k)(x)→ Φ(k)(x) + (ik/L)θ(k)(x). (1.110)

One can now partially fix the gauge to remove the gauge freedom associated with the scalar in the second

equation. Clearly one can fix θ(k 6=0)(x) to set Φ(k 6=0)(x) = 0. Now we need to study the N = ν and

N = D components of the LHS separately separately:

• For N = ν:

LHS =
(
∂μ∂μ +

∂2

∂y2

)
Aν(x, y)− ∂ν

(
∂μAμ(x, y) +

∂

∂y
Φ(x, y)

)
,

=
(
∂μ∂μ +

∂2

∂y2

) ∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LA(k)
ν (x)− ∂ν∂

μ
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LA(k)
μ (x)− ∂ν

∂

∂y

∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LΦ(k)(x),

=
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/L
[(
∂μ∂μA

(k)
ν (x)− (k/L)2A(k)

ν (x)− ∂ν∂
μA(k)

μ (x)
)
− i(k/L)∂νΦ

(k)(x)
]
, (1.111)

leading to the two equations of motion:

∂μ∂μA
(0)
ν − ∂ν∂

μA(0)
μ = 0, ∂μ∂μA

(k 6=0)
ν − (k/L)2A(k 6=0)

ν − ∂ν∂
μA(k 6=0)

μ = 0. (1.112)
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The first equation describes a massless vector gauge field with its gauge freedom intact since the

Fourier mode θ(0)(x) has not been fixed, while the second one describes a tower of massive vector

fields with no gauge freedom which in the limit where L is tiny can once again be truncated out.

• For N = D:

LHS = ∂μ∂μΦ(x, y)− ∂μ ∂

∂y
Aμ(x, y),

= ∂μ∂μ

∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LΦ(k)(x)− ∂μ ∂

∂y

∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/LA(k)
μ (x),

=
∞∑

k=−∞

eiky/L
(
∂μ∂μΦ(k)(x)− i(k/L)∂μA(k)

μ (x)
)
, (1.113)

leading to just a single equation describing a massless scalar:

∂μ∂μΦ(0) = 0. (1.114)

It is straightforward to see how this generalises in the case where the internal manifold is a d-dimensional

torus: the resulting lower dimensional fields will simply correspond to one massless vector and d massless

scalars corresponding to the group-theoretic statement:

SO(D + d− 1, 1) ⊃ SO(D − 1, 1)× SO(d) (1.115)

D + d→ (D,1) + (1,d) (1.116)

AM (X)→

(
A

(0)
μ (x)

Φ(0)
i (x)

)

. (1.117)

Knowing how to dimensionally reduce the vector and spinor fields allows us to split any other field which

will in general be a tensor carrying indices of these two fundamental representations.

Symmetries

Having seen how the higher dimensional fields split into lower dimensional ones, it is only natural to study

how the symmetries of the higher dimensional theory will split and manifest in the lower dimensional the-

ory. For a Yang-Mills theory things are quite simple because, as studied in the previous subsection for the

Maxwell case, the local symmetry of the original gauge field passes on to the lower dimensional theory.

According to (1.115) the lower dimensional theory has an SO(d) global internal symmetry6 under which

the d new scalars transform in the defining representation.

Things become more complicated, as well as interesting, when dealing with a gravitational theory. Let’s

consider pure gravity in D+ d spacetime dimensions as a first simple example where the only field is the

metric tensor GMN (X). Based on the discussion on how the vector index splits, the metric tensor splits

as [42, 43]:

6This is the isotropy group of the d-torus.
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GMN (X)→

(
Gμν(x) Aμj(x)

Aiν(x) φij

)

, (1.118)

such that the lower dimensional theory includes a metric Gμν , d number of gauge Maxwell vectors Aiμ and

d(d + 1)/2 number of scalars φij . The scalars were traditionally split into the diagonal and off-diagonal

entries of the matrix φij and were given the names “dilatons” and “axions” respectively. The reason for

this distinction is because historically the d-dimensional torus reduction was studied as d steps of circle

reductions and in this framework, at each step the dilatons follow from the higher dimensional graviton

while the axions follow from the higher dimensional vector potentials. Although there is absolutely nothing

wrong with keeping all the fields in the form (1.118), there is a reparametrisation choice which casts the

lower dimensional equations of motion in their nicest form and makes the lower dimensional symmetries

manifest in the new Lagrangian. Although the actual reparametrisation will not be of particular interest,

it is provided here:

GMN (X)→

(
e2αϕ(x)gμν(x) + e2βφ(x)Sij(x)Ai

μ(x)Aj
ν(x) e2βφ(x)Sji(x)Ai

μ(x)

e2βφ(x)Sij(x)A
j
ν(x) e2βφ(x)Sij(x)

)

, (1.119)

and we distinguish the fields after the reparametrisation transformation by working with the graviton gμν ,

the d gauge vectors Ai
μ, the dilaton ϕ and the symmetric scalar matrix Sij with determinant 1 containing

the d−1 remaining dilatons and d(d−1)/2 axions. The parameters α and β must get fixed with respect to

d accordingly in order to ensure that both the Ricci scalar as well as the dilaton kinetic term in the lower

dimensional Lagrangian are canonically normalised. As mentioned a few time so far, the symmetires of

the higher dimensional theory correspond to general coordinate transformations which in this case take

the form:

δ
ξ
GMN = ξP∂PGMN + ∂Mξ

PGPN + ∂Nξ
PGMP . (1.120)

After performing the dimensional reduction the parameters that preserve the reduction correspond to:

ξM (X)→

(
ξμ(x)

θi(x) + Λi
jy

i

)

. (1.121)

In order to understand how the splitting of parameters manifests as symmetry transformations on the

lower dimensional we should study local and global transformations independently. Setting the global

parameters Λi
j to zero for the moment and using the appropriate field parametrisation one can show that

equation (1.120) leads to:

δ
ξ
gμν = ξρ∂ρgμν + ∂μξ

ρgρν + ∂νξ
ρgμρ, (1.122)

δ
ξ,θ
Ai

μ = ξρ∂ρA
i
μ + ∂μξ

ρAi
ρ + ∂μθ

i, (1.123)

δ
ξ
Sij = ξρ∂ρSij , (1.124)

δ
ξ
ϕ = ξρ∂ρϕ, (1.125)
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and thus indeed all the local symmetries (general coordinate transformations plus U(1)d) of the lower

dimensional theory follow from the higher dimensional general coordinate transformations.

We now turn our attention to the global parameters Λi
j . These correspond to a reparametrisation of

the internal torus coordinates and should therefore result in global internal transformations. A priori the

matrix Λi
j is completely unconstraint but, since internal symmetries should leave the metric gμν invariant,

this constraints the trace of the matrix to be zero such that it corresponds to the generator of the internal

symmetry SL(d;R) under which the fields have the following transformations:

δ
Λ
gμν = 0, (1.126)

δ
Λ
Ai

μ = Λi
jA

j
μ, (1.127)

δ
Λ
Sij = −SkjΛ

k
i − SikΛ

k
j , (1.128)

δ
Λ
ϕ = 0. (1.129)

However, pure Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian has an additional trombone scaling symmetry which can be

combined with the trace of Λi
j such that it leaves the metric gμν invariant and thus can contribute to

internal symmetries as well:

δ
c
gμν = 0, (1.130)

δ
c
Ai

μ ∝ cA
i
μ, (1.131)

δ
c
Sij = 0, (1.132)

δ
c
ϕ = c, (1.133)

thus enhancing the total internal symmetry to R × SL(d;R) ∼= GL(d;R). The other orthogonal combi-

nation leads to an overall scaling transformation of the lower dimensional theory Lagrangian.

We mentioned in the introduction that the scalars of a supergravity theory parametrise a homogeneous

target space called the scalar manifold. A homogeneous manifold can be fully characterised by its isometry

group G and isotropy group H, where the latter is the group that leaves a point on the manifold invari-

ant. The manifold can then be identified with the coset space G/H explaining why the terms “scalar” or

“coset” manifold are used interchangeably in the literature. In the context of supergravity, G corresponds

to the global internal symmetry of the theory while H corresponds to its maximal compact subgroup.

In the specific example under study, having found the internal symmetries of the theory we can iden-

tify the coset manifold to be SL(d;R)/SO(d). In order to see the physical origin of H, first note that the

kinetic term of the scalars can be written as7:

L ∼ ∂μSij∂
μSij (1.134)

7Of course the kinetic term can be cast also in the usual form ∼ Gαβ(φ)∂μφ
α∂μφβ such that Gαβ is the metric of the

scalar coset manifold. In this case G acts as usually through Killing vectors and α = 1, . . . , dimG− dimH.
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where Sij is the inverse of Sij such that the term is invariant under the SL(d;R) transformation (1.128).

Moreover, the symmetric scalar matrix Sij can be factorised using the scalar vielbein, also called coset

representative, as:

Sij = Vp
iδpqV

q
j . (1.135)

The crucial observation now is that transforming the representative by both a global G and a local SO(d)

transformation:

δ
Λ,O
Vp

i = Op
q(x)V

q
i − V

p
jΛ

j
i (1.136)

where Opq is antisymmetric, leaves the matrix Sij invariant and therefore the Lagrangian is invariant not

only under the global G but also under the local H. The origin of this additional symmetry can be seen

from the splitting of the local Lorentz parameters in the original theory in D + d dimensions as:

λA
B(X)→

(
λa

b(x) 0

0 Op
q(x)

)

, (1.137)

and can be interpreted as a “gauge” freedom of the fact that the d × d vielbein Vp
i contains only

d(d + 1)/2 − 1 physical scalars which is indeed equal to dimG − dimH. There is still much more to

say about the scalar representative and the action of both G and H, but it is more instructive to have

this discussion in the more general context where the theory contains fermions as well.

Although pure gravity is an instructive example towards understanding the dimensional reduction origin

of both local and global symmetries, things are much more interesting when gravity is coupled to other

fields. As a specific example we consider the 11-dimensional supergravity [44] which contains the met-

ric GMN (X), a 3-form potential AMNP (X) and a gravitino8 ΨM (X). Upon dimensional reduction, the

3-form potential will descend down to one 3-form potential, d number of 2-form potentials,
(
d
2

)
number

of 1-form potentials and
(
d
3

)
number of scalars, while the gravitino will descent down to a number of

gravitini and a number of spinors depending on the lower dimension and the splitting of the spinor index.

The story associated with local symmetries remains unchanged with both general coordinate and gauge

transformations following from the higher dimensional diffeomorphisms. However, global symmetries now

correspond to a group much bigger than GL(d;R): interestingly there is now an enhancement of G such

that the vectors coming from the metric and the vectors coming from the 3-form transform in the same

representation, while the scalars coming from the metric and the scalars coming from the 3-form can be

packed into a unique coset representative. Although in the context where 11-dimensional supergravity is

the low energy limit of M-theory, the enhanced symmetry group is seen as a discrete symmetry on the

brane solutions called U -duality symmetry [45–47], this term will from now on be used to describe the

supergravity continuous global internal symmetries.

Returning to the discussion about the action of symmetries, we should note that a priori the trans-

formations associated with the global G and local H are completely independent [48–50]. The fermions

transform linearly under H and are invariant under G while the potentials transform linearly under G

and are invariant under H, for consistency with their own local gauge symmetry. As always, one might

8This field is discussed in the next section.
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choose to fix the “gauge” freedom of the coset representative and there are two ways for doing that called

unitary and triangular gauge. Although the particular form of the gauge fixing is not important here,

we must note that once it is fixed, the action of H is not anymore independent of G. In fact the matrix

O(V; Λ) must be such that it restores the gauge fixing which is spoiled by the transformation with the

matrix Λ. Hence the total transformation δ
Λ,O
Vp

i is a non-linear transformation on the d(d + 1)/2 − 1

physical scalars. One could choose to study the action of the maximal global subgroup of G which is of

course identical to H but it is now global so it is given the name Hgloabal. In order to preserve the gauge,

H is identified with it’s global subgroup and as a result all fields transform linearly under Hglobal. This is

the largest global internal symmetry realised linearly on all the physical fields. The action of this group

will be studied thoroughly throughout this thesis. The subscript global will be dropped from now on for

notational convenience.

1.4 Supersymmetry and Supergravity

This section is devoted to the beautiful field of global and local supersymmetry. Supersymmetry is an

additional spacetime symmetry9 that can be enjoyed by a relativistic field theory. The set of all spacetime

transformations are then collectively referred to by the term super-Poincaré. As we will demonstrate in

the next few sections, supersymmetry transformations mix boson and fermion fields and as a consequence,

the total number of bosonic and fermionic dof must be the same [54]. This simple extra symmetry will

heavily restrict the theories that can be constructed. The first two subsections introduce minimal super-

symmetry as the extension of matter and Yang-Mills theories respectively while in the third subsection

we will study how the idea of local or gauged supersymmetry introduces gravity. The last two subsections

are an attempt to a systematic treatment of supersymmetry to demonstrate how this idea restricts the

possible multiplets as well as putting an upper bound on the spacetime dimension D. The section closes

with the classification of supersymmetric theories and some general remarks.

In order to unify this new symmetry with the Poincaré group it is useful to think of the symmetry

transformation as implemented at the infinitesimal level by a generator:

δ
ε
Φ = QΦ = ε̄αQαΦ = ε̄α[Qα,Φ]PB , (1.138)

whereQ is once again the conserved current associated with the symmetry10. The parameter and generator

are now minimal spinor objects and as a consequence the commutator between successive transformations

becomes [55]:

[δ
1
, δ
2
]Φ = [Q1,Q2]Φ = −ε̄α1 {Qα,Qβ}ε̄

β
2Φ. (1.139)

The fact that the generators are minimal spinors means that systematic treatment in a general dimension

D is not straightforward and as a first step the notion will be first introduced in D = 4. However, our

9According to the CM and HLS theorems [51–53], in the case of massive fields super-Poincaré plus internal is the biggest
set of symmetries a theory can have. In the case of massless fields there is the additional possibility in which the fields might
be scale invariant thus adding conformal symmetry to the theory.

10The fact that supersymmetry transformations do not have a matrix representation is the main reason the operators
where chosen in expressing Lie algebras.
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extensive treatment on minimal spinors in subsection (1.2.2) will allow the general discussion postponed

for subsection (1.4.4). The term minimal in the title of the next two subsections refers to the fact that

we will be dealing with an N = 1 theory where N counts the number of supersymmetry generators. It is

also common to use the term real supercharges labelled by Q when talking about supersymmetry which

refers to the number of real dof carried by the spinor generators. This number can be easily calculated

with the help of the last column in table (1.2) by multiplying N by the degrees of freedom of the minimal

spinor in the dimension under study. The advantage of using Q over N is the fact that the total number

of real supercharges is a quantity preserved by toroidal dimensional reduction: although the degrees of

freedom redistribute among the number of generators, the total number remains constant.

1.4.1 Minimal Chiral Multiplet

The free chiral multiplet in D = 4 is the easiest example of a supersymmetric theory: the multiplet

contains the two chiral parts of a Majorana spinor and a complex scalar. From table (1.2) the spinor has

2 complex dof which on-shell become 1 complex matching those of the complex scalar and thus on-shell

supersymmetry is established. All fields belonging to the same multiplet must transform in the same

representation under any internal symmetries (commuting with the super-Poincaré algebra) and thus the

action is:

S[Ψ;φ] = −
∫

d4x
[1
2
Ψ̄
i
γμ∂μΨ

i
+∂μφ∗i ∂μφ

i+V
]

= −
∫

d4x
[
(Ψ̄P−)iγ

μ∂μ(P+Ψ)i+∂μφ∗i ∂μφ
i+V

]
. (1.140)

The theory can in general include a holomorphic potential but as the section title suggests the example

considered here deals with the simple case with V = 0 in which the equations of motion are simply the

free Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations:

∂μ∂μφ
i = 0, γμ∂μ(P+Ψ)i = 0. (1.141)

The theory is invariant under Poincaré transformations and under the internal symmetry labelled by i

as in the non-supersymmetric case. Supersymmetry corresponds to the statement that the action is also

invariant under:

δ
ε
(P+Ψ)i =

1
√

2
γμ(P−ε)∂μφ

i ⇒ δ
ε
(P−Ψ)i =

1
√

2
γμ(P+ε)∂μφ

∗
i , (1.142)

δ
ε
φi =

1
√

2
(ε̄P+)(P+Ψ)i ⇒ δ

ε
φ∗i =

1
√

2
(ε̄P−)(P−Ψ)i. (1.143)

which is clearly a spacetime symmetry as it involves mixing between different kinds of fields, namely

it exchanges bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. Thus the first goal is to enhance the Poincaré

algebra to the so-called super-Poincaré algebra and in order to do so we need to calculate commutators

between successive transformations. For example, the commutator between successive supersymmetry

transformations is:

[δ
ε1
, δ
ε2

](P+Ψ)i = −
1
2
ε̄1γ

νε2∂ν(P+Ψ)i, (1.144)
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[δ
ε1
, δ
ε2

]φi = −
1
2
ε̄1γ

νε2∂νφ
i, (1.145)

which can be summarised by its action on a general field Φ as:

[δ
ε1
, δ
ε2

]Φ = δ
a
Φ, where aμ = −

1
2
ε̄1γ

με2. (1.146)

We can similarly calculate the commutator between any two spacetime symmetry transformations. Com-

paring these with (1.20) and (1.139) leads to the extension of the Poincaré algebra by three new commu-

tation relations relations:

{Qα, Q̄
β} = −

1
2
(γμ)α

βPμ, (1.147)

[J[μν],Qα] = −
1
2
(γμν)α

βQβ , (1.148)

[Pμ,Qα] = 0, (1.149)

giving supersymmetry the popular name “the square root of translations”. Crucially there is another

internal symmetry which although it commutes with the Poincaré generators it does not do so with those

of supersymmetry. In order to distinguish this from the other global internal symmetries, it is given the

special name R-symmetry. It is easy to check that the action is invariant under the U(1) R-symmetry

transformations:

δ
r
(P+Ψ)i = ir(P+Ψ)i, (1.150)

δ
r
φi = i(r − 1)φi. (1.151)

It is now straightforward to calculate the commutator between supersymmetry and R-symmetry trans-

formations to show that:

[T(R), (P+Q)α] = i(P+Q)α

[T(R), (P−Q)α] = −i(P−Q)α

}

[T(R),Qα] = i(γ∗Q)α. (1.152)

1.4.2 Minimal Yang-Mills Multiplet

In the same way there exists a supersymmetric extension of matter theories, there also exists one of

Yang-Mills theories. In D = 4 the multiplet contains the Yang-Mills gauge field and a Majorana spinor,

called gaugino, and since each field has 2 on-shell dof, supersymmetry is established. The action is given

by:

S[Aμ; Ψ] = −
∫

d4x
[1
4
FAμνFA

μν +
1
2
Ψ̄AγμDμΨA

]
. (1.153)

Again all fields must be in the same internal representation; hence the spinor is in the adjoint (real)

representation and therefore there is no need to split it into its chiral parts. The equations of motion are

the usual Yang-Mills one, with a source term coming from the spinor covariant derivative, as well as the

gauge covariant version of the Dirac equation:
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DμF
Aμν = −

1
2
gfBC

AΨ̄BγνΨC , γμDμΨA = 0. (1.154)

Once again the theory is invariant under Poincaré and local internal symmetry transformations labelled

by A. It is also invariant under supersymmetry transformations given by:

δ
ε
AA

μ =
1
2
ε̄γμΨA, (1.155)

δ
ε
ΨA =

1
4
FA

ρσγ
ρσε. (1.156)

The commutator between two successive supersymmetry transformations yields a gauge covariant trans-

lation with the same parameter as before:

[δ
ε1
, δ
ε2

]AA
μ = −

1
2
ε̄1γ

νε2F
A
νμ, (1.157)

[δ
ε1
, δ
ε2

]ΨA = −
1
2
ε̄1γ

νε2DνΨ
A, (1.158)

and thus the commutation relation can now be summarised by its action on a general field Φ as:

[δ
ε1
, δ
ε2

]Φ = δ
a
Φ + δ

θ
Φ, where aμ ≡ −

1
2
ε̄1γ

με2 and θA ≡ −
g

2
ε̄1γ

με2A
A
μ , (1.159)

which looks like a covariant translation or more explicitly a translation compensated by a field-dependent

gauge transformation [56]. Similarly to our previous example, the theory enjoys a U(1) R-symmetry

realised by the transformations:

δ
r
ΨA = irγ∗Ψ

A ⇒ δ
r
Ψ̄A = irΨ̄Aγ∗. (1.160)

and it is referred to as chiral U(1) because after splitting Ψ into its chiral parts we get the same transfor-

mation as before:

δ
r
(P+Ψ)A = ir(P+Ψ)A ⇒ δ

r
(P−Ψ)A = −ir(P−Ψ)A. (1.161)

Following the exact same calculations as in the previous case one can calculate the algebra:

[T(R), (P+Q)α] = −ir(P+Q)α

[T(R), (P−Q)α] = ir(P−Q)α

}

[T(R),Qα] = −ir(γ∗Q)α (1.162)

The chiral multiplet can couple to sYM and be made locally invariant through gauge covariant derivatives

which will couple the matter fields to the gauge boson plus an extra term which couples the matter fields

to the gaugino.
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1.4.3 Minimal Pure Supergravity

The supersymmetry algebra studied in the two subsections above indicates that the commutator between

two successive supersymmetry transformations induces a translation with parameter aμ = −(1/2)ε̄1γνε2.

From this observation it is clear that a theory of gauged supersymmetry with local parameter ε(x) will be

a theory invariant under local translations, but from the discussion at the beginning of this chapter it is

obvious that this will correspond to a gravitational theory. This is the reason why gauged supersymmetry

enjoys the name supergravity.

The theory calls for a new field as the gauge field for supersymmetry. This is called the Rarita-Schwinger

fermion or more commonly the gravitino and it carries a spinor as well as a vector index: Ψμα. Since

it is a gravitational theory it must also include the graviton and, since both fields have 2 on-shell real

degrees of freedom, no more fields are needed in the minimal supergravity multiplet in order to establish

supersymmetry. In order to find an action describing the dynamics of a gravitino coupled to gravity one

needs to follow the procedure described in subsection (1.3.2). The action for a gravitino in Minkowski

background is:

S =
∫

dDx
[
− Ψ̄aγ

abc∂bΨc

]
, (1.163)

and the minimal coupling procedure similar to bosons suggests that the derivative term must become:

∂μΨa → DμΨa = ∂μΨ +
1
4
ωμ

cdγcdΨa → ∇μΨν = DμΨν − Γρ
μνΨρ, (1.164)

leading to the action:

S′ =
∫

dDx
√
−g

1
2κ2

[
R− Ψ̄μγ

μνρ∇νΨρ

]
=
∫

dDx
√
−g

1
2κ2

[
R− Ψ̄μγ

μνρDνΨρ

]
, (1.165)

where the gravitino being the gauge field of supersymmetry transforms as:

δ′
ε
Ψμ = Dμε. (1.166)

Now the adjustment for fermions is in place. We upgrade the action and gauged supersymmetry trans-

formation to include a general spin connection leading to:

S̃ =
∫

dDx
√
−g

1
2κ2

[
R̃− Ψ̄μγ

μνρD̃νΨρ

]
, δ̃

ε
Ψμ = D̃με. (1.167)

The equation of motion for the spin connection leads to 2Tab
μ = Ψ̄aγ

μΨb leading to the final form of the

action:

S[gμν ; Ψμ] =
∫

dDx
√
−g

1
2κ2

[
R− Ψ̄μγ

μνρDνΨρ + Ltorsion

]
(1.168)

where

Ltorsion =
1
16

[
4(Ψ̄μγ

νΨν)(Ψ̄
μγρΨρ)− (Ψ̄ργμΨν)(Ψ̄ργμΨν + 2Ψ̄ργνΨμ)

]
. (1.169)

The action can be shown to be invariant under the corrected supersymmetry transformations:
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δ
ε
eaμ =

1
2
ε̄γaΨμ, (1.170)

δ
ε
Ψμ = Dμε+

1
4
(Ψ̄aγμΨb + 2Ψ̄μγaΨb)γ

abε. (1.171)

Once again the action is invariant under the global U(1) R-symmetry internal transformations:

δ
r
Ψμ = irγ∗Ψμ ⇒ δ

r
Ψ̄μ = irΨ̄μγ∗. (1.172)

1.4.4 Extended Supersymmetry

There is no reason why we should restrict to N = 1 supersymmetry. The first part of this subsection is

devoted to developing the super-Poincaré algebra in general dimension D and for an arbitrary number of

N . In the second part we show how the physical restriction that the D = 4 theories should not include

particles with spin higher than 2, puts a upper bound on both the spacetime dimension D and number

of real supercharges Q.

In extended supersymmetry the generators are denoted by Qi
α where i = 1, . . . ,N . Since supergrav-

ity theories include a single graviton and sYM theories include a sinlge gauge vector, in a supergravity

theory N matches the number of gravitini while in a sYM theory it matches the number of spinors11.

The R-symmetry group is formally the automorphism group of the supersymmetry algebra which implies

that the generators will always transform in the defining representation of this group. Putting everything

together, the super-Poincaré Lie algebra is:

Poincaré Supersymmetry R-symmetry

[J[μν],J[ρσ]] = ηνρJ[μσ] − ημρJ[νσ] − ρ↔ σ {Qαi,Q
j
β} = − 1

2
δj

i (γμ)αβQμ + (. . . ) [T(R),Qi
α] = −(R)i

jQ
j
α

[Pμ,J[νρ]] = Pρημν − Pνηρμ [M[μν],Q
i
α] = 1

2
(γμν)α

βQi
β [T(R),M[μν]] = 0

[Pμ,Pν ] = 0 [Pμ,Q
i
α] = 0 [T(R),Pν ] = 0

Table 1.3: The super-Poincaré Lie algebra.

where the +(. . . ) indicates the possibility of central charges associated with the various field strengths

that might couple to the theory.

As mentioned many times by now, the supersymmetry generators are minimal spinors so the conven-

tions developed in subsection (1.2.2) now hold which in turn fix the meaning as well as the position of

the index i. Furthermore, the extensive discussion on minimal spinors led to the classification of the

possible internal groups, given that the spinors transform in the defining representation, which in this

11The reason this is true will become clear through the next couple of paragraphs where the method for constructing a
multiplet out of the lowest spin state is explained.
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context fixes the possible R-symmetry groups. Putting all these together, the different possible forms of

the supersymmetry algebra according to the associated R-symmetry group are summarised in table (1.4).

D Type of spinor Algebra without central R-symmetry

3, 9, 11 M and D odd {Qi
α,Q

j
β} = − 1

2
δij(γμ)αβPμ SO(N )

10 MW {Q́i
α, Q́

j
β} = − 1

2
δij(γμ)αβPμ SO(N ) × SO(Ñ )

{Q̀i
α, Q̀

j
β} = − 1

2
δij(γμ)αβPμ

{Q́i
α, Q̀

j
β} = {Q́αi, Q̀

j
β} = 0

4, 8 M and D even {Qi
α,Q

j
β} = 0 U(N )

5, 7 S {Qi
α,Q

j
β} = − 1

2
Ωij(γμ)αβPμ USp(N )

6 SW {Q́i
α, Q́

j
β} = − 1

2
Ωij(γμ)αβPμ USp(N ) × USp(Ñ )

{Q̀i
α, Q̀

j
β} = − 1

2
Ωij(γμ)αβPμ

{Q́i
α, Q̀

j
β} = {Q́αi, Q̀

j
β} = 0

Table 1.4: Supersymmetry and R-symmetry algebras.

Although this thesis does not discuss the quantisation of any of the field theories presented, it is impor-

tant that the spectrum doesn’t include particles of spin higher than 2. This puts an upper bound on

the number of real supercharges Q and heavily restricts the possible multiplets. To see this, note that in

the canonical quantisation the conserved supercharges Qi upgrade to operators and will include raising

operators which increase the helicity of a state by 1/2 [54]. This implies that one can start from the

singlet lowest helicity state and reach any higher helicity state by repeated action of the operator. At

every step of the action one needs to antisymmetrise between the operators due tho their anticommuting

nature (see the D = 4 entry of table (1.4)), ensuring that the multiplet furnishes a representation of

the superalgebra. More specifically it ensures that the states transform under irreducible representations

of the R-symmetry group. For this reason the k step action of the supersymmetry operators is usually

denoted as ∧k Q. One needs to act enough times such that the singlet highest helicity state is reached.

From table (C.2) it is obvious that in D = 4 each field has two helicities, one for each degree of freedom

and thus in what follows Φ will denote the field creating states of +ve helicity, while Φ∗ will denote the

field creating states of -ve helicity. With the above construction in mind the biggest multiplet should

be one where one starts from the -ve helicity state of the graviton and by repeated action arrives at the

+ve helicity state of the graviton. Since this would need the raising operator to act 8 times, the biggest

multiplet corresponds to N = 8 supergravity with Q = 32 [57]. Labelling fields by their representations

under the helicity U(1) and SU(8) R-symmetry the construction schematically is:

1−4 → 8−3 → 28−2 → 56−1 → 700 → 561 → 282 → 83 → 14

g∗ Ψ∗ A∗ ξ∗ ϕ ξ A Ψ g (1.173)
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In principle the R-symmetry group should be U(8) and as a result each field should carry another U(1)

charge. However the above example is a special type of multiplet called self-conjugate reflecting the fact

that the highest spin state is reached at the point where the singlet appears and as a result if the addi-

tional U(1) was included, +ve and -ve helicities wouldn’t be conjugate of each other. However, in N = 6

the case is somewhat different:

1−4
0 → 6−3

1 → 15−2
2 → 20−1

3 → 150
4 → 61

5 → 12
6

1−2
−6 ← 6−1

−5 ← 150
−4 ← 201

−3 ← 152
−2 ← 63

−1 ← 14
0

g∗ Ψ∗ A∗ ξ∗ ϕ ξ A Ψ g (1.174)

The difference is that one reaches the singlet before reaching g and therefore one needs to start from g and

act with a lowering operator12. As a result this is not a self-conjugate multiplet and thus it can support

the extra U(1). Following the exact same procedure one can built all supergravity multiplets in D = 4.

If one chooses to start with spin-1 as the lowest helicity state and follow the same procedure then one

would construct a super-Yang-Mills multiplet and for the same reasoning as above this is only possible

for Q ≤ 16. Finally one could study matter multiplets where the lowest helicity state corresponds to that

of a spin-1/2 field and the restriction now becomes Q ≤ 8. The full list of possible multiplets in D = 4

are summarised in table (C).

The above discussion establishes that in D = 4 the biggest supergravity multiplet is N = 8 with Q = 32,

the biggest super-Yang-Mills multiplet is N = 4 with Q = 16 while the biggest matter multiplet is N = 2

with Q = 8. These, together with Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction and the classification of possible

R-symmetry groups is enough to construct all possible multiplets. This is so because one can find the

highest spacetime dimension from which these multiplets could reduce from and then dimensionally re-

duce to all intermediate dimensions while studying possible truncations to smaller R-symmetry groups

[58]. It is instructive to study each of the cases separately:

• Matter multiplets: The highest dimension in which these multiplets can appear is D = 6 where a

pair of SW minimal spinors has 8 real degrees of freedom.

• Vector multiplets: These are the super-Yang-Mills multiplets and they can go up to the N = 1 sYM

in D = 10 where a single MW spinor has 16 real degrees of freedom.

• Tensor multiplets: These exist in D = 6 and are somewhat similar to the vector multiplets, with the

vector potential substituted with self-dual or antiself-dual a 2-form potential and a scalar. Although

they are not obtained by circular dimensional reduction, they can be obtained from dimensional

oxidation. This is so because both these and their vector multiplet counter-part with the same dof,

give the same theory when compactified on a circle.

• Supergravity multiplets: The maximum possible uplift is to N = 1 supergravity in D = 11 where

a single M spinor has 32 real degrees of freedom. In D = 10 there are two maximal supergravity

12Alternatively one can simply add the complex conjugate representations to make the multiplet CPT complete by hand.
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multiplets due to the chiral nature of the spinors. [44, 59–61].

• Conformal multiplets: These again exist only in D = 6 and are related to the supergravity multiplets

in a way analogous to the relation between tensor and vector multiplets. Although these theories

are non-gravitational, they still furnish a representation of the R-symmetry algebra [62–64].

All possible multiplets together with their R-symmetry representations are summarised in tables (C.3),

(C.4) and (C) [65]. As a closing remark for this chapter, the possible supersymmetric theories as well

as the particular ones to be of interest in this thesis are now discussed. First in turn are naturally the

non-gravitational sYM theories which are denoted by V and T due to their common name as vector

multiplets and tensor multiplets respectively. This thesis will be dealing with both pure and coupled sYM

with pure referring to the fact that the theories are not coupled to matter. The theories enjoy invariance

under global spacetime super-Poincaré, global internal R-symmetry and local internal gauge symmetry

and are summarised in table (1.5).13

D SO(D − 2) Q = 16 Q = 8 Q = 4 Q = 2

10 SO(8) 1

V(1,0)

9 SO(7) 1

V1

8 SU(4) U(1)
V1

7 USp(4) USp(2)
V2

6 USp(2)2 USp(2)2 or USp(4) USp(2)
V(2,2) or T(4,0) V(2,0) or T(2,0)

5 USp(2) USp(4) USp(2)
V4 V2

4 U(1) SU(4) U(2) U(1)
V4 V2 V1

3 -//- SO(8) SO(3)3 SO(2)2 1

V8 V4 V2 V1

8s + 8c (2,2,1) + (1,2,2) (1, 1) + (−1,−1) 1 + 1
+(1,−1) + (−1, 1)

Table 1.5: The super-Yang-Mills theories in 3 ≤ D ≤ 10. The theories are labelled by their content as
well as by their global internal symmetry group Int. Theories belonging to the same vertical line can be
obtained by toroidal compactification.

The remarks of the previous discussion on the relation between vector and tensor multiplets are evident

on the above table. For example, V2 in D = 7 on a circle will give V(2,2) in D = 6. However, both V(2,2)

13Note the enhancement of the global internal symmetries in D = 3 due to the on-shell dualisation of the vector to a scalar.
The content is presented explicitly as D = 3 is not treated systematically in appendix (C).
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and T(4,0) on a circle will give the same V4 theory in D = 5. Although not indicated on the table, it is

worth mentioning for completeness that vector multiplets with Q ≤ 8 can couple to matter leading to a

much richer class of theories:

• For Q = 4 in D = 4 one could consider a collection of m Maxwell vector multiplets coupled to a

collection of chiral multiplets. The vector multiplets do not include any scalars and thus the scalar

manifold is due to the scalars in the chiral multiplets which parametrise a Kähler manifold [66].

• For Q = 8 one could consider a collection of m Maxwell vector multiplets coupled to a collection

of hypermultiplets. The full scalar manifold is a direct product of the one due to the scalars in

the vector multiplets and the one due to the scalars in the hypermultiplets. The latter is always a

hyper-Kähler manifold. The former depends on the spacetime dimension considered: in D = 6 the

vector multiplets do not include any scalars and thus do not contribute to the scalar manifold, in

D = 5 vector multiplet scalars parametrise a rigid very special real manifold while in D = 4 they

parametrise a rigid special Kähler manifold [67].

Finally, a short discussion about basic supergravity theories with the term “basic” referring to the fact

that all gauge potentials will be considered to be Maxwell14. Each supergravity theory contains exactly

one gravity multiplet G (or the possible non-gravitational G′ in D = 6). Theories with 16 < Q ≤ 32

are called pure supergravities as they don’t couple to either vector or matter multiplets, theories with

8 < Q ≤ 16 can only couple to vector multiplets while theories with Q = 4, 8 can couple to both vector

and matter multiplets. The scalar manifolds have the following characteristics:

• For 8 < Q ≤ 32 (theories that are either pure or couple only to vector multiplets) the scalar

manifolds are homogeneous symmetric spaces. These are summarised in table (1 .6) [72].

• For Q = 8 the scalars from the hypermultiplets parametrise a quaternionic manifold. The scalars

from the D = 5 vector multiplets parametrise a very special real manifold while those from D = 4

vector multiplets parametrise a special Kähler manifold. The scalar manifolds do not necessarily

correspond to homogeneous or symmetric spaces [73–78].

• For Q = 4 in D = 4 the scalars of the chiral multiplets parametrise a so-called Hodge-Kähler

manifold. These scalar manifolds do not necessarily correspond to either homogeneous or symmetric

spaces [79, 80].

This thesis will be dealing only with theories for which the scalar manifold parametrises a homogeneous

symmetric space i.e. spaces which can be fully characterised by G/H (where H includes the R-symmetry

plus additional possible internal symmetries that mix multiplets of the same type) with the following

property: the algebra g can be decomposed into its maximal compact subalgebra h plus the compliment15

space p with the structure:

[h, h] ⊆ h, [h, p] ⊆ p, [p, p] ⊆ h (1.175)

14It is possible to upgrade a certain number of Maxwell fields to a Yang-Mills field gauging a subgroup of H. This process
is a type of deformation and the resulting theory is called gauged supergravity [68–71]. These theories can arise directly
through dimensional reduction when considering compact manifolds other than the torus.

15The spaces h and p are orthogonal with respect to the Cartan-Killing metric.



D SO(D − 2) Q = 32 Q = 24 Q = 20 Q = 16 Q = 12

11 SO(9) 1

G1

10 SO(8) O(1, 1) or
SL(2;R)
SO(2)

O(1, 1) × O(m)
O(m)

G(1,1) or G(2,0) G(1,0) + mV(1,0)

9 SO(7) O(1, 1) × SL(2;R)
SO(2)

O(1, 1) × O(1,m)
O(m)

G2 G1 + mV1

8 SU(4) SL(2;R)
U(1)

× SL(3;R)
SU(2)

O(1, 1) × O(2,m)
SO(2)×O(m)

G2 G1 + mV1

7 USp(4) SL(5;R)
USp(4)

O(1, 1) × O(3,m)
USp(2)×O(m)

G4 G2 + mV2

6 USp(2)2 O(5,5)

USp(4)2
or

F4(4)
USp(6)×USp(2)

or
E6(6)

USp(8)
SU∗(4)
USp(4)

× USp(2)
USp(2)

or
SU∗(6)
USp(6)

O(1, 1) × O(4,m)

USp(2)2×O(m)
or

O(5,m)
USp(4)×O(m)

G(4,4) or G′
(6,2) or G′

(8,0) G(4,2) or G′
(6,0) G(2,2) + mV(2,2) or G(4,0) + mT(0,4)

5 USp(2)
E6(6)

USp(8)

SU∗(6)
USp(6)

O(1, 1) × O(5,m)
USp(4)×O(m)

G8 G6 G4 + mV4

4 U(1)
E7(7)
SU(8)

SO∗(12)
U(6)

SU(1,5)
U(5)

SU(1,1)
U(1)

× SO(6,m)
SU(4)×SO(m)

U(3,m)
U(3)×U(m)

G8 G6 G5 G4 + mV4 G3 + mV3

Table 1.6: Basic supergravity theories in spacetime dimension 4 ≤ D ≤ 11 and number of supersymmetries 8 < Q ≤ 32. For Q = 16 the
number of coupled vector multiplets in each dimension is given by mD = m10 + 10 −D due to toroidal dimensional reduction [40]. Although
not indicated on the table, in D = 6 there exists also the multiplet G′

(4,0) with an extra O(1, 1) factor in the scalar coset. The reason for
which Q = 8, 4 theories have not been included is the wealth of possibilities of different scalar manifolds due to the possible coupling of matter
multiplets.
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1.5 Gravity as the square of Yang-Mills

A recurring theme in the attempts of understanding the quantum theory of gravity is the idea of “Grav-

ity as the square of Yang-Mills”. Over the years, this idea has appeared in various different forms and

contexts dating back to the mid-80’s through the derivation of the spectrum of closed superstrings by

tensoring the spectrum of two open superstrings [81] and the Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) relation [1]: a

formula which expresses any closed string tree amplitude in terms of a sum of the products of appropriate

open string tree amplitudes. The manifestation of these constructions within the supergravity regime

was explored in [82]. Later developments involve asymmetric orbifold constructions [83, 84], calculation

of gravity anomalies from gauge anomalies [85], the construction of certain classical gravity solutions by

squaring classical solutions of two non-Abelian gauge theories [86–89] etc. But perhaps the most famous

development is the discovery of the Bern-Carrasco-Johansson (BCJ) colour-kinematic duality which states

that kinematic numerators in a diagrammatic expansion of gauge theory amplitudes can be arranged to

satisfy Jacobi identities in one-to-one correspondence to the associated colour factors [2]. Substituting

the colour factors with kinematic ones allows one to express the gravity scattering amplitudes as the

product of two gauge theory amplitudes [5–7]. The discovery of this duality has reignited the debate on

the finiteness of N = 8 supergravity resulting as the product of two N = 4 super-Yang-Mills. Moreover,

recent work based on (ambi)twistor-string theory [90–92] and/or scattering equations offers a new route

for constructing gravity loop amplitudes that manifest the squaring or double-copy structure [84, 93–97].

Closer to the spirit of this thesis is the recent work on the construction of homogenous spaces as well as

the study of spontaneously broken supergravities as double copies [98, 99].

Whenever people discuss squaring they usually use the symbol ⊗ to invoke a general direct product

between two states [82, 100]. In our approach we deal with fields instead of states and, as it will be

evident in the following discussion, invoking an arbitrary direct product is simply not good enough. The

notation Left and Right will be used to refer to the two sYM theories from now on and all fields in the

Right theory will be denoted with a tilde to distinguish them from those in the Left theory. In this context

the squaring of two general fields will correspond to the relation:

ΦAi
α (x)⊗ Φ̃A′i′

μ (x), (1.176)

where for concreteness in this example the Left and Right fields have been assigned spinor and vector

indices respectively. The obvious questions concern how the tensor product will treat the different repre-

sentation spaces associated with spacetime, gauge and global internal indices as well as how the spacetime

field dependence combines. Simply put:

1. What happens to the spacetime indices?

2. What happens to the gauge indices?

3. What happens to the global internal indices?

4. What happens to the field argument?
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Let’s start answering these questions one by one. We know that we want to start from two sYM theories

and obtain a gravitational theory. The metric is a rank-2 symmetric tensor which is expected to appear

from the tensor product of two covariant vectors, which in this case correspond to the two gauge fields.

Hence, upon squaring we need to take the usual tensor product between the Lorentz indices and decom-

pose it into the sum of other representations. In more mathematical terms, the resulting tensors will be

SO(1,D − 1) modules. This actually highlights the very important fact that the resulting theory will

correspond to some sort of linearised supergravity as the metric tensor (and indeed all other tensors) will

transform under global Poincaré since the spacetime indices from which it is built are essentially flat.

Regarding the gauge indices, we know that the resulting gravity fields must be scalars under the gauge

groups GaugeL × GaugeR and in order to enforce this we conjecture that the tensor product involves,

apart from the Left and Right super-Yang-Mills, another field which we call the bi-adjoint spectator scalar

ΦAA′ which already appeared in the amplitudes literature [92, 97]. However it’s purpose here is no other

than simply to ensure that the resulting gravity fields inherit no gauge indices. One of the things still

unclear in the literature is whether in this context the spectator should be thought of as a scalar or the

inverse of a scalar in some formal way. Since this question affects the canonical mass dimension calcula-

tions rather than the symmetries, a discussion on it will be postponed until chapter (3).

We now move to dealing with the global internal indices. As we will show in the next chapter, the

resulting gravity theory has a global internal symmetry group which in fact decomposes into those as-

sociated with the super-Yang-Mills factors. With this in mind we simply keep the indices as they come

so that the gravity fields are IntL × IntR, although we still need to study how the enhancement to the

larger global internal symmetry group occurs.

Finally, we need to decide how the two fields combine their spacetime dependence or their function

arguments. The first thing we tried was simple multiplication which failed in leading to the correct local

(and even global) internal symmetries for the gravity theory. However, it was very important to notice

that multiplication failed because it satisfied the Leibnitz rule, so all we needed was a composition which

doesn’t obey Leibnitz. This led to the idea of using a convolution which (at least heuristically) is in

agreement with the amplitudes consensus that squaring occurs at the same point in momentum space.

Putting all these together, we will use the symbol ◦ to denote squaring between any two fields as follows:

(
Φ ◦ Φ̃

)ii′

(x) ≡
(
ΦAi ? ΦAA′ ? Φ̃A′i′

)
(x) =

∫
dDydDz ΦAi(y)ΦAA′(z − y)ΦA′i′(x− z), (1.177)

where the Lorentz indices on the Left and Right fields have been suppressed. Note that since the convo-

lution is a totally symmetric operation any of the three fields could have equivalently be chosen to carry

the x-dependence and because of this a partial derivative on a squaring function can be chosen to act on

any of three fields, thus not satisfying the Leibniz rule.
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1.5.1 Spacetime Representations

As explained in the discussion regarding what happens to the spacetime indices, squaring literally corre-

sponds to taking the tensor product between the spacetime representations. Since an on-shell graviton

corresponds to the rank-2 symmetric traceless representation of the little group SO(D−2), it is clear that

squaring two Yang-Mills theories will always result in a gravity theory coupled to gauge and matter fields.

This easily extends to supersymmetric theories and it takes a one-line calculation to show that if at least

one of the two Yang-Mills theories is supersymmetric then the gravity theory will be as well. As a first

example of a supergravity theory whose content arises from the squaring of two super-Yang-Mills theories

we choose to present the familiar Type IIA and Type IIB supergravities in D = 10. These examples firstly

appeared in the context of superstring theory where the light-cone quantisation of closed superstrings can

be easily studied once the quantisation of open superstrings is understood. In the light-cone quantisation

one can construct the full spectrum of the theory by repeated action of two sets of creation operators on

scalar and spinorial vacua and after truncation to the massless spectrum of the superstring theory one is

left with the content of the respective supergravity theory. However, the calculation can be analogously

performed directly at the level of the low energy limit and the result is exactly as one would expect: the

low-energy limit content of closed superstrings (supergravity) is the tensor product of the low-energy limit

of two open superstrings (super-Yang-Mills) as demonstrated in the two following tables:

V(0,1)\V(1,0) 8v 8s

8v 35v + 28 + 1 8c + 56c

8c 8s + 56s 8v + 56v

V(1,0)\V(1,0) 8v 8s

8v 35v + 28 + 1 8c + 56c

8s 8c + 56c 1 + 28 + 35s

Table 1.7: The content of Type IIA and Type IIB supergravities theories in D = 10 as the tensor product
of two super-Yang-Mills.

The shorthand calculation will be denoted in the simpler form:

V(1,0) ⊗V(1,0) = G(2,0) (1.178)

V(1,0) ⊗V(0,1) = G(1,1) (1.179)

The above tables show that the content of a supergravity theory can indeed be obtained by squaring

two super-Yang-Mills. However, as we showed each supergravity theory has a global internal symmetry

group H which includes the R-symmetry group associated with the supergravity multiplet plus additional

factors associated with possible vector or matter multiplet couplings. In the examples studied here this

has not been an issue as the Left and Right factors have no global internal symmetry. For a statement of

the type in equations (1.178) to be valid in cases where the sYM factors have non-trivial global internal

symmetries we need to make sure that the symmetry group H can be maximally decomposed in the

R-symmetry groups of the respective sYM factors, which is the theme of the next subsection.
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1.5.2 R-symmetry Representations

A rephrasing of the last statement of the previous subsection would be that the content resulting from a

squaring calculation can be cast in a form that allows the enhancement to the internal symmetry group

H associated with the gravity theory. As explained in the discussion about the global internal indices, we

will keep them as they come and then look for possible enhancements. The group-theoretic calculation

corresponds to keeping the initial global internal symmetry representations and then, by collecting all fields

of the same type, check whether they can be consistently put in bigger representations of a group which

maximally contains the initial ones. To understand the spirit of the calculation we present the specific

example of V4 ⊗V4 in D = 4: each sYM multiplet is labelled by the SU(4) R-symmetry representations

and the on-shell U(1) helicity charges. According to our rules the squaring theory should be labelled by

the helicity of the gravity fields U(1)st ≡ U(1)L
st+U(1)R

st and the initial internal symmetry representations

SU(4)L × SU(4)R. However, there is an exemption in D = 4 which allows for an extra charge. Since

the on-shell little group is U(1) and the helicity charges add upon squaring, the diagonal contribution

U(1)d ≡ U(1)L
st − U(1)R

st will commute with U(1)st can therefore contribute as internal symmetry. Thus

the squaring content will be labelled by:

SU(4)L × SU(4)R × U(1)d × U(1)st, (1.180)

with U(1)st and U(1)d charges as superscripts and subscripts respectively. With all these in mind the

squaring calculation is given in table 1.8.

V4\V4 1−2 + 12
4−1 + 4

1
60

1−2 + 12 (1,1)40 + (1,1)−4
0 + (1,1)04 + (1,1)0−4 (1,4)13 + (1,4)−1

−3 + (1,4)−3
−1 + (1,4)31 (1,6)22 + (1,6)−2

−2

4−1 + 4
1

(4,1)1−3+(4,1)−1
3 +(4,1)−3

1 +(4,1)3−1 (4,4)−2
0 + (4,4)20 + (4,4)0−2 + (4,4)02 (4,6)−1

−1 + (4,6)11

60 (6,1)2−2 + (6,1)−2
2 (6,4)−1

1 + (6,4)1−1 (6,6)00

Table 1.8: Squaring table for V4 ⊗V4 in D = 4.

In order to study possible enhancements we need to collect fields of the same type, in this case fields of

the same helicity. Choosing the negative helicity for each field type we can see that the internal symmetry

group can enhance to SU(4)L × SU(4)R × U(1)d ⊂ SU(8) as:

Graviton: (1,1)0 → 1 (1.181)

Gravitini: (4,1)1 + (1,4)−1 → 8 (1.182)

1-form: (6,1)2 + (1,6)−2 + (4,4)0 → 28 (1.183)

Spinors: (4̄,1)3 + (1, 4̄)−3 + (6,4)1 + (4,6)−1 → 56 (1.184)

Scalars: (1,1)4 + (1,1)−4 + (4̄,4)2 + (4, 4̄)−2 + (6,6)0 → 70 (1.185)
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which shows that indeed V4 ⊗V4 = G8. Repeating this exercise with all multiplets in spacetime dimen-

sions 4 ≤ D ≤ 10 leads to table (1.9).

D L ⊗ R Result

10 V(1,0) ⊗ V0 G(1,0)

V(1,0) ⊗ V(1,0) G(2,0)

V(1,0) ⊗ V(0,1) G(1,1)

9 V1 ⊗ V0 G1

V1 ⊗ V1 G2

8 V1 ⊗ V0 G1

V1 ⊗ V1 G2

7 V2 ⊗ V0 G2

V2 ⊗ V2 G4

6 H(2,0) ⊗ H0 2T(2,0)

H(2,0) ⊗ H̃0 2V(0,2)

H(2,0) ⊗ H(2,0) 4T(4,0)

H(2,0) ⊗ H(0,2) 4V(2,2)

T(2,0) ⊗ T0 G′
(2,0) + T(2,0)

T(2,0) ⊗ T̃0 G(0,2)

T(2,0) ⊗ T(2,0) G′
(4,0) + T(4,0)

T(2,0) ⊗ T(0,2) G(2,2)

T(4,0) ⊗ T0 G′
(4,0)

T(4,0) ⊗ T̃0 G(0,4)

T(4,0) ⊗ T(2,0) G′
(6,0)

T(4,0) ⊗ T(0,2) G(2,4)

T(4,0) ⊗ T(4,0) G′
(8,0)

T(4,0) ⊗ T(0,4) G(4,4)

D L ⊗ R Result

6 V(2,0) ⊗ V0 G(2,0) + T(0,2)

V(2,0) ⊗ V(2,0) G(4,0) + T(0,4)

V(2,0) ⊗ V(0,2) G(2,2)

V(2,2) ⊗ V(2,0) G(4,2)

V(2,2) ⊗ V(2,2) G(4,4)

V(2,2) ⊗ T(4,0) G′
(6,2)

5 H2 ⊗ H0 2V2

H2 ⊗ H2 4V4

V2 ⊗ V0 G2 + V2

V2 ⊗ V2 G4 + V4

V4 ⊗ V0 G4

V4 ⊗ V2 G6

V4 ⊗ V4 G8

4 C1 ⊗ H0 V1 + C1

C1 ⊗ C1 V2 + H2

H2 ⊗ H0 2V2

H2 ⊗ C1 2V′
3

H2 ⊗ H2 4V4

V1 ⊗ V0 G1 + C1

V1 ⊗ V1 G2 + H2

V2 ⊗ V0 G2 + V2

V2 ⊗ V1 G3 + V′
3

V2 ⊗ V2 G4 + 2V4

V4 ⊗ V0 G4

V4 ⊗ V1 G5

V4 ⊗ V2 G6

V4 ⊗ V4 G8

Table 1.9: All possible squarings that lead to allowed multiplets. It is easy to see that the rule is that no
“cross type” squaring is allowed except in the special case of V(2,2) ⊗T(4,0) in D = 6.
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Global Symmetries

In the last section of the previous chapter it was shown that tensoring two super-Yang-Mills multiplets

leads to a content corresponding to a supergravity multiplet possibly coupled to vector or matter mul-

tiplets. It was also shown through a specific example in D = 4 that the fields come with the correct

global internal symmetry representations in order to enhance the symmetry to the one associated with

the supergravity theory. Instead of showing that this works case-by-case, we believed that there should

be a mathematical formula building the supergravity global internal symmetries out of the correspond-

ing super-Yang-Mills factors, which could then possibly have a physical interpretation. The goal of this

section is to build this formula and check how far one can get with interpreting it. As emphasised in the

introductory chapter, our published papers on this work make heavy use of the NDAs with all the calcu-

lations casted in the notation and conventions associated with them with the added complexity of dealing

with non-associativity. This is because, as we will explain in this chapter, our first hint towards finding

the desired formula came through a mathematical construction directly related to the NDAs. However,

one does not need to become an expert on the NDAs to work on squaring because once we understand

the interpretation of the formula we can forget where it first came from and work with the usual conven-

tions. In order to highlight this fact, this thesis will make absolutely minimal use of octonionic notions

at the very basic level so that the reader can appreciate their beautiful geometrical interpretation that

they provide, while not having to deal with the technical difficulties of non-associativity. The curious

(and courageous) reader who wants to understand the deeper connection between the octonions and Lie

groups, sYM and supergravity is referred to appendix (A) and references therein. We will start by in-

troducing the very basic notions on NDAs required to understand the content of this chapter. In section

(2.1) we take a systematic approach to the on-shell description of the transformation rules associated

with all sYM theories in 3 ≤ D ≤ 10 and provide a surprisingly interesting octonionic geometrical picture

associated with dimensional reduction and consistent truncations. Section (2 .2) deals with the “coin-

cidence” observed by Duff et al [37] between the Freudenthal-Rozenfield-Tits (FRT) magic square and

squaring. The FRT magic square is a 4 × 4 symmetric table of non-compact Lie algebras whose entries

are obtained through a formula which takes as an input a pair of NDAs
(
A(L),A(R)

)
of dimensions

(nL, nR) [34, 101]. It was observed that the entries of the magic square table corresponded exactly to

the G part of the scalar coset space of the D = 3 supergravities obtained from squaring the sYM with

supersymmetris (QL,QR) = (2nL, 2nR). This can be understood through the relation between sYM and

59
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NDAs already established in section (2.1). Once the translation between the mathematical formula and

squaring is established in D = 3 we will make use of our systematic approach to sYM in all dimensions and

extend the result in section (2.3) where we construct a formula for constructing the Lie algebras of both G

and H of a supergravity obtained from squaring by inputting the spacetime dimension D and the pair of

supercharges (QL,QR) in all 3 ≤ D ≤ 10. Once the formulas have been obtained we will try to interpret

them physically in section (2.4) by checking whether it is possible to perform a full H transformation on

a supergravity field by consistently performing symmetry transformations on its sYM factors. Finally, in

section (2.5) we study the possibility of generalising our results to constructing more general supergravity

theories coupled to an arbitrary number of vector multiplets by squaring sYM theories coupled to matter.

As promised we will now go through a lightning introduction to the NDAs and their basic properties. An

algebra A is a vector space equipped with a bilinear multiplication rule and a unit element. We say A is

a division algebra if, given x, y ∈ A with xy = 0, then either x = 0 or y = 0. A normed division algebra

is an algebra A equipped with a positive-definite norm satisfying the condition

||xy|| = ||x|| ||y||, (2.1)

which also implies A is a division algebra. From now on it shall be understood that the term ‘division

algebra’ is short for ‘normed division algebra’, since we shall have no cause to use division algebras that

are not normed. There is a remarkable theorem due to Hurwitz [102], which states that there are only

four normed division algebras: the real numbers R, the complex numbers C, the quaternions H and the

octonions O. The algebras have dimensions n = 1, 2, 4 and 8, respectively. They can be constructed,

one-by-one, using the Cayley-Dickson doubling method, starting with R; the complex numbers are pairs

of real numbers equipped with a particular multiplication rule, a quaternion is a pair of complex numbers

and an octonion is a pair of quaternions. At the level of vector spaces:

C ∼= R2,

H ∼= C2 ∼= R4,

O ∼= H2 ∼= C4 ∼= R8.

(2.2)

The real numbers are ordered, commutative and associative, but with each doubling one such property is

lost: C is commutative and associative, H is associative, O is non-associative. The Cayley-Dickson pro-

cedure yields an infinite sequence of algebras, but in doubling the octonions to obtain the 16-dimensional

‘sedenions’ the division algebra property is lost. Sometimes when it doesn’t make the notation very heavy

it will be useful to denote the division algebra of dimension n by An.

A division algebra element x ∈ A is written as the linear combination of n basis elements with real

coefficients: x = xaea, with xa ∈ R and a = 0, ∙ ∙ ∙ , (n − 1). The first basis element e0 = 1 is real, while

the other (n− 1) bases ei are imaginary:

e20 = 1, e2i = −1, (2.3)
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where i = 1, ∙ ∙ ∙ , (n− 1). In analogy with the complex case, we define a conjugation operation indicated

by *, which changes the sign of the imaginary basis elements:

e0
∗ = e0, ei

∗ = −ei. (2.4)

It is natural then to define the real and imaginary parts of x ∈ A by

Re(x) ≡
1
2
(x+ x∗) = x0, Im(x) ≡

1
2
(x− x∗) = xiei. (2.5)

Note that this differs slightly with the convention typically used for the complex numbers (since Im(x0 +

x1e1) = x1e1 rather than x1). The multiplication rule for the basis elements of a general division algebra

is given by:

eaeb = Γa
bcec = (+δa0δbc + δb0δac − δc0δab + Cabc)ec (2.6)

e∗aeb = Γ̄a
bcec = (+δa0δbc − δb0δac + δc0δab − Cabc)ec ⇒ Γa

bc = Γ̄a
cb (2.7)

The tensor Cabc is totally antisymmetric with C0ab = 0, which means all of its components are identically

zero for A = R,C. For the quaternions Cijk is simply the permutation symbol εijk, while for the octonions

the non-zero Cijk are specified by the set L of oriented lines of the Fano plane [39], which can be used as

a mnemonic for octonionic multiplication - see Fig. 2.1:

Cijk(A) =






0 for A = R,C

1 if ijk = 123 for A = H

1 if ijk ∈ L for A = O,

where L = {124, 235, 346, 457, 561, 672, 713}.

(2.8)

It is useful to remember that adding 1 (modulo 7) to each of the digits labelling a line in L produces the

next line. For example, 124 → 235.

Figure 2.1: The Fano plane. Each oriented line corresponds to a quaternionic subalgebra.

Restricting to any single line of the Fano plane restricts the octonions to a quaternionic subalgebra so

that Cijk reduces to the permutation symbol εijk. For example, the subalgebra spanned by {e0, e4, e5, e7}

is isomorphic to the quaternions. The complement of a line is called a quadrangle Q and all seven of
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them appear through the tensor Qabcd which is totally antisymmetric with Q0abc = 0, and the non-zero

Qijkl are given by:

Qijkl = 1 if ijkl ∈ Q = {3567, 4671, 5712, 6123, 7234, 1345, 2456}. (2.9)

Since a quadrangle is the complement of a line in the Fano plane, by definition, the tensors Qijkl and Cijk

are dual to one another:

Qijkl = −
1
3!
εijklmnpCmnp. (2.10)

Although octonions are non-associative, they enjoy the weaker property of alternativity. An algebra A is

alternative if and only if for all x, y ∈ A we have:

(xx)y = x(xy), (xy)x = x(yx), (yx)x = y(xx) (2.11)

(note that one of these conditions may be derived from the other two; we write all three just to emphasise

the symmetry [39]). This property is trivially satisfied by the three associative division algebras R,C

and H, and so we conclude that the division algebras are alternative. The three conditions can be neatly

summed up if we define a trilinear map called the associator given by:

[x, y, z] = (xy)z − x(yz), x, y, z ∈ A, (2.12)

which measures the failure of associativity. An algebra A is then alternative if and only if the associator

is an antisymmetric function of its three arguments.

[ea, eb, ec] = 2Qabcded. (2.13)

2.1 Super-Yang-Mills

Before moving to the unified formulation of all super-Yang-Mills theories it will be useful to introduce the

relation between minimal spinors and the reals R, complexes C and quaternions H. As discussed in section

(1.2.2) in spacetime dimensions D = 5, 6, 7 the minimal spinors will always come in symplectic pairs so it

is more natural to discuss the pair rather than each spinor individually. This is natural because both the

spacetime and R-symmetry groups in these dimensions are symplectic and hence obey the isomorphism

USp(n) ∼= Sp(n/2) and to make this manifest it is useful to introduce a new symbol

N =






N for D = 3, 4, 8, 9, 10.

N/2 for D = 5, 6, 7.
(2.14)

Furthermore, we can assign a (direct sum of) division algebra D to every spacetime dimension to reflect

the nature of the minimal spinors: For D odd: Majorana ↔ R and Symplectic ↔ H. For D even:

Majorana ↔ C, Majorana-Weyl ↔ R+ ⊕ R− and Symplectic-Weyl ↔ H+ ⊕ H− with the direct sum

appearing in the cases where the two chiral spinors are not related by charge conjugation. Using these
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two symbols the R-symmetry group can be written as:

R(D,Q) = A(N ;D) ≡ {U ∈ D[N ] | U †U = UU † = 1} =






SO(N ) for D = R

SO(N )× SO( ˜N ) for D = R+ ⊕R−

U(N ) for D = C

Sp(N ) for D = H

Sp(N )× Sp( ˜N ) for D = H+ ⊕H−

Similarly the R-symmetry algebra can be written as:

r(D,Q) = a(N ;D) ≡ {T ∈ D[N ] | T † = −T} (2.15)

The main goal of this section is to provide a unified description of the on-shell transformation rules of sYM

theories summarised in the following table, where the global spacetime and global internal symmetries

have been put together in a direct product group:

D D Q = 16 Q = 8 Q = 4 Q = 2

10 R⊕R SO(8)
V(1,0) : 1

9 R SO(7)
V1 : 2

8 C U(4)
V1 : 7′

7 H Sp(2) × Sp(1)
V2 : 5′

6 H⊕H Sp(1)4 Sp(1)3

V(2,2) : 3 V(2,0) : 4

5 H Sp(2) × Sp(1) Sp(1)2

V4 : 5 V2 : 6

4 C U(4) U(2) × U(1) U(1)2

V4 : 7 V2 : 8 V1 : 9

3 R SO(8) SO(3)3 SO(2)2 1

V8 : 1′ V4 : 4′ V2 : 9′ V1

Table 2.1: The sYM theories in 3 ≤ D ≤ 10. In each entry we list the spacetime and global internal
symmetries as well as the content. The number next to each multiplet indicates the order in which the
theories will be introduced in the text.

There are (at least) two nice ways of approaching the unified description of sYM theories. One is to start
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with the minimal theories in D = 3, 4, 6, 10 and fill the whole table by performing toroidal dimensional

reduction from each of them. This is actually a very natural starting point due to the isomorphism

so(1 +n, 1) ∼= sl(1;An) and it has the advantage of not having to perform truncation to lower Q, while it

has the disadvantage of having to go through the on-shell → off-shell procedure for four different theories.

The second way which is the one to be adopted in this thesis has a single starting point corresponding

to the unique sYM theory in the critical dimension D = 10. Then toroidal dimensional reduction moves

vertically down while consistent truncation moves to the right. The reason this approach is preferred is

mainly to highlight the nice Fano plano geometrical interpretation of consistent truncations. The numbers

next to each multiplet represent the order in which they will be introduced: the theories labelled with a

prime ′ symbol indicates that their description is redundant since it can be directly obtained from their

unprimed partner. Take for example V1 in D = 8 where the multiplet includes one 6-component real

vector, one 4-component complex-valued spinor and one complex scalar which under SU(4)st × U(1)int

are labelled by 60, 4−1 + 4̄1 and 1−2 + 12 respectively. The only difference between this theory and V4

in D = 4 is the flip between which group corresponds to spacetime and which corresponds to internal

symmetries. The latter theory includes six real scalars, four 1-component complex spinors and one com-

plex vector which under SU(4)int × U(1)st are labelled again by 60, 4−1 + 4̄1 and 1−2 + 12 respectively

and thus all the transformations remain the same and the only thing that changes is the interpretation.

For bosons: Exchange what you call vector and what you call scalars. For fermions: Exchange the index

indicating the components of a spinor with the index indicating the number of different spinors. Finally

the minimal theory in D = 3 does not deserve a description as it includes only a real scalar and a real

spinor each carrying 1 dof. In this section we will focus only on the on-shell transformation rules as

they are the important ingredient for studying the Yang-Mills origin of the gravitational transformations.

However, in our original tackle on sYM we extended our study to a unified description over the NDAs

for off-shell transformation rules, Lagrangians as well as off-shell closure of the supersymmetry algebra

[103–105].

Before actually going through the calculations it is instructive to give a brief overview and discuss the

result. The exercise will start with the unique theory in the critical dimension D = 10 where the on-shell

spacetime and supersymmetry transformations will be calculated. We need to choose the spinor to be

either P+ or P− and the calculation will be done for both possible choices. The crucial observation will

be that there is a certain choice for the gamma matrices such that the SO(8) generating Clifford elements

correspond to the matrices appearing in the multiplication between two octonions. Therefore, although all

calculations will be kept over the real numbers according to D, we can think of the 8 dof associated with

both the vector and the spinor as composing an octonion each. In fact we will see that they parametrise

the same octonionic space due to triality which allows one to consistently relabel the vector, spinor and

conjugate-spinor representations of SO(8). By labelling the on-shell vector spaces associated with the

vector and spinor fields in each spacetime dimension as v(D) and s(D) respectively the above statement

is simply:

v(10) ∼= s(10) ∼= O. (2.16)

The fact that the spaces are isomorphic to the octonions is a consequence of dealing with a maximal

theory. Since we need to use this as a starting point to describe all sYM, the fact that they in general
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include more than one spinor and a number of scalars calls for defining the space parametrised by all the

spinors and scalars in the theory as s(D)N and S(D,Q) and observe that:

v(D)⊕ S(D,Q) ∼= s(D)N ∼= AQ/2. (2.17)

Because of this observation, there is a very nice geometric interpretation of diemensional reduction and

truncations. Since v(D) is straightforward to remember, we will label each theory in term of the on-shell

spinor space s(D) (isomorphic to the algebra D raised to some power) and the total on-shell space of both

the bosons and fermions isomorphic to the algebra AQ/2 i.e. every theory will be assigned a unique pair

(s(D),AQ/2). Then the various cases will turn to have the following interpretation:

• Label 2: The octonionic vector splits into the real basis corresponding to a scalar and an imaginary

octonion corresponding to the new vector, while the octonionic spinor stays intact. The theory is

labelled by (R8,O).

• Labels 3,4: The octonionic vector splits into a quaternion corresponding to the new vector and a

quadrangle corresponding to the four scalars. The octonionic spinor is parametrised as a complex

pair of quaternions, with each quaternion corresponding to a pair of spinors of different chirality and

thus the theory can be labelled as (H⊕H,O). The truncation amounts to discarding the quadrangle

which effectively truncates all the scalars and one of the spinor pairs leading to a theory which can

be labelled as (H⊕H,H).

• Labels 5,6: The octonionic vector splits into an imaginary quaternion corresponding to the new

vector and the real basis plus the quadrangle corresponding to the five scalars. The octonionic

spinor is parametrised as a complex pair of quaternions with each quaternion corresponding to

a pair of spinors and the theory is (H,O). As before the truncation amounts to discarding the

quadrangle and consequently discarding one of the spinor pairs and four out of the five scalars and

the resulting theory is labeled as (H,H).

• Labels 7,8,9: The octonionic vector splits into a complex number corresponding to the new vector

and a quadrangle plus two imaginary bases corresponding to 6 scalars. The octonionic spinor is

parametrised as a quaternionic pair of complex numbers corresponding to four spinors. The theory

is labelled as (C,O). The first truncation amounts to discarding the quadrangle resulting into

truncating away four scalars and two spinors leading to (C,H). The last truncation amounts to

discarding the remaining two imaginary bases resulting into truncating away the two remaining

scalars as well as one of the two remaining spinors and the theory is labelled as (C,C).

The stage is now set for the detailed calculation which begins with the unique sYM theory in D = 10. The

theory contains a gauge vector Aμ and a Majorana-Weyl spinor which can be chosen to be either P+Ψ or

P−Ψ, with both fields transforming in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. Since the focus of

this section is on global internal symmetries, without loss of generality all that follows will be in the limit

of zero coupling. The first step is to identify the on-shell degrees of freedom for each field, starting with

the vector. Since the vector has the same properties in every spacetime dimension the following discussion

applies similarly in all D. It was already shown that even before applying the equation of motion the
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vector has only 9 off-shell dof because of its gauge freedom. In Coulomb gauge ∂mAm = 0 the equation

of motion is ∂μFμν = �Aν − ∂ν∂
μAμ = �Aν − ∂ν∂

0A0 which in momentum space becomes:

− pμp
μAν(p) + pνp

0A0(p) = 0. (2.18)

The zeroth-component corresponds to −pmp
mA0(p) and since this is a massless theory A0(p) = 0. In order

to solve the rest of the components one needs to break covariance and this is usually done by choosing

the standard frame pμ = (E, 0, . . . , 0, E) which explains why the on-shell fields are representations of

SO(D − 2). In this frame the Coulomb gauge manifests as A9(p) = 0 and as a result the non-vanishing

degrees of freedom correspond to Va ≡ Aa+1 with a = 0, . . . , 7 verifying that the on-shell vector has indeed

8 dof corresponding to the 8v representation of SO(8). By defining λab ≡ ωa+1b+1 as the subset of the

Lorentz parameters generating the little group, the transformation in this representation is expressed as:

δ
λ
Vc = −

1
2
λab2δc[aδb]dVd,

≡ −
1
2
λab(M

[ab]
v )cdVd,

= −λcdVd, (2.19)

where M [ab]
v are antisymmetric matrices. Notice that the orbital part of Lorentz will always act in the

same way for all fields and so it will be dropped in all further calculations of Lorentz transformations.

The same exercise in other D yields the “1-form” column in table (C.2).

Having dealt with the vector field, the interest is now turned towards the spinor field. The spinor index

runs as α = 1, . . . , 32 and the Majorana reality condition implies that there are 32 real dof. The Weyl

condition which effectively halves the dof to 16 as in table (1.2) will not be applied until the very end such

that both Weyl projection cases can be studied simultaneously. The equation of motion in momentum

space is:

pμγ
μΨ(p) = 0, (2.20)

and in order to solve it one needs to choose a particular frame as well as a particular representation. The

gamma matrices can be in a really-real representation such that:

γμ =

(
0 Σμ

Σ̄μ 0

)

, Σμ = Σ̄μ = {Σ0,Σa+1,Σ9} =

{(
1 0

0 1

)

,

(
0 Γa

Γ̄a 0

)

,

(
1 0

0 −1

)}

, (2.21)

where a = 0, . . . , 7 and the matrices Γa, Γ̄a satisfy:

ΓaΓ̄b + ΓbΓ̄a = 2δab1, (2.22)

Γ̄aΓb + Γ̄bΓa = 2δab1, (2.23)
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and their explicit form is not important at this point. Choosing again the standard frame pμ = (E, 0, . . . , 0, E)

the equation of motion becomes:

(γ0 + γ9)Ψ(p) =









0 0 21 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 −21 0 0

















ψ(p)

ξ(p)

ζ(p)

χ(p)









= 0 ⇒ Ψ
eom
→









ψ

0

0

χ








, (2.24)

and noting that when the argument of the field is suppressed it will always correspond to the spacetime

point. It is clear now that choosing a P+Ψ would lead to ψ while choosing P−Ψ would lead to χ both

of which have 8 real dof. It is a general result that the on-shell dof of a minimal spinor are half of those

off-shell, due to the nature of the spinor representations of SO(1,D−1) and SO(D−2). In this particular

example we have shown this explicitly for SO(1, 9) and SO(8). The natural next step is to plug the result

of (2.24) in (1.32) to find how the two fields transform under the little group SO(8):

δ
λ









ψ

0

0

χ









= −
1
4
λab









Γ[aΓ̄b] 0 0 0

0 Γ̄[aΓb] 0 0

0 0 Γ[aΓ̄b] 0

0 0 0 Γ̄[aΓb]

















ψ

0

0

χ








, (2.25)

leading finally to:

δ
λ
ψ = −

1
4
λabΓ

[aΓ̄b]ψ ≡ −
1
2
λabM

[ab]
s ψ, (2.26)

δ
λ
χ = −

1
4
λabΓ̄

[aΓb]χ ≡ −
1
2
λabM

[ab]
c χ. (2.27)

The subscripts s and c indicate that the matrices M [ab] generate the 8s spinor and 8c chiral-spinor rep-

resentation of SO(8) respectively. The two spinor representations are inequivalent and not related by

complex conjugation and thus must in principle carry different indices so the conventional notation ψα

and χα̇ with α, α̇ = 0, . . . , 7 is now adapted, baring in mind that complex conjugation does not add or

remove the dot. As a result the Gamma matrices carry indices (Γa)α
α̇ and (Γ̄a)α̇

α. Hopefully the fact

that the same spinor index has been chosen for both Ψ and ψ will not cause any confusion since care has

been taken to never use the same symbol for different fields. Unfortunately there are so many alphabets

one can use. Repeating a similar calculation in other dimensions yields the “spinor” column in table (C.2)

It will be useful for later discussion to obtain the form of Ψ̄ as well. In a really real representation

the condition ΨC = Ψ becomes Ψ∗ = Ψ which implies that the mixing matrix Cγα(BT )γβ is no other

than the identity δαβ . Moreover the matrix B, although with a different spinor index structure, it can be

chosen to be numerically equivalent to iγ0 and as a result of this:

Ψ̄ = i
(
0 −χ̄ ψ̄ 0

)
, where (ψ̄)α = δαβψβ and (χ̄)α̇ = δα̇β̇χβ̇ , (2.28)
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showing that, in this particular case, the bar notation is basically unnecessary and one does not need to

be careful on how to raise or lower indices. Plugging into (1.38) yields

δ
λ
ψ̄ =

1
2
ψ̄λabM

[ab]
s (2.29)

δ
λ
χ̄ =

1
2
χ̄λabM

[ab]
c (2.30)

which verifies that the generators of these representations are indeed real and antisymmetric on their

spinor indices. This highlights the fact that all three, the vector, spinor and conjugate-spinor represen-

tations, are real and raising/lowering of indices occurs with the delta matrix is a manifestation of the so

called SO(8) triality which states that one can relabel v, s, c consistently [106]. An implication of this is

that one can use the same index to denote all three of them as soon as the field symbols have a concrete

meaning and therefore only the index a will be used from now on. At this point a choice must be made

on which projection will be used as the minimal spinor and this will be ψ.

Now that the on-shell form of both fields has been obtained, one can apply them to the supersym-

metry transformations in order to obtain their on-shell form. This will be done in momentum space in

order to overcome the difficulty of dealing with derivatives and because this is the form which will be of

use later. For the transformation of the vector the calculation goes as follows:

δ
ε
Aμ(p) = −ε̄γμP+Ψ(p) ⇒ δ

η
Va(p) = −i

(
−κT −wT zT ηT

)









0 0 0 Γa

0 0 Γ̄a 0

0 Γa 0 0

Γ̄a 0 0 0

















ψ(p)

0

0

0








,

⇒ δ
η
Va(p) = −iηbΓ̄

a
bcψ(p)c, (2.31)

and for the spinor:

δ
ε
P+Ψ(p) =

1
4
Fμν(p)γ

μνP+ε ⇒ δ
η









ψ(p)

0

0

0









= iEVa









0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0

















0

0

Γaη

Γ̄az








,

⇒ δ
η
ψ(p)b = iEVa(p)Γ

a
bcηc. (2.32)

To see why all three vector, spinor and chiral spinor can be thought of as octonions it is enough to notice

that the Gamma matrices can be chosen to be the matrices appearing in octonionic multiplication given

in equations (2.6) and (2.7) indicating that both SO(8) as well as supersymmetry transformations can be

expressed as octonionic multiplication. More details on these points can be found in appendix (A). This

theory will be labelled as (R8
+ ⊕ R8

−,O) which is enough to infer that this is a N = (1, 0) theory. Now

everything is ready for describing all sYM theories within this framework.
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Label 2: D = 10→ D = 9

The goal is to find how the octonionic vector and spinor should be parametrised in terms of it’s subalgebras

such that the new fields transform correctly under both spacetime and internal symmetries. Group

theoretically the two fields split according to:

SO(8)st ⊃ SO(7)st (2.33)

8v → 1 + 7, (2.34)

8s → 8, (2.35)

and thus we need to find the appropriate split of the octonions which will result into the correct transfor-

mations according to the above representations. The vector index breaks into 0 and i = 1, . . . , 7 leading

to the parametrisation of the octonionic fields as:

V (O) = φ+ Viei, (2.36)

ψ(O) = ψaea, (2.37)

effectively splitting the original vector into its real and imaginary parts while leaving the original spinor

intact. The breaking SO(8)st ⊃ SO(7)st corresponds to setting the transformation parameter λ0i = 0

and thus the new spacetime transformations are:

δ
λ
Vi = −λijVj , (2.38)

δ
λ
φ = 0, (2.39)

δ
λ
ψa =

1
4
λijΓ

[i
acΓ

j]
cdψd, (2.40)

which are the correct transformation rules for the 7, 1 and 8 of SO(7)st respectively. One could apply

the same splitting to the supersymmetry transformations but since their explicit form does not provide

particular insight it will only be done in D = 4 where the transformations will actually be used in specific

examples. Since nothing has been truncated away this theory can be thought of as still formulated over

the octonions and will therefore be labelled as (R8,O) showing that it is indeed an N = 1 theory.

Labels 3,4: D = 10→ D = 6

Once again we need to first find how the original octonionic fields need to be parametrised to yield the

correct new transformation rules. The group theoretical splitting is now:

SO(8)st ⊃ SO(4)st × SO(4)int
∼= Sp(1)+st × Sp(1)−st × Sp(1)+int × Sp(1)−int (2.41)

8v → (2,2,1,1) + (1,1,2,2), (2.42)

8s → (2,1,2,1) + (1,2,1,2). (2.43)
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The vector index breaks to â = 0, 4, 5, 7 and ǎ = 1, 2, 3, 6 leading to the parametrisation of the octonionic

fields as:

V (O) = Vâeâ + φǎeǎ, (2.44)

ψ(O) = ψâeâ + e1Γ
1
âb̌
ψb̌eâ,

≡ ψâeâ + e1χâeâ,

= ψ + e1χ, (2.45)

which effectively amounts to writing the octonionic vector in terms of its quaternionic subalgebra defined

by a line, plus a quadrangle while writing the octonionic spinor as a pair of quaternions. The breaking

SO(8)st ⊃ Sp(1)+st×Sp(1)−st×Sp(1)+int×Sp(1)−int translates into setting λâb̌ = 0 and in order to define the

parameters of each Sp(1) one needs to take orthogonal combinations between parts of SO(4) parameters

which calls for the necessity of introducing the indices î = 4, 5, 7 and ǐ = 2, 3, 6. Then one needs to define:

λ+
î
≡ −

1
2
λ0̂i +

1
4
Cîĵk̂λĵk̂ ⇒ λ+ = λ+

î
eî, (2.46)

λ−
î
≡ +

1
2
λ0̂i +

1
4
Cîĵk̂λĵk̂ ⇒ λ− = λ−

î
eî, (2.47)

r+
î
≡ +

1
2
Cî1ǰλ1ǰ +

1
4
Cîǰǩλǰǩ ⇒ r+ = r+

î
eî, (2.48)

r−
î
≡ −

1
2
Cî1ǰλ1ǰ +

1
4
Cîǰǩλǰǩ ⇒ r− = r−

î
eî, (2.49)

as the four parameters associated with the four Sp(1)’s respectively. Since now there are both spacetime

and internal parts, it is easier to calculate each one separately. In order to carry out the calculation one

needs to use the following equations:

Γâ
b̂č

= Γǎ
b̂ĉ

= Γǎ
b̌č

= 0, (2.50)

and make repeated use of (2.22). Starting with spacetime, the Sp(1)+st × Sp(1)−st transformations are:

δ
λ
Vâ = −λâb̂Vb̂, (2.51)

δ
λ
φǎ = 0, (2.52)

δ
λ
ψ =

(
−

1
4
λĉd̂Γ

ĉ
âf̂

Γ̄d̂
f̂ b̂
ψb̂

)
eâ = λ+ψ, (2.53)

δ
λ
χ = Γ1

âb̌

(
−

1
4
λĉd̂Γ

ĉ
b̌f̌

Γ̄d̂
f̌ ǧ
ψǧ

)
eâ = λ−χ, (2.54)

which are indeed the correct transformations for the (2,2), (1,1), (2,1) and (1,2) respectively. Similarly

the internal Sp(1)+int × Sp(1)−int yields:

δ
r
Vâ = 0, (2.55)

δ
r
φǎ = −λǎb̌φb̌, (2.56)
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δ
r
ψ =

(
−

1
4
λčďΓ

č
âf̌

Γ̄ď
f̌ b̂
ψb̂

)
eâ = ψr+, (2.57)

δ
r
χ = Γ1

âb̌

(
−

1
4
λčďΓ

č
b̌f̂

Γ̄ď
f̂ ǧ
ψǧ

)
eâ = χr−, (2.58)

which are indeed the correct transformations for the (1,1), (2,2), (2,1) and (1,2) respectively. Once

again nothing has been truncated out so although the octonionic description has been casted in the form

of a complex pair of quaternions, the full space of bosons and fermions is still isomorphic to the octonions

and thus the theory will be denoted as (H+ ⊕ H−,O). The truncation to the minimal theory has the

simple geometrical description of O → H by simply discarding any field with indices on the quadrangle

ǎ = 1, 2, 3, 6. This effectively discards all the scalars and the pair of spinors χ leading to the N = (1, 0)

theory labelled as (H+ ⊕H−,H).

Labels 5,6: D = 10→ D = 5

We carry out now the same exercise to reproduce the correct transformation rules according to the

breaking:

SO(8)st ⊃ Sp(1)st × Sp(2)int (2.59)

8v → (3,1) + (1,5), (2.60)

8s → (2,4). (2.61)

This case is very similar to the previous one with the only difference that the zeroth (real) component

contributes to the internal space i.e. the vector index splits into î = 4, 5, 7 and 0 and ǎ = 1, 2, 3, 6 leading

to the reparametrisation of fields according to:

V (O) = Vîeî + φ0 + φǎeǎ, (2.62)

ψ(O) = ψ + e1χ, (2.63)

which effectively translates into writing the octonionic vector in terms of its imaginary quaternionic

subalgebra plus the rest, and writing the octonionic spinor again as a pair of spinors. The breaking

SO(8)st ⊃ Sp(1)st × Sp(2)int translates to setting λ0̂i = λîǎ = 0 and looking back at the parameters

(2.46) it is clear that setting λ0̂i = 0 makes the two spacetime parameters indistinguishable and thus the

new definition:

λî ≡
1
4
Cîĵk̂λĵk̂ ⇒ λ = λîeî. (2.64)

The new spacetime transformations are now:

δ
λ
Vî = −λîĵVĵ , (2.65)

δ
λ
φ0 = δ

λ
φǎ = 0, (2.66)

δ
λ
ψ =

(
−

1
4
λîĵΓ

î
âf̂

Γ̄ĵ

f̂ b̂
ψb̂

)
eâ = λψ, (2.67)

δ
λ
χ = Γ1

âb̌

(
−

1
4
λîĵΓ

î
b̌f̌

Γ̄ĵ

f̌ ǧ
ψǧ

)
eâ = λχ, (2.68)
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which are indeed the correct transformations for the 3, 1 and 2 of Sp(1)st respectively. However, compared

to the previous cases in D = 6 the internal symmetry parameters receive a new contribution from λ0ǎ

leading to an enhancement of the symmetry which can be understood from the fact that now the pairs of

spinors ψ and χ are of the same type and therefore can mix. With this in mind define:

τ0 ≡ +
1
2
λ01 and τ ǐ ≡ −

1
2
Cî1ǰλ0ǰ ⇒ τ ≡ τ0 + τ îeî, (2.69)

leading to the internal transformations:

δ
r
Vî = 0, (2.70)

δ
r

(
φ0

φǎ

)

= −

(
0 λ0b̌

λǎ0 λǎb̌

)(
φ0

φb̌

)

, (2.71)

δ
r

(
ψ χ

)
=
(
ψ χ

)
(
r+ τ

−τ∗ r−

)

, (2.72)

which are the correct transformations of the 1, 5 and 4 of Sp(2)int respectively, cast in their Sp(2) ⊃

Sp(1)× Sp(1) form. Since no truncation has taken place yet the bosonic and fermionic vector spaces are

isomorphic to the original octonionic one and thus this theory is labelled as (H,O). The truncation to the

minimal theory follows the exact same procedure as in D = 6 namely O→ H and as before, truncation of

the quadrangle results into discarding four scalars and the pair of spinors χ leading to the theory labelled

as (H,H).

Labels 7,8,9: D = 10→ D = 4

The final step in this description of all sYM theories is the dimensional reduction to D = 4 following from

the group theretical breaking:

SO(8)st ⊃ U(1)st × SU(4)int (2.73)

8v → 1−2 + 12 + 60, (2.74)

8s → 4−1 + 41 (2.75)

According to this the vector index splits into
ˉ
a = 0, 1 and ā = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 leading to the reparametrisation

of the original octonionic fields as:

V (O) = V
ˉ
ae

ˉ
a + φāeā ≡ V + φāeā, (2.76)

ψ(O) = (ψα̂ + e1χα̂)eα̂ ≡ ρ
∗α̂eα̂, (2.77)

which effectively leads to a complex vector plus six scalars as well as four complex spinors. The breaking

SO(8)st ⊃ U(1)st×SU(4)int is achieved by setting λ
ˉ
ab̄ = 0, and choosing the U(1) parameter as λ ≡ λ01e1

the spacetime transformations become:
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δ
λ
V = λV, (2.78)

δ
λ
φā = 0, (2.79)

δ
λ
ρ∗â = −

λ

2
ρ∗â, (2.80)

which are the correct transformations for helicities +2, 0 and −1 respectively. In order to study the

internal symmetry transformations it is useful to define the anti-Hermitian matrices:

(T [āb̄])ĉ
d̂ ≡ −

1
2

(
Γ[ā

ĉfΓb̄]

fd̂
+ e1Γ

1
ĉǧΓ

[ā
ǧhΓb̄]

hd̂

)
. (2.81)

written in terms of their real antisymmetric and imaginary symmetric parts. Using this definition the

new internal transformations become:

δ
r
V = 0, (2.82)

δ
r
φā = −λāb̄φb̄, (2.83)

δ
r
ρ∗ĉ = −

1
2
λāb̄(T

[āb̄])ĉ
d̂ρ

∗d̂, (2.84)

which are indeed the correct transformations for 1, 6 and 4 of SU(4)int and this theory is labelled

as (C,O). Since it will turn out to be useful in later calculations, the splitting of the supersymmetry

transformations is now in place. Although the detailed calculation is quite involved one can check that

by splitting the original supersymmetry parameter as:

υâ ≡ Γ1
âb̌
ηb̌, (2.85)

β∗â ≡ ηâ + e1υâ, (2.86)

and defining the matrix:

(M ā)b̂d̂ ≡ Γā
b̂d̂

+ e1Γ
1
b̂č

Γā
čd̂
, (2.87)

the supersymmetry transformations become:

δ
β
V (p) = −iβ∗âρâ(p), (2.88)

δ
β
φā(p) =

i

2
βb̂(M

ā)b̂d̂ρd̂(p) +
i

2
β∗b̂(M ā∗)b̂d̂ρ

∗d̂(p), (2.89)

δ
β
ρb̂(p) = iEV (p)βb̂ + iEφā(p)(M

ā∗)b̂d̂β
∗d̂. (2.90)

The truncations are very similar to the previous cases: Truncating the quadrangle O → H discards four

scalars and two spinors resulting in the (C,H) theory. Further truncating the two remaining imaginary

bases H → C discards the remaining two scalars and one of the two remaining spinors resulting in the

(C,C) theory.
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To recap, there are two pieces of information needed for mathematically characterizing and physically

interpreting a super-Yang-Mills theory: the spacetime dimension D and the number of supercharges Q.

These fix the global symmetry groups as:

st(D) = so(D − 2), (2.91)

int(D,Q) = r(D,Q)⊕ q(D,N ), (2.92)

global(D,Q) = st(D)⊕ int(D,Q), (2.93)

where the factor q indicates how the global internal symmetry deviates from the standard R-symmetry.

Specifically, it is introduced because V4 in D = 4 is self-conjugate and cannot support the U(1) part of

the R-symmetry. Furthermore, the internal symmetry in D = 3 enhances due to the fact that the vector

dualises to a scalar. Therefore:

q(D,N ) = δ3Dδ2N so(2)⊕ δ3Dδ4N so(3)	 δ4Dδ4N u(1). (2.94)

These can be nicely summarised as in table (2.2), which differs from (2.1) just in splitting the spacetime

and internal symmetry groups.

D st Q = 16 Q = 8 Q = 4 Q = 2

10 so(8) ∅

9 so(7) ∅

8 su(4) u(1)

7 sp(2) sp(1)

6 2sp(1) 2sp(1) sp(1)

5 sp(1) sp(2) sp(1)

4 u(1) su(4) u(2) u(1)

3 ∅ so(8) 3so(3) 2so(2) ∅

Table 2.2: The sYM theories in 3 ≤ D ≤ 10. In each entry we list the global internal symmetries as
derived from equation (2.92).

Lastly, let’s recap how the two pieces of information D and Q fix the on-shell vector, spinor and scalar

spaces. Once D is known it fixes the on-shell spacetime group and consequently the on-shell vector and

spinor spaces v(D) ∼= RD−2−δ3D and s(D) respectively. Then the number of supercharges Q fixes the total

spinor space s(D)N ∼= AQ/2 and since this space is isomorphic to v(D)⊕S(D,Q) due to supersymmetry

it fixes the total scalar space S(D,Q) ∼= RQ/2+2−D+δ3D as well. At this point it important to highlight

that the only reason we chose to label each theory not only by the bosonic and fermionic vector space

isomorphic to AQ/2 but also by the minimal spinor space s(D) is simply because the latter has a very
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nice division-algebra interpretation due to the fact that it is isomorphic to D to some power fixed by

the Clifford algebra in the specific dimension. However, we could similarly associate a division-algebra

description to the scalars. One way to see this is by noticing that the scalar space can be obtained by

acting with a supersymmetry generator on the spinor space and projecting the spacetime non-scalar out

of the tensor product. Another way to see this, which is actually closer to the spirit of this section, is by

recalling that, in the same way we started with an octonionic spinor in D = 10 and kept the octonionic

bases througout the calculations, we could had started with an octonionic vector and carried out the

calculations in a similar fashion. Then upon each step of dimensional reduction the scalars would inherit

a division-algebra description. It is instructive to close this section with a table summarising the spinor

space in each spacetime dimension as well as the total scalar space with it’s division-algebra description

isomorphic to S(D,Q) given above1.

D s(D) AQ/2 = O AQ/2 = H AQ/2 = C AQ/2 = R

10 R8
+ ⊕R8

− ∅

9 R8 R

8 C4 C

7 H2 Im(H)

6 H+ ⊕H− H ∅

5 H h02[H] R

4 C R6 C ∅

3 R R8 H C R

Table 2.3: The sYM theories in 3 ≤ D ≤ 10. In each entry we list the total scalar space S(D,Q).

2.2 A magic square of supergravities

We will now see why it was important to go through the process of finding a unified divison-algebra

description of all sYM theories and the reason is because our first hope for finding a formula for the

gravitational global internal symmetries came through a mathematical construction called the magic

square. The magic square is a 4 × 4 symmetric table of Lie algebras whose entries are determined by

a formula which takes as an input a pair of (possibly split) NDAs and gives out a Lie algebra. To

fully understand the construction one needs a broader background on the division algebras than the one

provided in this chapter so the full description is provided in appendix (A). For the moment one should

think of the formula as building up generators whose commutation relations are fixed up to a parameter

w which can be chosen to be ±1 leading to two different signature choices: w = +1 gives compact Lie

1The choice depends on the representation. For example in the maximal D = 5 theory the 5-dimensional scalar space can
be thought of as R5 when considering so(5) or as h02[H] when considering sp(2).
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algebras while w = −1 gives a non-compact version. The choice between the usual or split NDAs for each

of the input as well as the choice of the value of w yield a family of different possible magic squares many

of them appearing in different theoretical physics contexts [34, 75, 101, 107–109]. In our case, the magic

square of interest is the FRT magic square given by:

A(L) \ A(R) O H C R

O e8(8) e7(−5) e6(−14) f4(−20)

H e7(−5) so(8, 4) su(4, 2) sp(2, 1)

C e6(−14) su(4, 2) 2su(2, 1) su(2, 1)

R f4(−20) sp(2, 1) su(2, 1) so(2, 1)

Table 2.4: The non-compact FRT magic square of Lie algebras. The exceptional sides provided the first
relation between the exceptional Lie algebras and the octonions.

The entries of the table can be built one-by-one using the formula:

L1,2

(
A(L),A(R)

)
= tri

(
A(L)

)
⊕ tri

(
A(R)

)
+ 3
(
A(L)⊗A(R)

)
, (2.95)

where tri(A) = ∅, 2so(2), 3so(3), so(8) respectively and the subscript 1, 2 is the traditional way of indi-

cating that we have chosen w = −1 and hence the non-compact forms. The original FRT magic square

corresponded to again using a pair of the usual non-split NDAs but with w = +1 which lead to the com-

pact version of table (2.4). The term magic was coined because, although the original formula was not

symmetric with respect to A(L),A(R), the table was. All the reader needs to understand at this point is

that the formula builds certain Lie algebras out of a pair of four subalgebras (the triality algebras) whose

direct sum has the same rank as the final algebra and which are in turn defined over the four NDAs. The

reader interested to better understand the relationship between these groups and the NDAs as well as

how the generators and their commutation relations are explicitly built should consult appendix (A) and

references therein. Since the magic square is a table of non-compact Lie algebras there is an associated

reduced magic square composed of the maximal compact subalgebras as in table (2 .5), which can be

obtained from the reduced magic square formula:

L2

(
A(L),A(R)

)
= tri

(
A(L)

)
⊕ tri

(
A(R)

)
+
(
A(L)⊗A(R)

)
. (2.96)

The decomposition of the magic square Lie algebras into their maximal compact subgroups will be

denoted using the standard notation

L1,2

(
A(L),A(R)

)
= L2

(
A(L),A(R)

)
+ p
(
A(L),A(R)

)
, (2.97)

where the non-compact part is given by p
(
A(L),A(R)

)
= 2

(
A(L) ⊗ A(R)

)
. In group representation

language equation (2.97) simply expresses the decomposition of the adjoint representation of a non-
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A(L) \ A(R) O H C R

O so(16) so(12) ⊕ so(3) so(10) ⊕ so(2) so(9)

H so(12) ⊕ so(3) so(8) ⊕ 2so(3) so(6) ⊕ so(3) ⊕ so(2) so(5) ⊕ so(3)

C so(10) ⊕ so(2) so(6) ⊕ so(3) ⊕ so(2) so(4) ⊕ 2so(2) so(3) ⊕ so(2)

R so(9) so(5) ⊕ so(3) so(3) ⊕ so(2) so(2)

Table 2.5: The FRT reduced magic square of Lie algebras.

compact Lie algebra L1,2 down to its maximally compact subalgebra L2 which is further decomposed to

a direct sum of Lie algebras tri
(
A(L)

)
⊕ tri

(
A(R)

)
. For example the (O,O) entry corresponds to the

decompositions:

e8(8) ⊃ so(16) ⊃ so(8)⊕ so(8) (2.98)

248 →
(
120

)
+
(
128

)
→

(
(1,28) + (28,1) + (8v,8v)

)
+
(
(8s,8s) + (8c,8c)

)
, (2.99)

where the big brackets have been used to distinguish the compact and non-compact contributions. Re-

turning to the squaring discussion, Duff et al. made the remarkable observation that the scalar cosets of

the supergravity theories obtained by squaring two sYM theories in D = 3 are given as in table (2.6).

NL \ NR 8 4 2 1

8 g = e8(8) g = e7(−5) g = e6(−14) g = f4(−20)

h = so(16) h = so(12) ⊕ so(3) h = so(10) ⊕ so(2) h = so(9)

4 g = e7(−5) g = so(8, 4) g = su(4, 2) g = sp(2, 1)
h = so(12) ⊕ so(3) h = so(8) ⊕ 2so(3) h = so(6)⊕so(3)⊕so(2) h = so(5) ⊕ so(3)

2 g = e6(−14) g = su(4, 2) g = 2su(2, 1) g = su(2, 1)
h = so(10) ⊕ so(2) h = so(6)⊕so(3)⊕so(2) h = so(4) ⊕ 2so(2) h = so(3) ⊕ so(2)

1 g = f4(−20) g = sp(2, 1) g = su(2, 1) g = so(2, 1)
h = so(9) h = so(5) ⊕ so(3) h = so(3) ⊕ so(2) h = so(2)

Table 2.6: The magic square of supergravities in D = 3. The rows and columns determine a pait of sYM
theories while the table entry corresponds to the scalar coset of the resulting supergravity theory [37].

It is through the remarkable observation that the Lie algebras g and h correspond exactly to the magic

square and reduced magic square formulas, that we hoped to rewrite the formula using Left and Right

sYM symmetries in D = 3 and then generalise to all the other spacetime dimensions. Let’s focus firstly

to the maximal compact subalgebra h. In order to find a formula for h with respect to the sYM factors it

is crucial to notice that the triality algebra tri(AQ/2) corresponds exactly to the total internal algebra of
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the D = 3 sYM theory with the specific number of supercharges Q as it can be checked from the bottom

row of table (2.1). Furthermore, the division algebra AQ/2 is isomorphic as a vector space to the total

fermionic and bosonic spaces. Using these two observations we can harvest the fruits of our work in the

previous section and write the Lie algebra formula for the maximal compact subgroups in D = 3 as:

h(3,QL,QR) = int(3,QL)⊕ int(3,QR) + s(3)NL ⊗ s(3)NR . (2.100)

We can further use equation (2.92) as well as the total spinor representation vector space from table (2 .3)

to simplify the formula as

h(3,QL,QR) ∼= r(3,QL)⊕ r(3,QR)⊕ q(3,NL)⊕ q(3,NR) + RNL ⊗RNR , (2.101)

∼= so(NL)⊕ so(NR)⊕ q(3,NL)⊕ q(3,NR) + RNL ⊗RNR , (2.102)

⊂ so(NL + NR)⊕ q(3,NL)⊕ q(3,NR), (2.103)

∼= so(NL + NR)⊕ δ2NL
so(2)⊕ δ2NL

so(2)⊕ δ4NL
so(3)⊕ δ4NL

so(3), (2.104)

which can be checked to correctly reproduce all the h entries of table (2.6). In order to find a formula for the

Lie algebras g, all we need is one for the set of non-compact generators p. As stressed in the introduction,

the coset space G/H is called the scalar manifold because the scalar fields can be though as the coordinates

parametrising this space. Therefore the dimension of the coset space dim(g) − dim(h) = dim(p) must

equal the number of scalars in the supergravity theory, which in D = 3 are actually all the bosonic dof.

Now the method for approaching this problem should be clear: if we know how to construct all the scalar

dof from the Left and Right fields through squaring, we know how to find a formula for constructing the

supergravity scalar space p from the Left and Right vector spaces associated with the sYM fields. In

D = 3 the scalars follow from the tensor product between the Left and Right spinors as well as from the

tensor product between the Left and Right scalars leading to the formula:

p(3,QL,QR) = s(3)NL ⊗ s(3)NR + S(3,QL)⊗ S(3,QR). (2.105)

Using again the entries of table (2.3) the formula can be written in the simple form:

p(3,QL,QR) ∼= RNL ⊗RNR + RQL/2 ⊗RQR/2, (2.106)

where the vector space isomorphism R2 ∼= C and R4 ∼= H can be used accordingly for convenience when

dealing with specific representations. It is instructive to apply the formula case-by-case and check that it

indeed reproduces the g entries of table (2.6). The calculation goes as follows:

1. Substitute the representations corresponding to each term in p with respect to the product group

Int(3,QL)× Int(3,QR).

2. Collect the result into representations of the enhanced H ⊃ Int(3,QL)× Int(3,QR).

3. Find the group G which under the decomposition G ⊃ H decomposes as g = h+ p.

For concreteness, let us demonstrate each step of the calculation explicitly for the (NL,NR) = (4, 2)

example:
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1. The direct product between the Left and Right global internal symmetry groups can be read off

equation (2.92) to be:

Int(3, 8)× Int(3, 4) = SU(2)3 × U(1)2. (2.107)

under which the scalar non-compact space as it follows from the spinor ⊗ spinor and scalar ⊗ scalar

terms respectively using formula (2.106) and table (1.5) carries the representations:

p = R4 ⊗R2 + R4 ⊗R2, (2.108)

∼= H⊗ C + H⊗ C, (2.109)

→ (2,1,2)(+1,+1) + (2,1,2)(−1,−1) + (1,2,2)(+1,−1) + (1,2,2)(−1,+1). (2.110)

2. According to formula (2.104) the direct product between the Left and Right global internal symmetry

groups enhances to that of the Lie group H which in this case is given by:

H(3, 8, 4) = SU(4)× SU(2)× SO(2). (2.111)

The only way to achieve this enhancement is by identifying the surviving so(3) as the third entry and

the surviving so(2) as the second index in equation (2.110). Hence the first together with the fourth

as well as the second together with the third term of the scalar space enhance to representations of

H as:

p ⊂ (4,2)−1 + (4̄,2)+1. (2.112)

3. The last step is to find a group G which when decomposed as G ⊃ SU(4) × SU(2) × U(1) has

its adjoint representation splitting into the adjoint of SU(4) × SU(2) × U(1) plus the scalar space

representations. In this particular case we need to find a group whose adjoint decomposes into:

g ⊃ (15,1)0 + (1,3)0 + (1,1)0 + (4,2)−1 + (4̄,2)+1, (2.113)

which uniquely gives the answer G(3, 8, 4) = SU(4, 2).

The calculations for all entries of the magic square can be found in appendix (B).
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2.3 A magic pyramid of supergravities

The goal of this section is to start with equations (2.100) and (2.105) and extend them to all 3 ≤ D ≤ 10.

The obvious starting point is p because it can be constructed by putting together the scalars as they

follow from the squaring procedure. In general there are three terms from which scalars can result and

we will now study each one of them separately:

• V ◦Ṽ : This is the on-shell tensor product between the Left and Right vector fields which decomposes

into a symmetric traceless part, an antisymmetric part and a trace part with the scalar dof corre-

sponding to the latter. Since both vector fields are singlets under their respective global internal

symmetries the resulting scalar will be a singlet as well, and since our formulas denote representa-

tion spaces with respect to Int(D,QL)× Int(D,QR) the scalar from this tensor product will simply

contribute as R ⊗ R. However, in D = 3 we have dualised the vector into a scalar and thus this

dof has already been taken into account in the scalar vector space of table (2 .3) and in order to

avoid double counting this term will come with a coefficient (1 − δ3D) Furthermore, we should note

that in D = 4 the on-shell 2-form potential corresponding to the antisymmetric part of the tensor

product dualises to a scalar and thus this contributes an extra δ4DR⊗R term. Putting everything

together, the vector ⊗ vector contribution to the scalar coset space is:

(1− δ3D)R⊗R + iδ4DR⊗R. (2.114)

The i next to the second term is to highlight the fact that in D = 4 the two terms will always carry

opposite charges with respect to U(1)d.

• ψ ◦ ψ̃: The second scalar contribution comes from the on-shell tensor product between the spinors

of each sYM theory. Upon tensoring two spinors the tensor space s(D)L ⊗ s(D)R decomposes on

the Clifford-algebra basis with each coefficient corresponding to a p-form potential and as a result

the 0-rank form will contribute to a scalar. However, some minimal theories may contain spinors

of opposite U(1) charge or symplectic pairs of spinors and therefore in this cases the product

contributes to more than one scalar. Thankfully we have already encoded this in our division-

algebra parametrisation of minimal spinors and therefore the scalar contribution from the tensor of

two minimal spinors is D[1, 1]. Moreover, since we are not working only with minimal theories and

each of the sYM might have more than one spinors, the total contribution comes from tensoring the

total spinor spaces s(D)NL ⊗ s(D)NR and therefore the spinor ⊗ spinor contribution to the scalar

coset space is:

D[NL,NR], (2.115)

which can be thought of as an NL ×NR matrix with entries valued over D.

• φ ◦ φ̃: The third and final contribution to the scalar coset space comes from tensoring the scalars

between the Left and Right sYM theories. This is the simplest term since the full tensor product

between the total scalar spaces will contribute to scalars and therefore the last term is simply:

S(D,QL)⊗ S(D,QR). (2.116)
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Putting all these together the scalar space spanned by the non-compact generators can be written in

terms of Int(D,QL)× Int(D,QR)× δ4DU(1)d representations as [35, 36]:

p(D,QL,QR) = (1− δ3D)R⊗R + iδ4DR⊗R + D[NL,NR] + S(D,QL)⊗ S(D,QR). (2.117)

Now we can shift the discussion to the maximal compact subalgebra h. We already know from our

tables in chapter (1) and appendix (C) that the direct product of the Left and Right global internal

symmetry groups Int(D,QL) × Int(D,QR) is maximally embedded in the H group of the resulting

supergravity theory, with the exception of D = 4 where there is space for an additional U(1)d as shown

in the example of subsection (1.5.2). Therefore, the first term in h should be the natural generalisation

of int(3,QL)⊕ int(3,QR) to:

int(D,QL)⊕ int(D,QR)⊕ δ4Du(1)d. (2.118)

Although we do not yet have a proper understanding of the second term in (2 .100) in terms of Yang-Mills

symmetries, the exact same term appeared in (2.105) and we managed to extend it to all D through the

ψ ◦ ψ̃ discussion. Using this, we can finally write the maximal compact formula as [35, 36]:

h(D,QL,QR) = int(D,QL)⊕ int(D,QR)⊕ δ4Du(1)d + D[NL,NR]. (2.119)

We now have all the tools necessary to calculate both G and H for all possible pure sYM squarings in

all 3 ≤ D ≤ 11. Firstly, we already saw in D = 3 how the formula for h can become simpler once the

appropriate enhancement of int(3,QL)⊕ int(D,QR) is identified. The exact same simplification exercise

can be carried out in all dimensions as follows:

D = 10 : h = so(N +
L )⊕ so(N +

R )⊕ so(N −
L )⊕ so(N −

R ) + R[N +
L ,N +

R ] + R[N −
L ,N −

R ] (2.120)

⊂ so(N +
L + N +

R )⊕ so(N −
L + N −

R ) (2.121)

D = 9 : h = so(NL)⊕ so(NR) + R[NL,NR] (2.122)

⊂ so(NL + NR) (2.123)

D = 8 : h = u(1)L ⊕ su(NL)⊕ u(1)R ⊕ su(NR) + C[NL,NR] (2.124)

∼= u(1)⊕ su(NL)⊕ su(NR)⊕ ū(1) + C[NL,NR] (2.125)

⊂ u(1)⊕ su(NL + NR) (2.126)

D = 7 : h = sp(NL)⊕ sp(NR) + H[NL,NR] (2.127)

⊂ sp(NL + NR) (2.128)

D = 6 : h = sp(N +
L )⊕ sp(N +

R )⊕ sp(N −
L )⊕ sp(N −

R ) + H[N +
L ,N +

R ] + H[N −
L ,N −

R ] (2.129)

⊂ sp(N +
L + N +

R )⊕ sp(N −
L + N −

R ) (2.130)
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D = 5 : h = sp(NL)⊕ sp(NR) + H[NL,NR] (2.131)

⊂ sp(NL + NR) (2.132)

D = 4 : h = (δ1NL
+ δ2NL

)u(1)L ⊕ su(NL)⊕ (δ1NR
+ δ2NR

)u(1)R ⊕ su(NR)⊕ u(1)d

+ C[NL,NR] (2.133)

∼= (1− δ4NL
δ4NR

)u(1)⊕ (δ1NL
δ1NR

+ δ1NL
δ2NR

+ δ2NL
δ1NR

+ δ2NL
δ2NR

)u(1)′

⊕ su(NL)⊕ su(NR)⊕ ū(1) + C[NL,NR] (2.134)

⊂ (1− δ4NL
δ4NR

)u(1)⊕ (δ1NL
δ1NR

+ δ1NL
δ2NR

+ δ2NL
δ1NR

+ δ2NL
δ2NR

)u(1)′

⊕ su(NL + NR) (2.135)

This is a great simplification because it means that we do not need to carry out the exercise for each case

separately. Plugging in all the possible combinations of (NL,NR) results into the reduced magic pyramid

of supergravities given in figure (2.2). However, in order to calculate G we indeed need to carry out an

exercise similar to the one towards the end of section (2.2) by studying all possible squarings case-by-case.

The calculations are all presented explicitly in appendix (B) and the resulting pyramid of supergravities

is given in figure (2.3).
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QL = 8

QL = 16

Figure 2.2: The reduced magic pyramid of supergravities. The shaded squares indicate the possibility of
two different theories at that entry. In D = 10 we have chosen Type IIB while in D = 6 we have chosen
the N = (1, 1) theory [35, 36].
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Figure 2.3: The magic pyramid of supergravities [35, 36].
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2.3.1 Example: N = 3 supergravity

There is a point worth discussing regarding the D = 4 cases. As seen in the first line of equation (2.133)

there are (potentially) three U(1)’s that go into the h formula, corresponding to the two R-symmetry

U(1)’s coming from each sYM theory and the U(1)d already met in (1.5.2). However, the charges that

each supergravity field carries under the three U(1)′s do not necessarily correspond to the charges they

should be carrying according to the decomposition G ⊃ H ⊃ IntL × IntR × Ū(1). However there is

always a linear transformation between the two explaining the change of notation in the second line of

equation REF. In order to understand this better we present another full squaring example in D = 4.

The supergravity whose content and symmetries we will reproduce from squaring is N = 3 supergravity

coupled to one vector multiplet: G3 + V′
3, whose scalar coset can be read from table (1.6) to be:

G

H
=
U(1)
U(1)

×
SU(1, 3)

SU(3)× U(1)′
. (2.136)

The content of the theory will be labelled as always under H×U(1)st which in this case is SU(3)×U(1)×

U(1)′ × U(1)st with the U(1)st charge indicated as a superscript. The representations of the graviton,

vector and scalars are dictated by the decomposition G ⊃ H while the fermionic fields in each multiplet

can be completed by using the action of the supersymmetry generators as in (1 .173). The resulting content

is:

g∗ + g : 1−4
(0,0) + 14

(0,0) (2.137)

Ψ∗ + Ψ : 3−3
(1,1) + 33

(−1,−1) (2.138)

A∗ +A : 3−2
(2,2) + 32

(−2,−2) + 1−2
(−2,6) + 12

(2,−6) (2.139)

ξ∗ + ξ : 1−1
(3,3) + 11

(−3,−3) + 3−1
(−1,7) + 31

(1,−7) (2.140)

ϕ∗ + ϕ : 30
(0,8) + 30

(0,−8) (2.141)

ξ∗ + ξ : 11
(1,9) + 1−1

(−1,−9) (2.142)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
G3

︸ ︷︷ ︸
V′

3

In order to make touch with squaring we should further decompose the SU(3) and label the content by

SU(2)× U(1)× U(1)′ × Ū(1)× U(1)st leading to:

1−4
(0,0,0) + 14

(0,0,0) (2.143)

1−3
(1,1,−4) + 2−3

(1,1,2) + 13
(−1,−1,4) + 23

(−1,−1,−2) (2.144)

1−2
(2,2,4) + 2−2

(2,2,−2) + 12
(−2,−2,−4) + 22

(−2,−2,2) + 1−2
(−2,6,0) + 12

(2,−6,0) (2.145)

1−1
(3,3,0) + 11

(−3,−3,0) + 1−1
(−1,7,−4) + 2−1

(−1,7,2) + 11
(1,−7,4) + 21

(1,−7,−2) (2.146)

10
(0,8,4) + 20

(0,8,−2) + 10
(0,−8,−4) + 20

(0,−8,2) (2.147)

11
(1,9,0) + 1−1

(−1,−9,0) (2.148)
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We should now try and reproduce the exact same content from squaring. The Left theory is V2 labelled

by SU(2)×U(1)L×U(1)L
st and the Right theory is V1 labelled by U(1)R ×U(1)R

st. Similar to (1.5.2) the

squaring table includes fields labelled by SU(2)× U(1)L × U(1)R × U(1)d × U(1)st:

V2\V1
−2
0 + 2

0
−1
1 + 1

−1

1−2
0 + 12

0 1−4
(0,0,0) + 14

(0,0,0) + 10
(0,0,−4) + 10

(0,0,4) 1−3
(0,1,−1) + 13

(0,−1,1) + 1−1
(0,−1,−3) + 11

(0,1,3)

2−1
1 + 21

−1 2−3
(1,0,1) + 23

(−1,0,−1) + 21
(1,0,−3) + 2−1

(−1,0,3) 2−2
(1,1,0) + 22

(−1,−1,0) + 20
(1,−1,−2) + 20

(−1,1,2)

10
2 + 10

−2 1−2
(2,0,2) + 12

(−2,0,−2) + 12
(2,0,−2) + 1−2

(−2,0,2) 1−1
(2,1,1) + 11

(−2,−1,−1) + 11
(2,−1,−1) + 1−1

(−2,1,1)

Table 2.7: Squaring table for V2 ⊗V1 in D = 4 with the original U(1) charges.

Clearly the three U(1) charges are not the ones indicated in equations (2.143) − (2.148). However it is

not too hard to show that they are related by the unique linear transformation






q

q′

q̄




 =






1 1 0

−1 3 2

1 −3 1











qL

qR

qd




 . (2.149)

For completeness we present the squaring table after the transformation and by labeling the fields under

SU(2)× U(1)× U(1)′ × Ū(1)× U(1)st:

V2\V1
−2
0 + 2

0
−1
1 + 1

−1

1−2
0 + 12

0 1−4
(0,0,0) + 14

(0,0,0) + 10
(0,−8,−4) + 10

(0,8,4) 1−3
(1,1,−4) + 13

(−1,−1,4) + 1−1
(−1,−9,0) + 11

(1,9,0)

2−1
1 + 21

−1 2−3
(1,1,2) + 23

(−1,−1,−2) + 21
(1,−7,−2) + 2−1

(−1,7,2) 2−2
(2,2,−2) + 22

(−2,−2,2) + 20
(0,−8,2) + 20

(0,8,−2)

10
2 + 10

−2 1−2
(2,2,4) + 12

(−2,−2,−4) + 12
(2,−6,0) + 1−2

(−2,6,0) 1−1
(3,3,0) + 11

(−3,−3,0) + 11
(1,−7,4) + 1−1

(−1,7,−4)

Table 2.8: Squaring table for V2 ⊗V1 in D = 4 with the transformed U(1) charges.

One can compare this table against equations (2.143)− (2.148) and convince himself that the two indeed

match.
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2.4 Yang-Mills origin of generators

This is a very good point to pause and recall what we have achieved in this chapter so far. We knew that

taking the tensor product between the content of any two sYM theories in a certain spacetime dimension

will result into the content of supergravity theory with N = NL +NR in the same spacetime dimension.

However, in order to claim that the resulting content indeed matches the correct supergravity theory, it

should form multiplets transforming properly and the R-symmetry group. In fact all the supergravity

fields should transform in the correct representations under the linearly realised global internal symme-

try group H which includes the R-symmetry and potentially extra terms mixing multiplets of the same

type. There are two equivalent ways to go about and check this. The first was shown in (1 .5.2) where

we squared the two sYM theories by keeping all fields in IntL × IntR × δ4DU(1)d representations and

then checking that they can be appropriately enhanced to form representation of H. The second way

was used in (2.3.1) where we started with the desired supergravity theory, decomposed the content under

H ⊃ IntL × IntR × δ4D × U(1)d and checked that the representations of the content match those from

squaring.

We then thought that instead of going through all the examples case-by-case, maybe we could find a

formula which would take sYM “information” as input and give out the Lie group H and possibly the

non-compact Lie group G to which H is the maximal compact subgroup. This was achieved through the

seemingly unrelated mathematical construction of the magic square. The magic square formula took as

input information a pair of division algebras
(
A(L),A(R)

)
while our formulas take as input information

the spacetime dimension D and a pair of supersymmetry charges (QL,QR). Specifically, the formula for

the Lie algebra of the maximal compact subgroup H was found to be:

h(D,QL,QR) = int(D,QL)⊕ int(D,QR)⊕ δ4Du(1) + D[NL,NR]. (2.150)

The formula represents the decomposition of the adjoint representation of H under H ⊃ IntL × IntR ×

δ4DU(1)d and the result can be thought as split into two parts: the first part corresponds to the adjoint

representations of the group IntL, IntR and U(1)d while the second part corresponds to the direct

product between the defining representations of IntL and IntR with possible U(1)d charges. By calling

the dimension of the Lie groups H, IntL, IntR as h, L, R respectively and the dimension of the defining

representations of IntL, IntR as l, r respectively, the formula represents the decomposition:

h = (L,1)0 + (1,R)0 + δ4D(1,1)0︸ ︷︷ ︸
1©

+(l, r)x + (l, r)−x︸ ︷︷ ︸
2©

. (2.151)

An interesting question that arises is “What is the sYM origin of all these generators?”. Consider the

supergravity field S = Φ ◦ Φ̃, where the sYM factors can be fields of any type. Another way of phrasing

the same question is:

“How should one transform the sYM pieces Φ and Φ̃ such that the result is a full H transformation on S?”
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Since we know that IntL and IntR correspond to R-symmetry transformations on each sYM side and

that δ4DU(1)d corresponds to subtracting the helicity charges, the first part of the transformation can be

sketched as:

δ
1©
S ∼ TΦ ◦ Φ̃ + Φ ◦ T̃Φ̃ + δ4D

(
MΦ ◦ Φ̃− Φ ◦ M̃Φ̃

)
, (2.152)

∼ δ
r
Φ ◦ Φ̃ + Φ ◦ δ

r̃
Φ̃ + δ4D

(
δ
λ
Φ ◦ Φ̃− Φ ◦ δ

λ̃
Φ̃
)
, (2.153)

where T, T̃ and M, M̃ are the generators of the global internal and global on-shell Lorentz transforma-

tions of the Left and Right sYM theory respectively. However, it is not at all obvious what the Yang-Mills

origin of the second part of the transformation is. Thankfully we can look back to the way we constructed

this term and try to assign a physical interpretation to it. Looking back at the previous section we can

see that the term D[NL,NR] originated in the formula for p as the space of scalars resulting from the

tensor product of the total spinor spaces s(D)NL ⊗ s(D)NR . Therefore the generators associated with

these transformations should correspond to the “scalar” part of global generators which carry indices

according to s(D)NL ⊗ s(D)NR . But we already have global generators living in this space: the super-

symmetry generators Q ⊗ Q̃. The “scalar” part is understood as the condition necessary to make sure

that the resulting generators will contribute to internal symmetries i.e. will commute with spacetime

transformations. Following the above notation, the second part of the transformation can be sketched as

[35, 36]:

δ
2©
S ∼ Scalar

(
QΦ ◦ Q̃Φ̃

)
∼ Scalar

(
δ
η
Φ ◦ δ

η̃
Φ̃
)
, (2.154)

which we will referred to as double-susy. This term will be studied through two specific examples that

are of great interest to the community involved with the double-copy approach to supergravity namely

Type IIB in D = 10 and N = 8 supergravity in D = 4. As a last comment before moving to the explicit

examples, we provide the commutation relations of all the generators in g. Based on their origin, the

space parametrised by the Lie algebra generators can be sketched as:

g ∼= intL ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ intR + S(q⊗ q̃) + S(v ⊗ ṽ) + S(s⊗ s̃) + S⊗ S̃, (2.155)

≡ h(L) + h(R) + h(q) + p(v) + p(s) + p(S) (2.156)

where the symbol “S” stands for “scalar part of” and where the space q ⊗ q̃ is isomorphic to s ⊗ s̃ but

the different symbols were used to highlight their different origin. Moreover, since we have a fairly good

understanding of the extra possible U(1)d in D = 4, it has been dropped for convenience. The commuta-

tion relations between the various generators can be nicely summarised as in table (2 .9).
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h(L) h(R) h(q) p(v) p(s) p(S)

h(L) h(L) 0 h(q) 0 p(s) p(S)

h(R) 0 h(R) h(q) 0 p(s) p(S)

h(q) h(q) h(q) h(L) + h(R) p(s) p(v) + p(S) p(s)

p(v) 0 0 p(s) 0 h(q) 0

p(s) p(s) p(s) p(v) + p(S) h(q) h(L) + h(R) h(q)

p(S) p(S) p(S) p(s) 0 h(q) h(L) + h(R)

Table 2.9: The commutation relations between the various generators in g, labelled by their Yang-Mills
origin. The notation makes the relations [h, h] ⊆ h, [h, p] ⊆ p, [p, p] ⊆ h manifest [36, 110].

2.4.1 Example: Type IIB supergravity

Type IIB supergravity in D = 10 follows from squaring two N = 1 sYM with the two theories having a

spinor of the same chirality. The squaring table with SO(8) representations was given in table (1.7) but

it is worth repeating it with the appropriate tensor field notation2:

V(1,0)\V(1,0)
Ṽb(p) ψ̃β(p)

Va(p)
(
V(aṼb) −

1
8
δabVcṼc

)
+ V[aṼb] + 1

8
δabVcṼc

(
Vaψ̃β − 1

8
Vc(Γ

aΓ̄c)βγψ̃γ

)
+ 1

8
Vc(Γ

aΓ̄c)βγψ̃γ

ψα(p)
(
Ṽbψα− 1

8
Ṽc(Γ

bΓ̄c)αγψγ

)
+ 1

8
Ṽc(Γ

bΓ̄c)αγψγ

− i
16

(
δαβ(ψ̃ψ) − 1

2!
(Γ[aΓ̄b])αβ(ψ̃Γ[aΓ̄b]ψ) +

1
4!

(Γ[aΓ̄bΓcΓ̄d])αβ(ψ̃Γ[aΓ̄bΓcΓ̄d]ψ)
)

hab +Bab + 1
8
δabϕ Ψaβ + 1

8
Γa

βγ̇ξγ̇

Xbα + 1
8
Γb

αγ̇ζγ̇ − E
16

(
δαβφ− (Γ[aΓ̄b])αβCab + (Γ[aΓ̄bΓcΓ̄d])αβDabcd

)

Table 2.10: The content of Type IIB supergravity theory in D = 10 as the tensor product G(2,0) =
V(1,0) ⊗V(1,0).

2As will be shown in chapter (3), the tensor product between two off-shell spinors results into field strengths. When
deriving the on-shell potentials there is a derivative which in momentum space introduces the factor E.
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Comparing the lower and upper parts give the definition of the supergravity fields in terms of the sYM

ones3. Type IIB is a good example to study because δ
1©

is zero due to the fact that the two sYM have

no global internal symmetry, and hence the full H transformation should follow from δ
2©
. Furthermore,

in this particular example H = SO(2) so we are looking to reproduce just a single generator. Although

the calculation can be checked on any of the supergravity fields we will choose to do it explicitly on the

spinors ξ and ζ given by:

ξα̇ = VaΓ̄
a
α̇βψ̃β , (2.157)

ζα̇ = ṼaΓ̄
a
α̇βψβ . (2.158)

To carry out the calculation we need to recall the on-shell supersymmetry transformation from equations

(2.31) and (2.32):

δ
η
Va = −iηα̇Γ̄a

α̇βψβ, δ
η̃
Ṽa = −iη̃α̇Γ̄a

α̇βψ̃β , (2.159)

δ
η
ψα = iEVaΓ

a
αβ̇
ηβ̇ , δ

η̃
ψ̃α = iEṼaΓ

a
αβ̇
η̃β̇ , (2.160)

Let’s start with the spinor ξ. Applying supersymmetry transformations simultaneously on both sYM

pieces we arrive at the transformation:

δ
ηη̃
ξα̇ = E

(
ηγ̇Γ̄a

γ̇δψδ

)
Γ̄a

α̇β

(
ṼbΓ

b
βε̇η̃ε̇

)
, (2.161)

= −E(ηγ̇ η̃ε̇)
(
Γ̄a

γ̇δΓ̄
a
α̇βΓb

βε̇

)
(Ṽbψδ). (2.162)

The middle term in the big brackets corresponds to a horrible looking tensor. However, we are only

interested in the spacetime-commuting part of this transformation, in other words the part we are looking

for should mix ξα̇ with ζα̇ and thus we are after term in the middle bracket proportional to Mγ̇ε̇Γ̄b
α̇δ.

The desired term can be found by expanding out the Γ tensors to be −δγ̇ε̇Γ̄b
α̇δ. Plugging this into the

transformation and keeping only the spacetime-commuting part of the transformation we are left with:

δ̄
ηη̃
ξα̇ = E(ηη̃)ζα̇. (2.163)

Since we are working with on-shell transformations, the bosonic transformation resulting from the tensor

product of two fermionic transformations should be accompanied by a 1/E coefficient in the same spirit

that the on-shell bosons follow from the on-shell spinor ⊗ spinor term. Therefore the final transformation

is:

δ
d.s
ξα̇ =

1
E
δ̄
ηη̃
ξα̇ = (ηη̃)ζα̇. (2.164)

3The squaring table is in momentum space to avoid the heavy notation introduced by the convolution.
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If we repeat the exact same calculation by varying ζα̇ we will find:

δ
d.s
ζα̇ = (η̃η)ξα̇ = −(ηη̃)ξα̇ (2.165)

with the minus sign appearing due to the anticommuting supersymmetry parameters. Defining θ ≡ ηη̃

and putting together the two results we arrive at the expected SO(2) transformation:

δ
d.s

(
ξα̇

ζα̇

)

= θ

(
0 1

−1 0

)(
ξα̇

ζα̇

)

. (2.166)

One can carry out the same exercise for all fields that mix under H = SO(2) and one will always arrive

at the same transformation with different coefficients/charges.

2.4.2 Example: N = 8 supergravity

Now that we have seen how the double-susy generators contribute to the maximal compact subgroup H we

can study a slightly more complicated example where the contribution is not just a single generator. N = 8

supergravity in D = 4 follows from squaring two N = 4 sYM. The squaring table with SU(4)int ×U(1)st

representations was studied in (1.5.2) but it is once again worth repeating it with the appropriate tensor

field notation. According to section (2.1) the four complex spinors should carry a label α̂ and the six real

scalars a label ā. However to keep a cleaner notation we will use the index I for the spinors and the index

m for the scalars.

V4\V4 Ṽ (p) + Ṽ ∗(−p) ρ̃I′(p) + ρ̃∗I′
(−p) φ̃m′

(p)

V (p) +
V ∗(−p)

V Ṽ + V ∗Ṽ ∗ + V ∗Ṽ + V Ṽ ∗ V ρ̃I′ + V ∗ρ̃∗I′
+ V ∗ρ̃I′ + V ρ̃∗I′

V φ̃m′
+ V ∗φ̃m′

ρI(p) +
ρ∗I(−p)

ρI Ṽ + ρ∗I Ṽ ∗ + ρ∗I Ṽ + ρI Ṽ
∗ ρI ρ̃I′ + ρ∗I ρ̃∗I′

+ ρ∗I ρ̃I′ + ρI ρ̃
∗I′

ρI φ̃
m′

+ ρ∗I φ̃m′

φm(p) φmṼ + φmṼ ∗ φmρ̃I′ + φmρ̃∗I′
φmφ̃m′

g + g∗ + ϕ+ ϕ∗
ΨI′ + Ψ∗I′

+ ξ∗I′ + ξI′
Am′

+A∗m′

ΨI + Ψ∗I + ξI + ξ∗I E
(
AII′ +A∗II′

+ ϕI
I′ + ϕ∗

I
I′
)

ξI
m′

+ ξ∗Im′

Am +A∗m
ξm

I′ + ξ∗mI′
ϕmm′

Table 2.11: The content of N = 8 supergravity theory in D = 4 as the tensor product G8 = V4 ⊗V4.
It is understood that all the complex conjugated fields in the bottom table have argument (−p) which
although is an important detail it is omitted to avoid the heavy notation.

The decomposition of the adjoint representation of SU(8) under SU(4) × SU(4) × U(1)d according to
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(2.119) is:

64 = (15,1)0 + (1,15)0 + (1,1)0︸ ︷︷ ︸
1©

+(4,4)x + (4,4)−x︸ ︷︷ ︸
2©

(2.167)

and we are trying to reproduce part 2© from double-susy4. Once again the calculation can and should be

checked against all types of fields but as an example we will focus on the gravitini ΨI and ΨI′ transforming

in the (4,1) and (1,4) respectively. Using the above table these fields are given by:

ΨI = ρI Ṽ, (2.168)

ΨI′ = V ρ̃I′ . (2.169)

In order to carry out the calculation we need to recall the on-shell supersymmetry transformations cal-

culated in equations (2.88) and (2.90):

δ
β
V = −iβ∗IρI , δ

β̃
Ṽ = −iβ̃∗I

′
ρ̃I′ , (2.170)

δ
β
ρI = iEV βI + iEφm(Mm∗)IJβ

∗J , δ
β̃
ρ̃I′ = iEṼ β̃I′ + iEφ̃m′(Mm′∗)I′J ′ β̃∗J

′
. (2.171)

Let’s start with the gravitino ΨI . By simultaneously transforming both sides under supersymmetry the

net transformation is:

δ
ββ̃

ΨI = E
(
V βI + φm(Mm∗)IJβ

∗J
)(
β̃∗I

′
ρ̃I′

)
, (2.172)

= E
(
βI β̃

∗I′
)
(V ρ̃I′) + E

(
(Mm∗)IJβ

∗J β̃∗I
′
)
(φmρ̃I′). (2.173)

Clearly, since the second term corresponds to a spinor, only the first term contributes to spacetime-

commuting transformations and therefore:

δ̄
ββ̃

ΨI = E
(
βI β̃

∗I′
)
(ΨI′) ⇒ δ

d.s
ΨI =

(
βI β̃

∗I′
)
(ΨI′). (2.174)

Repeating the exact same calculation on the gravitino ΨI′ gives:

δ
d.s

ΨI′ =
(
β̃I′β

∗I
)
(ΨI) (2.175)

Defining (θ)I
I′ ≡ βI β̃

∗I′ the double-susy contribution to the gravitational internal global symmetry trans-

formations is:

δ
d.s

(
ΨI

ΨI′

)

=

(
0 (θ)I

I′

(θ†)I′
I 0

)(
ΨI

ΨI′

)

. (2.176)

with (θ)I
I′ and (θ†)I′

I corresponding to the (4,4) and (4,4) in (2.167) respectively as expected. Having

properly understood the Yang-Mills origin of all compact generators in terms of actual transformations

on the sYM fields, we have recently started thinking whether we could find a similar interpretation for

4In what follows we will neglect the U(1)d charges as we have a good understanding of their origin and thus including
them would simply make the notation more heavy than it already is.
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the non-compact generators. Note that although we found a formula to construct these generators using

the Yang-Mills origin of all the supergravity scalars, it is not at all obvious how one should transform the

sYM pieces such that the net effect is a transformation of the supergravity field by these non-compact

generators. Perhaps a more modest question to ask is whether it is even possible to reproduce these

transformations by some type of variation on the Yang-Mills fields, and then worry whether this variation

corresponds to an actual symmetry. Although we have not made particular progress in this area it is

instructive to list the things to keep in mind before actually tackling this calculation:

• Whatever the desired Yang-Mills variations are, after projecting out their spacetime-commuting

scalar part, we should be left with transformations that leave the graviton as well as the fermions

invariant.

• The variations should also act such that the net transformation on the supergravity gauge potentials

is a linear transformation since the gauge potentials transform linearly under G.

• The net effect these variations should have on the supergravity scalars is highly non-trivial. The

resulting transformation should be the non-linear transformation one would get by first acting with

G and then compensating to restore the chosen gauge.

• Finally, it is not necessary to find a Yang-Mills origin for all the independent non-compact generators.

This is because once a certain set of them is constructed, we can commute them with generators in

H using table (2.9) and construct all the remaining ones.

2.5 Beyond pure super-Yang-Mills squaring

In this chapter we have so far focussed on a very particular type of squaring, namely the squaring of

two pure sYM theories. Although we were able to learn a great deal through this, squaring is a much

more general process. For example, it is clear from table (1.9) that in D = 6 we could had chosen to

square pure tensor multiplets instead of vector ones in order to get coformal supermultiplets and this

could provide an alternative D = 6 layer to the magic pyramid. Also, as argued earlier in (1.5), not both

Yang-Mills sides must be supersymmetric in order for the resulting gravity theory to be supersymmetric

and hence we should consider examples where one of the sides is N = 0. Furthermore, there is no reason

to consider only pure sYM. As we discussed in the introduction Yang-Mills theories can couple to matter

and therefore we should try and extend our construction to include this feature. We study these natural

extensions in the two remaining subsections.

2.5.1 Squaring tensor multiplets in D = 6

There is no reason to expect that our squaring formulas apply only to the case of squaring two vector

multiplets. After all, h puts together all the possible global internal generators that can be constructed

from the Left and Right theories while p is constructed from the space parametrised by the scalars created

through the tensoring. So as soon as we make appropriate changes to preserve the status of these two

structures, we should expect the formulas to work in exactly the same manner. In fact there are only two

differences between a vector and a tensor multiplet concerning squaring and they can be seen from the
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field representations. Under the D = 6 on-shell little group Sp(1)+ × Sp(1)− the vector is represented as

(2,2) while the two “chirality” tensors are represented as (3,1) and (1,3). Therefore:

• The tensor multiplet of a certain number of supercharges must include an extra scalar to preserve the

number of bosonic degrees of freedom. Therefore, the new scalar space is now S′(6,Q) ∼= RQ/2−3.

• The tensor ⊗ tensor part of squaring will only contribute to a scalar degree of freedom if the two

tensors are of the same “chirality”.

Both these points concern the p formula. Taking these into consideration, the formulas become:

h = sp(N +
L )⊕ sp(N +

R )⊕ sp(N −
L )⊕ sp(N −

R ) + H[N +
L ,N +

R ] + H[N −
L ,N −

R ], (2.177)

⊂ sp(N +
L + N +

R )⊕ sp(N −
L + N −

R ), (2.178)

p = (2− δ0(N +
L N +

R ) − δ0(N −
L N −

R ))R⊗R + H[N +
L ,N +

R ] + H[N −
L ,N −

R ] + RQL/2−3 ⊗RQR/2−3. (2.179)

The calculations for the all the possible cases are once again summarised in appendix (B) and they yield

the alternative conformal magic square of supergravities:

NL \ NR (2, 0) or (0, 2) (1, 0) or (0, 1)

(2, 0) or g = e6(6) or g = o(5, 5) g = su∗(6) or g = su∗(4) ⊕ sp(1)
(0, 2) h = sp(4) h = 2sp(2) h = sp(3) h = sp(2) ⊕ sp(1)

(1, 0) or g = su∗(6) or g = su∗(4) ⊕ sp(1) g = o(1, 1) ⊕ o(5, 1) or g = o(1, 1) ⊕ 2sp(1)
(0, 1) h = sp(3) h = sp(2) ⊕ sp(1) h = sp(2) h = 2sp(1)

Table 2.12: The alternative magic square of supergravities in D = 6. These are the theories obtained
from squaring two tensor multiplet theories.

Before closing this subsection we should return to table (1.9) and recall that squaring in D = 6 has one

more peculiarity, namely it allows the one and only “cross-type” squaring between a vector and a tensor

multiplet T(4,0) ⊗V(2,2) = G′
(6,2). Let’s study this example in detail.

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)× Sp(1)2 (2.180)

intL ⊕ intR = sp(2)⊕ 2sp(1) (2.181)

p→ (4,1,2) + (5,2,2) (2.182)

H = Sp(3)× Sp(1) (2.183)

⇒ p ⊂ (14,2) (2.184)

⇒ g ⊃ (21,1) + (1,3) + (14,2) (2.185)

⇒ G = F4(4) (2.186)

As it is clear from table (1.6) any of the three possible maximal supergravity theories in D = 6 with con-

tent G(4,4), G(8,0) and G′
(6,2) and G groups O(5, 5), E6(6), F4(4) could be chosen to be part of the magic
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pyramid because any of them will yield the same maximal theory in D = 5 upon dimensional reduction.

However, if any of the latter two is chosen, our conventional knowledge suggests that the pyramid should

not continue to higher dimensions. Consider at first choosing the theory with content G′
(6,2) to be part

of the pyramid. Since it is the only theory that comes from “cross-type” squaring i.e. from tensoring a

vector with a tensor multiplet, it should appear on its own on the D = 6 layer. Interestingly enough,

the resulting pyramid looks like in figure (2.4). This construction has the interesting feature that the

vertically connected maximal theories form an exceptional side.

Lastly, consider substituting the D = 6 layer of the magic pyramid with the alternative magic square

of table (2.12) and choosing the entries that make the layer identical to that of D = 5. Then the re-

sulting construction corresponds to that of figure (2.5) which although identical to exceptional magic

pyramid it has a different interpretation. Interestingly enough, the exceptional pattern on the vertical

maximal theories suggests that, against all conventional understanding, there should exist a theory with
G
H =

F4(4)

Sp(2)×Sp(1) in some spacetime dimension D ≥ 6.

These examples close the treatment of pure tensor/sYM squaring. Equipped with all the things that

we learned we can extend our study to more complicated cases.
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E6(6) SU∗(6)

SU∗(6)
O(5, 1)

E7(7) SO∗(12) SU(1, 5)

SO∗(12) SU(1, 1)×

SU(1, 5)

U(1, 3)

U(1, 3) U(1, 2)

SO(2, 6)

E8(8)

E7(−5) SO(8, 4)

F4(−20)

Sp(2, 1)

E6(−14) SU(2, 1)2

SO(2, 1)

SU(4, 2)

SU(2, 1)

D = 3

D = 4

D = 6

D = 5

QR = 16 QR = 8 QR = 4 QR = 2

QL = 2

QL = 4

QL = 8

QL = 16

O(1, 1)×

E7(−5) E6(−14)

F4(−20)

SU(4, 2)

Sp(2, 1)

SU(2, 1)

F4(4)

Figure 2.4: The exceptional magic pyramid of supergravities.
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E6(6) SU∗(6)

SU∗(6)
O(5, 1)

E7(7) SO∗(12) SU(1, 5)

SO∗(12) SU(1, 1)×

SU(1, 5)

U(1, 3)

U(1, 3) U(1, 2)

SO(2, 6)

E8(8)

E7(−5) SO(8, 4)

F4(−20)

Sp(2, 1)

E6(−14) SU(2, 1)2

SO(2, 1)

SU(4, 2)

SU(2, 1)

D = 3

D = 4

D =?

D = 5, 6

QR = 16 QR = 8 QR = 4 QR = 2

QL = 2

QL = 4

QL = 8

QL = 16

O(1, 1)×

E7(−5) E6(−14)

F4(−20)

SU(4, 2)

Sp(2, 1)

SU(2, 1)

F4(4)

Figure 2.5: The unconventional magic pyramid of supergravities.
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2.5.2 Coupling vector multiplets

A natural thing to wonder at this point is whether one can couple vector or matter multiplets to a

supergravity theory through the squaring procedure. This is in fact possible and it is achieved by coupling

the sYM theories to matter themselves. The analysis in this thesis focusses on the coupling of vector

multiplets to supergravity theories with 8 ≤ Q ≤ 16. Although the analysis should extend to include:

• coupling of vector multiplets to supergravities with Q = 4,

• coupling of matter multiplets,

• coupling of tensor multiplets in D = 6,

this is still work under progress and therefore will not be included at this stage. However, there are

still interesting features and interesting questions arising even by studying only the coupling of vector

multiplets in the aforementioned range of Q. The analysis will take place separately for the different

values of Q = 16, 12, 8 such that toroidal dimensional reduction will be manifest in the discussion.

Before performing the systematic approach to this problem it is instructive to study a particular ex-

ample and see how the coupling of sYM to matter will effectively result to the coupling additional vector

and/or matter multiplets to the supergravity theory. Recall from the discussion in the introductory chap-

ter that although the sYM fields carry gauge group adjoint indices the resulting supergravity fields don’t.

This was explained through the introduction of the bi-adjoint valued spectator scalar. Coupling the sYM

to matter multiplets corresponds to introducing fields carrying indices in the defining representation of

the gauge group. Therefore the spectator scalar must generalise to a bigger tensor:

ΦAA′ =

(
ΦAA′ ΦAa′

ΦaA′ Φaa′

)

. (2.187)

However, if this matrix remains totally unconstrained it will allow “cross-type” squaring which according

to table (1.9) will not result into the desired allowed multiplets. This can be resolved by setting the

off-diagonal terms to zero and restricting the spectator scalar to the diagonal form5:

ΦAA′ =

(
ΦAA′ 0

0 Φaa′

)

(2.188)

As a result of this, the Left fields in the adjoint will square with Right fields in the adjoint and Left fields

in the defining will square with Right fields in the defining leading to what we call the sum of squares

rule. For example coupling each of the N = 2 vector multiplets in D = 4 to a hypermultiplet will result

into the squaring:

(
VA

2 + Ha
2

)
⊗
(
VA′

2 + Ha′

2

)
=
(
VA

2 ⊗VA′

2

)
+
(
Ha

2 ⊗Ha′

2

)
= G4 + 2V4 + 4V4 = G4 + 6V4 (2.189)

5In the amplitudes literature the gauge groups of the two sYM are the same and therefore only gauge index tensor products
that will have scalar terms are allowed. Here this is imposed as a constraint on the spectator scalar.
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The constraint we will impose on the spectator scalar can be summarised as:

The gauge representation indices on the two sides must be of the same type.

By “of the same type” we do not simply mean that both should simply be in the defining represen-

tation. If the defining representation is real, pseudoreal or complex on one side, it must be accordingly

chosen on the other side as well. It is worth discussing this more explicitly with the particular example

of the hypermultiplet. From table (C), the content of a single hypermultiplet can be labelled under

U(2)× U(1)st as:

1−1
r + 20

r+1 + 11
r+2 + c.c., (2.190)

where the complex conjugates are added to make the multiplet CPT complete. However, one can make

the particular choice r = −1 such that the two parts look exactly the same. This allows the presence of

the so-called enhanced symmetry Sp(1) such that under Sp(1)× U(2)× U(1)st the content is:

(2,1)−1
−1 + (2,2)00 + (2,1)11. (2.191)

Of course this can generalise to a number of n hypermultiplets such that the enhanced group is Sp(n). At

this point we can assign a gauge index corresponding to a real representation and view this Sp(n) group

as a global internal symmetry group. However, we can choose to view the Sp(n) as the gauge group,

such that the gauge index corresponds to a pseudoreal representation, which allows us to work with

a more fundamental multiplet, called a half-hypermultiplet. This half-hypermultiplet can now have an

additional global internal index in a real representation. The advantage of using the half-hypermultiplet

is that it leads to a richer set of theories that can be obtained from squaring [98] 6. However, making the

choice to work with half-hypermultiplets and thus choosing the gauge index to correspond to a pseudoreal

representation, implies that the spinors on the other sYM have to carry a pseudoreal gauge index as well.

This choice restricts the possible additional global internal symmetries that the theory can have. Without

further due we are now ready to study the coupling of vector multiplets to 8 ≤ Q ≤ 16 supergravities in

4 ≤ D ≤ 10.

Q = 16 in 4 ≤ D ≤ 10

We start off our discussion with the one-parameter infinite family of half-maximal supergravities coupled to

mD number of vector multiplets already presented in table (1.6) with content indicated by7 G16+mDV16.

The common feature between all these theories is that their maximal compact subgroup H can be written

as δ4DU(1)×R×O(mD) where the factor O(md) mixes together the mD different real vector multiplets

[72]. All these theories can be obtained by squaring a sYM theory of the same number of supercharges with

a non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory coupled to mD number of real scalars. Moreover, in D = 6, 5, 4

where the theories are not minimal, they admit a second factorisation as in table (2 .13) at the beginning

of the next page.

6There is nothing wrong with working with the full hypermultiplet and in fact in some cases it leads to more natural
factorisations.

7The subscript has been chosen to correspond to the number of real supercharges in order to make the discussion general
in all dimensions.
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D VA′

0 +mDφ
A′

SO(D − 2)st IntR = O(mD)

VA
16 G16 +mDV16

IntL = R H = R×O(mD)

D = 6 VA′

(0,0) +m6φ
A′

VA′

(0,2) + m6
2

Ha′

(0,2)

Sp(1)2st IntR = O(m6) IntR = Sp(1) ×O(m6)

VA
(2,2) G(2,2) +m6V(2,2) VA

(2,0) + 1
2
Ha

(2,0) G(2,2) +m6V(2,2)

IntL = Sp(1)2 H = Sp(1)2 ×O(m6) IntL = Sp(1) H ⊃ Sp(1)2 ×O(m6)

D = 5 VA′

0 +m5φ
A′

VA′

2 + m5−1
2

Ha′

2

Sp(1)st IntR = O(m5) IntR = Sp(1) ×O(m5 − 1)

VA
4 G4 +m5V4 VA

2 + 1
2
Ha

2 G4 + V4 + (m5 − 1)V4

IntL = Sp(2) H = Sp(2) ×O(m5) IntL = Sp(1) H ⊃ Sp(1)2 ×O(m5 − 1)

D = 4 VA′

0 +m4φ
A′

VA′

2 + m4−2
2

Ha′

2

U(1)st IntR = SO(m4) IntR = U(2) × SO(m4 − 2)

VA
4 G4 +m4V4 VA

2 + 1
2
Ha

2 G4 + 2V4 + (m4 − 2)V4

IntL = SU(4) H = SU(4) × SO(m4) × U(1) IntL = U(2) H ⊃ U(2)2 × SO(m4 − 2) × U(1)

Table 2.13: Factorisation of the Q = 16 one-parameter family of supergravities coupled to mD number
of vector multiplets in spacetime dimensions 4 ≤ D ≤ 10. Due to toroidal dimensional reduction we have
mD = mD−1 + 1.

The double horizontal line in the middle splits the two possible factorisations. There are a couple of

important lessons to be learned out of this exercise: firstly we can see that the dimensional reduction

of the supergravity theory can be traced back to the dimensional reduction of the sYM factors. This is

natural to expect end will turn out to be true in all cases to follow. From this perspective the theories in

D ≥ 6 do not admit a second factorisation because the hypermultiplets coupled to the sYM factors cannot

oxidise further than D = 6. As a second remark, notice that in the first factorisation the H group is built

as a direct product from IntL × IntR without the need of enhancement while the second factorisation

needs to enhance as with the previous examples. This is complete agreement with our perspective that the
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extra generators responsible for the enhancement follow from double-susy: in the first factorisation the

Right theory is non-supersymmetric and therefore there is no double-susy contribution to the generators

of H. Finally, the mixing of the half-hypermultiplets in the real defining representation of an orthogonal

group is consistent with the fact that they carry a pseudoreal gauge index.

Q = 12 in D = 4

We now move to the next lower number of supercharges allowing for the coupling of vector multiplets

which corresponds to N = 3 theories in D = 4. This is again a one-parameter family of supergravities

with content G3 +mV′
3 and scalar coset:

G

H
=

U(3,m)
U(3)× U(m)

(2.192)

The factorisation of these theories into Left and Right sYM parts is presented in table (2.14). One can

adopt the interpretation that this family of supergravity theories cannot uplift to D ≥ 4 because the the

Right theory can’t.

D Left Right Supergravity

4 VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 VA′

1 + (m− 1)Ca′

1 G3 + V′
3 + (m− 1)V′

3

U(1)st IntL = U(2) IntR = U(1) × U(m− 1) G = U(m, 3)
H = U(m) × U(3)

⊃ U(m− 1) × U(2) × U(1)2

Table 2.14: Factorisation of the Q = 12 one-parameter family of supergravities coupled to m number of
vector multiplets in spacetime dimension D = 4.

Q = 8 in D = 5, 4

This subsection is very close to the spirit of [98]. In this paper the authors take a very smart approach

to building all possible homogeneous spaces using the standard parametrisation [66, 78, 111–113] and

identifying the double-copy origin of all the parameters. Although we are focussing only on homogeneous

symmetric spaces in this thesis, it instructive to study the cases one-by-one and see what we can learn

by comparing the approaches. One might wonder why the analysis here does not include the coupling of

vector multiplets, to supergravitites with Q = 8 in D = 6. The reason for this is that as seen from table

(C.4) the multiplet V(2,0) does not include any scalars and therefore coupling an arbitrary number of

them will not contribute to the scalar coset. However, the coupling of tensor multiplets would contribute

one scalar degree of freedom each but as explained in the introduction of this subsection this is still

work in progress. We are now ready to study the factorisation of Q = 8 supergravities coupled to vector

multiplets in D = 5, 4. We begin with the theories that appear in both D = 5, 4 and can be obtained

by dimensional reduction on a circle and then close the subsection with a one-parameter family which
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appears only in D = 5 and another one-parameter family appearing only in D = 4. More specifically we

are going to study:

1. The Jordan generic series in D = 5, 4.

2. The Magical supergravities in D = 5, 4.

3. The non-Jordan generic series in D = 5.

4. The minimally coupled series in D = 4.

where last case has not been considered in [98] because it does not uplift D = 5. Let’s start with the

first case and the so-called generic Jordan supergravities in D = 5, 4. The scalar cosets for G2 +mV2 in

D = 5 and G2 + (m+ 1)V2 in D = 4 are given by

G

H
= SO(1, 1)×

SO(m− 1, 1)
SO(m− 1)

×
Sp(1)
Sp(1)

,
G

H
=
SU(1, 1)
U(1)

×
SO(m, 2)

SO(m)× U(1)
×
SU(2)
SU(2)

, (2.193)

respectively. It turns out that there are two possible factorisations of each theory and they are listed

in table (2.15). The double vertical line has not been introduced to separate the two factorisations to

highlight the fact that, in contrast with the previous example, the Left theory is the same.

D = 5 VA′

0 + (m− 1)φA′
VA′

0 + φA′
+ (m− 2)Ha′

0

Sp(1)st IntR = SO(m− 1) IntR = SO(m− 2)

VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 G2 + V2 + (m− 1)V2 G2 + V2 + V2 + (m− 2)V2

IntL = Sp(1) H = Sp(1) × SO(m− 1) H ⊃ Sp(1) × SO(m− 2)

D = 4 VA′

0 +mφA′
VA′

0 + 2φA′
+ (m− 2)Ha′

0

U(1)st IntR = SO(m) IntR = SO(2) × SO(m− 2)

VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 G2 + V2 +mV2 G2 + V2 + 2V2 + (m− 2)V2

IntL = U(2) H = U(2) × SO(m) × U(1) H ⊃ U(2) × U(1)2 × SO(m− 2)

Table 2.15: Factorisation of the Q = 8 generic Jordan series of supergravities coupled to vector multiplets
in D = 5, 4.

This is a very interesting example because of the following observation regarding the second factorisa-

tion: although one of the theories is non-supersymmetric we observe an enhancement of IntL × IntR ×

δ4DU(1)d ⊂ H. So far we have been interpreting the missing generators as originating from double-susy

but we see that this interpretation cannot hold anymore. So this new problem can be stated as:
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“When the non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory includes fermions there is an enhancement of the

IntL × IntR × δ4DU(1)d. What is the Yang-Mills origin of the missing generators? ”

At the time of writing of this thesis this problem has not been resolved and it is considered as work

in progress. We also see that although the Left theory is always the same, the are two possible Right

theories leading to the exact same supegravity theory. This is due to the fact that the generic Jordan se-

ries can occur from two different combination of the parameters characterising the possible homogeneous

symmetric special Kähler manifolds as in [78]. At this stage one might wonder whether there are any more

possible factorisations. One might consider possible factorisations such that the scalars and the spinors

each mix independently under their own groups. Although this could lead to the correct representations

we would be dealing with a non-interacting theory. Any could even consider more exotic examples where

there are no scalars in Right theory at all. For example the decomposition H ⊃ U(2) × U(m/2) × U(1)

could correspond to a Right theory with content VA′

0 + mHa′

0 and global symmetries U(1)st × U(m/2)

such that the content transforms as:

[
1−2

0 + 12
0

]A′

+
[
m/2−1

x + m/2
1

−x + m/21
−y + m/2

−1

y

]a′

. (2.194)

According to the perspective of [98] and the discussion in the beginning of this subsection this is not

allowed as the global internal symmetry chosen together would have to pair with a gauge index of a

complex representation, thus being incompatible with the gauge index of the Left theory. According to

the spirit of this thesis, it is impossible to get the correct U(1) charges by some linear transformation.

This highlights the importance of understanding the Yang-Mills origin of gravitational symmetries at

least as a tool of eliminating candidate factorisations. Of course there are other possible factorisations

by considering a full hypermultiplet with a gauge index of a real representation but we will avoid that to

preserve the unified description.

We can now focus on the second case and the so-called Magical supergravities [75, 108, 114]. The term

magical follows from the fact that the U -duality G groups associated with these theories originally arose

from an alternative non-symmetric 4 × 4 magic square of Lorentzian signature (w = −1) where one of

the division algebras used as entries becomes a split-division algebra8. The only division algebra which

doesn’t have a split version are the reals R and it turns out to give the entries in the square that don’t cor-

respond to supergravity theories. The other entries form a 3 × 4 magic square whose columns correspond

to Q = 8 supergravities in D = 5, 4, 3 coupled to a certain number of vector multiplets. These theories

together with their factorisation into Left and Right parts are presented in the following table. Although

the D = 3 theories are trivial due to the dualisation of the vector degrees of freedom into scalars, they

have been included for completeness.

Once again, all the three Left, Right and resulting supergravity theories are related by toroidal dimensinal

reduction. Since the non-supersymmetric theories contain fermionic degrees of freedom the mystery of

enhancement of the internal symmetry groups is still present. The last three columns can admit alter-

8Unlike the standard division algebras, they contain non-zero elements which are non-invertible.
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D = 5 VA′

0 + 9φA′
+ 16Ha′

0 VA′

0 + 5φA′
+ 8Ha′

0 VA′

0 + 3φA′
+ 4Ha′

0 VA′

0 + 2φA′
+ 2Ha′

0

Sp(1)st IntR = SO(9) IntR = SO(5) × Sp(1) IntR = SO(3) × U(1) IntR = SO(2)

VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 G2 + 26V2 G2 + 14V2 G2 + 8V2 G2 + 5V2

IntL = Sp(1) G = E6(−26) × Sp(1) G = SU∗(6) × Sp(1) G = SL(3;C) × Sp(1) G = SL(3;R) × Sp(1)
H = F4 × Sp(1) H = Sp(3) × Sp(1) H = SU(3) × Sp(1) H = SO(3) × Sp(1)

⊃ SO(9) × Sp(1) ⊃ Sp(2) × Sp(1)2 ⊃ U(1) × Sp(1)2 ⊃ U(1) × Sp(1)

D = 4 VA′

0 + 10φA′
+ 16Ha′

0 VA′

0 + 6φA′
+ 8Ha′

0 VA′

0 + 4φA′
+ 4Ha′

0 VA′

0 + 3φA′
+ 2Ha′

0

U(1)st IntR = SO(10) IntR = SO(6) × Sp(1) IntR = SO(4) × U(1) IntR = SO(3)

VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 G2 + 27V2 G2 + 15V2 G2 + 9V2 G2 + 6V2

IntL = U(2) G = E7(−25) × SU(2) G = SO∗(12) × SU(2) G = SU(3, 3) × SU(2) G = Sp(6;R) × SU(2)
H = E6 × U(2) H = SU(6) × U(2) H = SU(3)2 × U(2) H = SU(3) × U(2)

⊃ SO(10)×U(1)×U(2) ⊃ U(4)×SU(2)2 ×U(1) ⊃ U(2)3 ⊃ U(2)2

D = 3 12φA′
+ 32ψa′

8φA′
+ 16ψa′

6φA′
+ 8ψa′

5φA′
+ 4ψa′

IntR = SO(12) IntR = SO(8) × Sp(1) IntR = SO(6) × U(1) IntR = SO(5)

VA
4 + 1

2
Ha

4 G2 + 27V2 G2 + 15V2 G2 + 9V2 G2 + 6V2

IntL = SO(3)3 G = E8(−24) × SO(3) G = E7(−5) × SO(3) E6(2) × SO(3) G = F4(4) × SO(3)
H = E7 × SO(3)2 H = SO(12) × SO(3)2 H = SU(6) × SO(3)2 H = Sp(3) × SO(3)2

⊃ SO(12) × SU(2)3 ⊃ SO(8) × SU(2)4 ⊃ U(4) × SU(2)3 ⊃ SO(5) × SU(2)3

Table 2.16: Factorisation of the Q = 8 Magical supergravities in spacetime dimensions D = 5, 4, 3.

native factorisations when considering full hypermultiplets but as promised we will stick with the unified

approach.

Aside: Although we emphasised that there won’t be a systematic approach to the coupling of tensor

multiplets in D = 6, the analysis of the magical supergravities begs for the attempt to uplift them to

D = 6 by uplifting the Yang-Mills factors. However, due to the chiral nature of the on-shell little group

in D = 6 there are more than one possible oxidations of the various fields. More explicitly, the multiplet

V2 can oxidise to either V(2,0), V(0,2), T(2,0) or T(0,2), the multiplet H2 can oxidise to either H(2,0) or

H(0,2), the fields V0 + φ can oxidise to either V0, T0 + φ or T̃0 + φ and finally the field H0 can oxidise

to either H0 or H̃0. However, non of the possible uplifts corresponds to a squaring which will result to

theories with the correct number of tensor multiplets such that the total number of scalars will match the

dimG− dimH of the respective magic square entry [108].
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Next in line is our third example which is called the non-Jordan generic series in D = 5 for obvious

reasons. The scalar coset of this one-parameter family of supergravities with content G2 + (m+ 1)V2 is

given by:
G

H
=
SO(m+ 1, 1)
SO(m+ 1)

×
Sp(1)
Sp(1)

. (2.195)

There is a unique factorisation of this family of theories into Yang-Mills factors as in the following table9.

D Left Right Supergravity

5 VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 VA′

0 +mHa′

0 G2 + V2 +mV2

Sp(1)st IntL = Sp(1) IntR = SO(m) G = SO(m+ 1, 1) × Sp(1)
H = SO(m+ 1) × Sp(1)

⊃ SO(m) × Sp(1)

Table 2.17: Factorisation of the Q = 8 generic non-Jordan series of supergravities coupled to m+1 vector
multiplets in D = 5.

Finally, the last example to be studied corresponds to the so called minimally coupled series of Q = 8

supergravities in D = 4 with content G2 +mV2 and scalar coset:

G

H
=

U(m, 1)
U(m)× U(1)

×
SU(2)
SU(2)

, (2.196)

isomorphic to the complex projective spaces CPm. Once again the theories admit a unique factorisation

into Yang-Mills factors as:

D Left Right Supergravity

4 VA
2 + 1

2
Ha

2 VA′

0 + (m− 1)Ha′

0 G2 + V2 + (m− 1)V2

U(1)st IntL = U(2) IntR = U(m− 1) G = SU(m, 1) × U(2)
H = U(m) × U(2)

⊃ U(m− 1) × U(2) × U(1)

Table 2.18: Factorisation of the Q = 8 minimally-coupled series of supergravities coupled to m vector
multiplets in D = 4.

Once again the fact that this family does not follow from a corresponding D = 5 one has been traced back

to the fact that the Right theory does not uplift to D = 5. We can summarise the “difference” between

the non-Jordan and Jordan series in D = 5 and the “difference” between the minimally-coupled and

Jordan series in D = 4 in the simple Yang-Mills statement: For the non-Jordan and minimally coupled

9Upon dimensional reduction this does not yield a homogeneous symmetric space.
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series the Right theory has no scalars.

Although the coupling of matter multiplets is still considered work under progress, we have enough ideas

worth listing before closing this chapter. We focus on Q = 8 supergravities which can couple two an arbi-

trary of both vector and hyper multiplets. The scalar coset is a direct product of the space parametrised

by the scalars in the vector multiplets and the scalars in the hypermultiplets. Furthermore, all the pos-

sible homogeneous symmetric scalar manifolds corresponding to the coupling of vector multiplets have

already been studied in this section, so it is only a matter of finding a way to adding something to our

framework that will introduce an arbitrary number of hypermultiplets. Moreover, the hyper multiplet

content as well as the associated homogeneous symmetric quaternionic manifold is insensitive to toroidal

dimensional reduction and therefore the discussion is general for all D = 4, 5, 6.

The exhaustive list of homogeneous symmetric quaternionic coset spaces is:

SU(n, 2)
U(n)× SU(2)

,
SO(n, 4)

SO(n)× SU(2)2
,

Sp(n, 1)
Sp(n)× SU(2)

,
G2(2)

SU(2)2
,

F4(4)

Sp(3)× SU(2)
,

E6(2)

SU(6)× SU(2)
,

E7(−5)

SO(12)× SU(2)
,

E8(−24)

E7 × SU(2)
, (2.197)

corresponding to the coupling of n, n, n, 2, 14, 20, 32, 56 hypermultiplets respectively. In our existing con-

struction of Q = 8 supergravities, the factors SU(2) already appear and they follow from the R-symmetry

of the Left supersymmetric theory. Looking at table (1.9), the only way for adding hyper multiplets

without affecting the established coupling of the vector multiplets is by adding scalar fields to the non-

supersymmetric Right theory, transforming in the defining of the gauge group. In order to get the

correct symmetries, it seems that the Right theory needs to have an additional global internal symmetry

U(n), SO(n), Sp(n), SU(2), Sp(3), SU(6), SO(12), E7 mixing the extra scalars appropriately. However, all

these speculative points need to be explicitly checked.

As a final comment, there is an additional way of coupling both vector and hyper multiplets to Q = 8

supergravities in D = 4 through squaring:

(
VA

1 + Ca
1

)
⊗
(
VA′

1 + nCa′

1

)
= G2 + H2 + nV2 + nH2. (2.198)

In this case the number of vector and hyper multiplets are related and we have no clear idea yet of what

the coset manifold of the resulting supergravity theory should be.



3

Local Symmetries

During the introduction of “Gravity as the square of Yang-Mills” in section (1.5) it was briefly explained

why the resulting supergravity theory should be thought of as a linearised theory. This had to do with the

fact that the various supergravity fields were built out of SO(D − 2) modules from theories which have

this spacetime symmetry as a global symmetry. Simply put, the resulting theory will include fields with

flat indices and will enjoy global super-Poincaré invariance. This feature was not emphasised at all during

the previous chapter due to the fact that it does not affect the global internal symmetries of the theory

in any way: global internal symmetries will mix fields of the same type independently of whether they

are part of a linearised theory or not. However, the distinction between linear and non-linear gravity is of

primary concern if we wish to study the Yang-Mills origin of local gravitational symmetries because the

transformations we wish to derive in each case are very different. For example, in a pure gravity theory

the graviton will transform as a metric while in the linearised version it transforms as a spin-2 gauge field

propagating on a flat background.

In general, a supersymmetric linear gravity theory will include fields other than just the graviton which

might have their own gauge symmetry transformations. The main goal of this chapter is to find a Yang-

Mills origin of these symmetry transformations and try to check if there is a way to extend this to

next-to-linear order. During this quest it will be of great importance to conjecture that the linearised

gravity fields are composed out of linearised Yang-Mills ones. Although the reason for this claim might

not be clear at this stage it will be evident during the derivation of the symmetry transformations at

linear order and most importantly in the attempt to extend the dictionary to the next order. Recall that

our dictionary between the Yang-Mills and gravity fields is given by equation (1 .177) as:

S(x) =
(
Φ ◦ Φ̃

)
(x) ≡

(
ΦA ? ΦAA′ ? Φ̃A′

)
(x), (3.1)

where S can be any supergravity field depending on the Left and Right entries. Since global internal

symmetries won’t play a part in the following discussion, the indices associated with them have been

dropped in an attempt to make the notation lighter. A major distinction between this and the previous

chapter is that, since we are now trying to derive gauge symmetries, we need to work with SO(1,D − 1)

modules before gauge fixing rather than SO(D − 2) ones. With all these notions and tools in hand we

are now ready to start our analysis. The structure of this chapter is the following: The first subsection

107
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is devoted to linearised supergravity. We will begin by showing that if the Yang-Mills entries of our

field dictionary are considered to be the fields of a linearised sYM theory, then the dictionary correctly

reproduces the local symmetries of the corresponding linearised supergravity theory [38]. Then we will

discuss how the on-shell information can result by considering the equations of motion on both the Left

and Right fields. Finally, in the second subsection we will focus solely on the graviton field and study

whether it is possible extend equation (3.1) by adding higher orders of the sYM fields such that the

resulting transformation on graviton includes next-to-linear orders.

3.1 Linearised Gravity from linearised Yang-Mills

Before studying the Yang-Mills origin of the local gravity symmetries it is instructive to study the sym-

metry transformations of linearised Yang-Mills and linearised gravity independently as they arise from

their respective non-linear version. Both cases rely on the standard approach of making a perturbative

expansion with respect to the coupling constant and keeping track of equations associated with each term.

3.1.1 Symmetries

First in line is the study of linearised sYM. The theory will usually contain a gauge vector, a number of

spinor fields as well as a number of scalar fields, some of which might correspond to auxiliary dof. The

explicit form of the gauge transformations can be obtained by starting from the usual (referred to here as

non-linear) Yang-Mills transformations given by equation (1.62) and expanding the parameter in powers

of the coupling constant as:

θA(x) =
∑

P=0

gP θA

(P )
(x) = θA

(0)
+ gθA

(1)
(x) + . . . . (3.2)

At this point we could simply substitute this in the variation of the gauge field and have a transformation

in powers of the coupling constant. However, it is easier to expand the field as well and keep control of

the expansion by identifying the variation of each order by matching coefficients of powers of g. Using

the standard expansion

AA
μ (x) =

∑

P=0

gPAA
μ

(P )

(x) = AA
μ

(0)

(x) + gAA
μ

(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.3)

ΨA
α (x) =

∑

P=0

gP ΨA
α

(P )

(x) = ΨA
α

(0)

(x) + . . . , (3.4)

φA(x) =
∑

P=0

gPφA

(P )
(x) = φA

(0)
(x) + . . . , (3.5)
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and plugging it in the transformation (1.62), the zeroth-order fields turn out to transform as:

δ
θ
AA

μ
(0)

(x) = −fBC
AθB

(0)
AC

μ
(0)

(x) + ∂μθ
A

(1)
(x), (3.6)

δ
θ
ΨA

α
(0)

(x) = −fBC
AθB

(0)
ΨC

α
(0)

(x), (3.7)

δ
θ
φA

(0)
(x) = −fBC

AθB

(0)
φC

(0)
(x), (3.8)

which we will refer to as linearised Yang-Mills transformations. Ignoring the matter fields for the moment,

variation (3.6) gives a nice interpretation for the linearised Yang-Mills gauge field. The variation suggests

that the gauge field should be thought of as a collection of A number of Maxwell fields mixing under the

global parameter θA

(0)
but each with its own local parameter θA

(1)
(x).

We now turn our attention to linearised supergravity. In a theory of linear gravity all fields are thought

of as propagating on flat Minkowski background. This is understood by splitting the metric tensor as

gμν(x) = ημν + hμν(x), (3.9)

and use the term “graviton” to refer to hμν . The linear gravity transformations can be calculated from

the non-linear ones in the same spirit as with Yang-Mills. We first expand all local symmetry parameters

in powers of the coupling constant as:

ξμ(x) =
∑

N=0

κN ξμ

(N)
(x) = ξμ

(0)
+ κξμ

(1)
(x) + κ2ξμ

(2)
(x) . . . , (3.10)

ζμ(x) =
∑

N=0

κN ζμ
(N)

(x) = ζμ
(0)

+ κζμ
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.11)

εα(x) =
∑

N=0

κN εα
(N)

(x) = εα
(0)

+ κεα
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.12)

Λ(x) =
∑

N=0

κN Λ
(N)

(x) = Λ
(0)

+ κΛ
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.13)

with the above parameters corresponding to the symmetries of local translations, 2-form gauge invariance,

local supersymmetry and 1-form gauge invariance respectively. As before we could plug these into the

transformations of the various fields and keep them in a power-expansion fashion but in order to have
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control over the various orders we choose to expand the various fields as:

hμν(x) =
∑

N=1

κNhμν
(N)

(x) = κhμν
(1)

(x) + κ2hμν
(2)

(x) . . . , (3.14)

Bμν(x) =
∑

N=1

κN−1Bμν
(N)

(x) = Bμν
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.15)

ψμα(x) =
∑

N=1

κN−1ψμα
(N)

(x) = ψμα
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.16)

Vμ(x) =
∑

N=1

κN−1Vμ
(N)

(x) = Vμ
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.17)

Fμ1...μk
(x) =

∑

N=1

κN−1Fμ1...μk

(N)

(x) = Fμ1...μk

(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.18)

ϕ(x) =
∑

N=1

κN−1 ϕ
(N)

(x) = ϕ
(1)

(x) + . . . , (3.19)

with the difference in powers of κ between the graviton and the other fields to account for the fact that

its lowest order has already been pulled out as the Minkowski background metric. Before calculating the

actual variations of the linearised first order fields we should discuss the interpretation of the parameter

expansion. The zeroth-order rigid parameters ζμ
(0)

and Λ
(0)

only appear inside derivatives and hence will

contribute nowhere. The zeroth-order global parameter ξμ

(0)
will appear as the lowest order contribution

from expanding the diffeomorphism transformation of any field and it will simply correspond to global

translations. This parameter will be trivially inherited directly from the global translations associated

with the sYM factors and thus will not be included in the analysis to follow. Similarly, the zeroth-order

rigid spinor parameter ε
(0)

will appear as a global supersymmetry transformation on the linearised fields

but can again be ignored as it is directly inherited from the global supersymmetry transformations of

sYM parts. In other words, we keep the transformations not associated with global super-Poincaré. To

lowest order these can be interpreted simply as the gauge transformations:

δ
gauge

hμν
(1)

(x) = δ
ξ
hμν
(1)

(x) = ∂μξν
(1)

+ ∂νξμ
(1)

, (3.20)

δ
gauge

Bμν
(1)

(x) = δ
ζ
Bμν
(1)

(x) = ∂μζν
(1)
− ∂νζμ

(1)

, (3.21)

δ
gauge

ψμα
(1)

(x) = δ
ε
ψμα
(1)

(x) = ∂μεα
(1)
, (3.22)

δ
gauge

Vμ
(1)

(x) = δ
Λ
Vμ
(1)

(x) = ∂μ Λ
(1)
, (3.23)

δ
gauge

Fμ1...μk

(1)

(x) = 0, (3.24)

δ
gauge

ϕ
(1)

(x) = 0, (3.25)

which in this section will be referred to as linearised supergravity transformations.
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Before moving on to squaring there is another theory we need to worry about and is that of the spectator

scalar. Since we are only thinking about symmetries at this point, the fact that this scalar field lives in

its own world, with its own Lagrangian, and it doesn’t couple to any of the sYM, it should only transform

under the global part of the Yang-Mills transformations. Therefore the spectator scalar has gauge field

transformation:

δ
θ,θ̃

ΦAA′ = fBA
CθB

(0)
ΦCA′ + fB′A′

C′
θ̃B′

(0)
ΦAC′ . (3.26)

Now that we have recalled the transformation rules for all sYM, spectator scalar and gravity fields we can

check whether our field dictionary could reproduce the latter from the former. First let’s review what the

field dictionary gives:

• vector ⊗ vector: Although we work with Lorentz SO(1,D−1) indices we know that the vector field

will correspond to a gauge field and thus although the gauge symmetry has not been fixed, whatever

theory we are looking at, the vector fields will have D − 1 off-shell dof each. Expanding the tensor

into fields with consistent off-shell degrees of freedom from table C.1 we find:

Zμν
(1)

≡ Hμν
(1)

+Bμν
(1)

≡ Aμ
(0)

◦ Ãν
(0)
. (3.27)

At this point one might wonder why we chose a different symbol for the graviton and the symmetric

part of squaring. This is because although the two fields have the same off-shell dof and gauge

transformation rules, they include different propagating dof. This subtlety will be become clear in

the next subsection where we discuss the dynamics of the fields.

• spinor ⊗ vector: As it is clear from table C.1 the product of the off-shell dof of the two fields exactly

match those of an off-shell gravitino so there is no need for an expansion:

Ψμα
(1)

≡ Ψα
(0)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

. (3.28)

Once again a different symbol has be chosen here compared to the one in (3.16) because although

the two tensors have the same off-shell dof and gauge transformations rules, they include different

propagating dof.

• scalar ⊗ vector: This tensor product is trivial due to the scalar and should result in an off-shell

vector:

Vμ
(1)

≡ φ
(0)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

. (3.29)

• spinor ⊗ spinor: This is indeed one of the most interesting terms to study. We know that such a

tensor product can be expanded on the SO(1,D − 1) Clifford algebra but it is not clear whether

the tensors which appear as coefficients to the basis should be interpreted as potentials or field

strengths. We have adopted the notation for the latter and the reason for this will be explained in
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the next paragraph. For the moment we define:

Fα
β

(1)
≡

1
2[D/2]

[D]∑

k=0

(γμ1...μk
)α

βTr(γμk...μ1F ) ≡ Ψα
(0)
◦ ˜̄Ψβ

(0)
. (3.30)

• scalar ⊗ spinor: This is again a trivial term with the off-shell dof of a spinor and thus:

Xα
(1)
≡ φ

(0)
◦ Ψ̃α

(0)
. (3.31)

• scalar ⊗ scalar: This is the most trivial term with just a single dof corresponding to a scalar.

Therefore we define:

ϕ
(1)
≡ φ

(0)
◦ φ̃

(0)
. (3.32)

This is how any field with a consistent number of off-shell degrees of freedom can arise from off-shell squar-

ing. At this point it is important to pause, review what we have done and highlight a couple of points

that confused us for quite a while. The first thing to understand is that the fields entering the squaring

dictionary are nothing more than SO(1,D−1) modules at this point. So although we are referring to the

various tensors by the common names “graviton”, “gravitino” etc. strictly speaking we shouldn’t as there

is yet no information at all about dynamics. There is only one piece of information entering the squaring

and it has to do with symmetries: whatever theory we are starting with, it has gauge invariance. As a

result of this, although we don’t know yet what equations of motion each field will satisfy, we know that

the vectors will be gauge fields and thus will only have D − 1 off-shell dof instead of D. Consequently,

any supergravity field build out of the Left or Right vector fields inherits this piece of information and it

is therefore expected to correspond to a field with an associated gauge symmetry. This explains why we

naively assigned names such as “graviton”, “2-form”, “gravitino” and “vector” to the fields constructed

from at least one gauge vector. This also explains why the tensors F should not correspond to k-form

potentials since they are built out of two spinors and thus no symmetry information enters the squaring

formula.

The second important point is to clarify what exactly is meant by the term “off-shell” in this context.

Although the supergravity fields carry the correct off-shell dof, as the term has been used throughout this

thesis to denote total dof minus gauge dof, it should be highlighted that they do not necessarily correspond

to the off-shell version of the fields that will arise from the on-shell squaring of the same term. This point

must be emphasised as it has caused a lot of confusion amongst us as well as throughout the literature.

Take for example the vector ⊗ spinor term. On-shell this term will always give an on-shell gravitino and

an on-shell spinor whose off-shell version is an off-shell gravitino and an off-shell spinor. However looking

at equation (3.28) the off-shell squaring gives the correct dof just for an off-shell gravitino. This tells us

that this field should be regarded as a tensor with the off-shell dof and gauge symmetries of a gravitino,

but which includes the propagating degrees of freedom of both a gravitino and a spinor i.e. it does not

simply satisfy the standard equation of motion of a massless gravitino. This is the reason why were careful

to use different symbols for the graviton and gravitini in the field dictionary. This is how we should be
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interpreting all the fields at this stage. They are tensors with certain off-shell dof and associated gauge

transformations. Any claims or discussion on the propagating dof they include will have to wait until the

next subsection.

Before progressing any further it is instructive to present a small analysis based on the canonical mass

dimension of fields. All the sYM fields used in the field dictionary are zeroth-order and thus will have the

usual canonical mass dimension. Similarly all supergravity fields are of the lowest order apart from the

graviton which is not dimensionless since it comes with a coefficient κ. Using table (3.1) it is straightfor-

Potential Field strength Graviton Spinor Gravitino κ g

Mass dimension D−2
2

D
2

D−2
2

D−1
2

D−1
2

2−D
2

4−D
2

Table 3.1: Canonical mass dimension of the various fields and coupling constants.

ward to check that the field dictionary relations (3.27)− (3.32) work precisely when the spectator scalar

had mass dimension 2−D
2 instead of D−2

2 as one would expect. This adds further to the mystery of this

field and it’s role in the double-copy but it could possibly lead to understanding of the CHY relations

where the gravity scattering amplitude is constructed using the inverse of the spectator scalar scattering

matrix [115, 116]. Of course since we are building the dictionary by hand we could impose that the RHS

of equations (3.27)− (3.32) includes a κ2 term and then the spectator would have the mass dimension of

a scalar but this is unnecessary fine-tuning.

Now that we explained how each field should transform and clarified why it should transform in this

way, we are ready to show that the supergravity gauge transformations can be derived out of the sYM

and spectator scalar ones. More precisely, we would like to show that:

δ
gauge

S
(1)

(x) =
(
δ
θ
ΦA

(0)
? ΦAA′ ? Φ̃A′

(0)
+ ΦA

(0)
? δ

θ,θ̃
ΦAA′ ? Φ̃A′

(0)
+ ΦA

(0)
? ΦAA′ ? δ

θ̃
Φ̃A′

(0)

)
(x). (3.33)

Let’s see explicitly what this calculation gives for the vector ⊗ vector term:

δ
gauge

Zμν
(1)

(x) =
(
δ
θ
AA

μ
(0)

? ΦAA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

+AA
μ

(0)

? δ
θ,θ̃

ΦAA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

+AA
μ

(0)

? ΦAA′ ? δ
θ̃
ÃA′

ν
(0)

)
(x), (3.34)

=
(
− fBC

AθB

(0)
AC

μ
(0)

? ΦAA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

)
(x) + ∂μ

(
θA

(1)
? ΦAA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

)
(x)

+
(
AA

μ
(0)

? fBA
CθB

(0)
ΦCA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

+AA
μ

(0)

? fB′A′
C′
θ̃B′

(0)
ΦAC′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

)
(x)

+
(
−AA

μ
(0)

? ΦAA′ ? fB′C′
A′
θB′

(0)
ÃC′

ν
(0)

)
(x) + ∂ν

(
AA

μ
(0)

? ΦAA′ ? θ̃A′

(1)

)
(x),

= ∂μ

(
θA

(1)
? ΦAA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

)
(x) + ∂ν

(
AA

μ
(0)

? ΦAA′ ? θ̃A′

(1)

)
(x) (3.35)
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Therefore adopting the parameter dictionary:

αν
(1)

(x) ≡
(
θ
(1)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

)
(x) =

(
θA

(1)
(x) ? ΦAA′ ? ÃA′

ν
(0)

)
(x), (3.36)

βμ
(1)

(x) ≡
(
Aμ
(0)

◦ θ̃
(1)

)
(x) =

(
AA

μ
(0)

? ΦAA′ ? θ̃A′

(1)

)
(x), (3.37)

such that ξμ
(1)

= (αμ
(1)

+ βμ
(1)

)/2 and ζμ
(1)

= (αμ
(1)

− βμ
(1)

)/2 we arrive at the desired result

δ
gauge

Zμν
(1)

= ∂μαν
(1)

+ ∂νβμ
(1)

. (3.38)

There are two crucial features that make the calculation work in this simple and nice fashion. Firstly,

as explained in the introductory chapter the convolution does not obey the Leibnitz rule allowing us to

move the partial derivatives acting on each of the gauge vectors outside the brackets. Secondly, the terms

with structure constants coming from the gauge field variations were able to cancel with the ones coming

from the spectator scalar variation only because the parameters θ
(0)

and θ̃
(0)

are not spacetime dependent

and thus can move outside the convolution. The transformations for the rest of the fields work out in the

exact same spirit. Adopting the general parameter dictionary

αμ
(1)

≡ θ
(1)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

, (3.39)

βμ
(1)

≡ Aμ
(0)

◦ θ̃
(1)
, (3.40)

εα
(1)
≡ Ψα

(1)
◦ θ̃

(0)
, (3.41)

Λ
(1)
≡ φ

(1)
◦ θ̃

(0)
, (3.42)

correctly reproduces all the transformations (3.20)− (3.25).

3.1.2 Dynamics

It should be clear from the discussion above that although the supergravity tensors obtained from off-shell

squaring carry the correct off-shell degrees of freedom and obey the correct transformation rules they do

not necessarily carry just the on-shell dof of that particular field. This is because they don’t simply satisfy

the usual equation of motion as one would have thought. Strictly speaking, in order to see exactly what

the propagating on-shell dof are, we should fix the gauge as well as apply the equations of motion on

the sYM factors and see what they imply for the supegravity fields. This exercise must be carried out

separately in each squaring example because the linearised equations of motion will be different in each

case. This is still considered work in progress. However, since the focus of this thesis is on symmetries, in

the attempt to keep the discussion independent of D and N we will simply discuss the result here. The

reason we can do this is because we know what the correct propagating dof are because we can obtain

them from doing the squaring on-shell. It is again instructive to study each squaring term separately.

Since the fields have already been defined rigorously in the previous subsection we will drop the subscripts
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(0) and (1) for notational convenience:

• scalar ⊗ scalar: ϕ = φ ◦ φ̃. This term is trivial because off-shell and on-shell squaring give the

same content: a single scalar. The equation of motion of the supergravity scalar is implied by the

equation of motion of either of the two sYM scalars.

• scalar ⊗ spinor: X = φ ◦ Ψ̃. Again the term does not need much discussion because off-shell and

on-shell squaring agree: the dof in both cases suggest a single spinor. The equation of motion of

the supergravity spinor is implied by the equation of motion of the sYM spinor, bearing in mind

that a partial derivative acting on the former can be chosen to act on the latter due to the use of a

convolution.

• scalar ⊗ vector: Vμ = φ◦Aμ. Similarly to the previous previous two terms the off-shell and on-shell

squaring dof agree by resulting into a single vector. The gauge fixing and equation of motion of the

sYM vector imply the gauge fixing and equation of motion of the supergravity vector.

• spinor ⊗ spinor: Fμ1...μk
= 1

k!
˜̄Ψγμ1...μk

◦Ψ where the constant gamma matrix can be on either side of

the convolution. The question is whether each term should be interpreted as a field strength or as a

gauge potential. Although we chose the first based on mass-dimension arguments, it is useful to see

why this is the case. Expanding the rank k gamma matrix as a multiplication of k rank 1 gamma

matrices and making repeated use of the Clifford algebra identity, the matrix γμ1 can be moved to

be either on the left or right end. Then acting with ∂μ1 we choose to apply the partial derivative

on the spinor ˜̄Ψ for the terms having γμ1 on the very left while we apply the partial derivative on

Ψ for the terms having γμ1 on the very right. Following this procedure, we find that the equations

of motion of the two sYM spinors imply the equation of motion of the various field strengths in the

supergravity theory.

• spinor ⊗ vector: Ψρ = Ψ ◦ Ãρ. This is one of the two terms that need extra care. This is because

the off-shell squaring gives the off-shell dof of a single gravitino while on-shell squaring gives the dof

of an on-shell gravitino and an on-shell spinor. This is because the tensor Ψρ does not satisfy the

usual equation of motion of a gravitino. The easiest way to see this is by recalling that gauge fixing

and applying the equation of motion of a gravitino, the spin-trace vanishes. This is not the case

with the tensor Ψρ: the trace of the tensor Ψρ will satisfy the equation of motion of a propagating

spinor.

• vector ⊗ vector: We have already split this tensor into Bμν and Hμν . The former will indeed inherit

the gauge fixing and equations of motion such that it includes the propagating dof of a 2-form

potential. However, the term Hμν needs particular care. This is because although it carries the

off-shell dof of a graviton, we know from on-shell squaring that it carries the propagating dof of a

graviton as well as a scalar. The argument for this very similar to the previous example. Upon gauge

fixing and using the equation of motion of a graviton one finds that the trace is non-propagating.

However, the trace of the tensor Hμν corresponds to a propagating scalar and thus whose equation

of motion follows from those of the two sYM vectors.
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At this point one might wonder whether there is any way to find the relation between the “physical”

off-shell graviton and gravitini hμν , ψμ and the off-shell tensors Hμν and Ψμ respectively. This is indeed

possible as demonstrated in [82, 100] by including the ghost sector of the two sYM theories in the

squaring table. Take for example the graviton: hμν and Hμν have the same traceless part which includes

the propagating dof of the graviton. The missing trace to build hμν in terms of Hμν follows from the

scalar part between the tensor product of the two ghost sectors.

3.2 Non-linear Gravity

In this final section of this thesis we discuss our aspiration to relate super Yang-Mills not just to linear

gravity but to the full non-linear theory. Although we expect the relation to be complicated in order to

accommodate the complications associated with gravity, we hope that it will simplify the way we approach

gravity-related calculations. This is a highly non-trivial problem for both practical and conceptual reasons

since our conventional understanding and interpretation of gravity vs Yang-Mills is very different. Our

approaches over the last three years varied from using double-field theory, gauged Poincaré, the two-

veilbein approach to gravity [117] and many others but although each approach seemed to have advantages

in some areas none of them proved particularly fruitful. The main technical as well as conceptual issue is

associated with flat vs curved indices. One needs to start with a pair of gauge fields which enjoy global

Poincaré invariance and end up with an object enjoying general coordinate invariance. Whatever the

combination rule is, the indices on one side must be treated as flat while the indices on the other side

must be treated as curved. Suppose we adopt the formal product rule:

gμν ∼ 〈A(μ|Ãν)〉, (3.43)

such that anything inside the brackets is treated as flat but there are certain rules of how to pull out

terms such that outside the bracket they behave as if the index is curved. It is not hard to see that

one has to keep defining properties such as multiplication rules, whether the bracket should satisfy a

Leibnitz rule etc. leading basically to a never-ending list of definitions which don’t seem to be satisfied

by any known product. Another technical issue which has been an obstacle so far is the problem of

raising/lowering indices. Since we want to end up with a theory in which the indices are raised/lowered

with the inverse metric we are faced with the challenge of inverting the formal product (3 .43) which makes

the treatment even more complicated. Although this remains the ultimate goal, we recently decided to

take a more modest approach to the problem and check whether our current dictionary can be extended

to reproduce the transformations associated with higher order terms in the graviton expansion. This

calculation is much simpler because the indices are all still effectively flat and can be raised/lowered using

the Minkowski metric. The goal is to check whether the field dictionary can hold not just between the

lower order sYM and supergravity fields, but to all orders. Our approach will assume that the dictionary:

Hμν = κA(μ ◦ Ãν), (3.44)

is indeed true to all orders of the coupling constants κ and g and check what additional properties (if

any) must the convolution satisfy in order to reproduce all the desired transformation rules. The LHS is
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given by equation (3.14) while each term on the RHS is given as in (3.3) leading to:

∑

N=1

κN−1Hμν
(N)

(x) =
( ∑

P=0

gPAA
(μ

(P )

)( ∑

P̃=0

g̃P̃ ÃA
ν)

(P )

)
. (3.45)

The combination of terms from the two expansions on the RHS can be regrouped in a way that matches

the LHS expansion leading to the construction of each term as:

κN−1Hμν
(N)

=
∑

P+P̃=N−1

gP g̃P̃
(
A(μ
(P )

◦ Ãν)

(P̃ )

)
. (3.46)

At this point the notation could become simpler by absorbing the coupling constants back in the definitions

of the fields but we prefer to stick with the initial notation. Using this squaring relation the first two

orders in the graviton expansion are:

Hμν
(1)

= A(μ
(0)

◦ Ãν)
(0)

, (3.47)

Hμν
(2)

=
g

κ
A(μ
(1)

◦ Ãν)
(0)

+
g̃

κ
A(μ
(0)

◦ Ãν)
(1)

. (3.48)

The goal of this calculation is to check whether there is a parameter dictionary similar to (3 .36), (3.37)

such that the transformations on the Yang-Mills factors will result the correct transformation on hμν
(2)

. In

other words we want to use the Yang-Mills transformations:

δ
θ
AA

μ
(0)

= ∂μθ
A

(1)
− fBC

AθB

(0)
AC

μ ,
(0)

(3.49)

δ
θ
AA

μ
(1)

= ∂μθ
A

(2)
− fBC

AθB

(0)
AC

μ
(1)

− fBC
AθB

(1)
AC

μ
(0)

, (3.50)

to recover the gravity transformations:

δHμν
(1)

= ∂μξν
(1)

+ ∂νξμ
(1)

, (3.51)

δHμν
(2)

= ∂μξν
(2)

+ ∂νξμ
(2)

+ ∂μξ
ρ

(1)
hρν
(1)

+ ∂νξ
ρ

(1)
hμρ
(1)

+ ξρ

(1)
∂ρhμν

(1)

. (3.52)

The gauge vector variation terms including θA

(0)
will as before get cancelled by the variation of the spectator

scalar. As we showed in the previous subsection defining:

αμ
(1)

= θ
(1)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

, βμ
(1)

= Aμ
(0)

◦ θ̃
(1)
, ξμ

(1)

=
1
2
(αμ
(1)

+ βμ
(1)

), (3.53)

gives the correct answer for δhμν
(1)

. Defining similarly:

αμ
(2)

≡
g

κ
θ
(2)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

+
g̃

κ
θ
(1)
◦ Ãμ

(1)

, βμ
(2)

≡
g̃

κ
Aμ
(0)

◦ θ̃
(2)

+
g

κ
Aμ
(1)

◦ θ̃
(1)
, ξμ

(2)

=
1
2
(αμ
(2)

+ βμ
(2)

), (3.54)
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the variation of the next-to-leading order graviton term becomes:

δHμν
(2)

= ∂μξν
(2)

+ ∂νξμ
(2)

−
g

2κ
(f θ

(1)
Aμ
(0)

) ◦ Ãν
(0)
−

g

2κ
(f θ

(1)
Aν
(0)

) ◦ Ãμ
(0)

−
g̃

2κ
Aμ
(0)

◦ (f̃ θ̃
(1)
Ãν
(0)

)−
g̃

2κ
Aν
(0)
◦ (f̃ θ̃

(1)
Ãμ
(0)

).

At this point it is clear that such a simple definition will not be enough to recover the correct form of δHμν
(2)

simply because it includes terms which involve the product of ξρ

(1)
and Hμν

(1)

each of which is a convolution

according to the existing field and parameter dictionaries, while our starting point (3 .44) does not involve

a product of convolutions. However, the variation δAA
μ

(1)

now involves a product of two local functions

θB

(1)
and AC

μ
(0)

such that the parameter cannot be pulled out of the convolution as before. So there is an

additional structure which might allow the calculation to work out. This is possible if the product of two

functions inside the convolution expands as products of convolution in the following manner:

−2
g

κ

(
f θ

(1)
Aμ
(0)

)
◦ Ãν

(0)
= ∂μ

(
θ
(1)
◦ Ãρ

(0)

)(
Aρ
(0)

◦ Ãν
(0)

)
+ ∂ν

(
θ
(1)
◦ Ãρ

(0)

)(
Aμ
(0)

◦ Ãρ
(0)

)
+
(
θ
(1)
◦ Ãρ

(0)

)
∂ρ

(
Aμ
(0)

◦ Ãν
(0)

)
, (3.55)

−2
g̃

κ
Aν
(0)
◦
(
f̃ θ̃

(1)
Ãμ
(0)

)
= ∂μ

(
Aρ

(0)
◦ θ̃

(1)

)(
Aν
(0)
◦ Ãρ

(0)

)
+ ∂ν

(
Aρ

(0)
◦ θ̃

(1)

)(
Aρ
(0)

◦ Ãμ
(0)

)
+
(
Aρ

(0)
◦ θ̃

(1)

)
∂ρ

(
Aν
(0)
◦ Ãμ

(0)

)
. (3.56)

The important thing now is to check whether this property is enough to give the correct transformation

for all higher terms. If this turns out to be true it would be very interesting to investigate this property

further. This is a very recent result and we have not yet been able to interpret it in a satisfactory way

since there are more than one possible explanations:

• Maybe the squaring product is not a convolution. It could be that the actual composition product is

more like a generalised convolution which not only doesn’t obey the Leibnitz rule but has additional

properties similar to (3.55), (3.56).

• Maybe the desired property specifies a particular gauge choice in which the squaring dictionary can

work.

• Maybe it is a property of the spectator scalar. Remember that although not very enlightening from

a symmetries perspective, the mysterious spectator field is still part of the convolution. Therefore

it wouldn’t be a surprise if more properties associated with it should be known for the dictionary

to work at all orders.

The last points are pure speculations so far but they are listed to stimulate inspiration for future directions.
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Concluding Remarks

This chapter provides the opportunity to summarise what we achieved, highlight the most interesting

findings but most importantly, point out the things understood the least in order to have a concrete

plan for future work. Having introduced the possible sYM, matter as well as supergravity multiplets

together with their spacetime and internal symmetries we set out to describe how the two are related.

More specifically, the goal was to find the Yang-Mills origin of both spacetime and internal symmetries

in supegravity theories. The simple standard Lorentz tensor products allowed us to built the appropriate

field content of certain supergravity theories in the linear approximation, thus creating a framework in

which we could study the origin of global super-Poincaré, global G and local gauge symmetries.

After listing the possible squarings that can be of interest as in table (1 .9), we decided to start by

studying the global internal U -duality symmetries of supergravity theories given by the non-compact Lie

group G. The easiest place to start was the maximal compact subgroup Hglobal, which is the largest set of

global symmetries linearly realised on all physical fields. Furthermore, we chose to first study the origin

of this group for a very particular class of supergravity theories, namely those who arise from the squaring

of two pure sYM theories. The observation that the Lie algebras of both Hglobal and G associated with

the D = 3 supergravity theories obtained from pure sYM squaring, already appeared in the mathematical

construction of the magic square led to the hope of finding a formula for building these groups out of

symmetries associated with the two sYM theories. This turn out to be possible using the fact that the

supergravity scalars, whose origin we know, parametrise the space coset space G/H, leading to equations

(2.117) and (2.119) and the magic pyramid of supergravities of figures (2.2) and (2.3). The next obvious

step was to try and assign a physical interpretation to the generators associated with the various pieces

of the two formulas: simply put, find what transformations should the sYM fields undergo, such that the

net variation on the respective supergravity field was an Hglobal and G transformation. Interestingly, we

found that a transformation by Hglobal follows by transforming each sYM piece by its own global internal

symmetry transformation and then performing simultaneous supersymmetry transformations on both of

them, while projecting out pieces that don’t commute with spacetime transformations. Although we were

able to build the generators of G, the task of finding their physical origin is hard enough to be a project

of its own. This is so because one first needs to study the origin of Hlocal which leaves the gauge fields

invariant but acts on both the scalars and fermions. Then one could try to find G transformations which
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would give the correct overall non-linear transformations on the scalars, the correct linear transformations

on the vectors and keep the fermions invariant.

Extending the squaring to accommodate pure tensor multiplets in D = 6 led to the interesting patterns

shown in figures (2.4) and (2.5) and to the speculation whether there could exist a new exotic theory

in D ≥ 6. We then decided to extend our analysis to squaring sYM coupled to matter multiplets and

once again we focussed on the class of supergravities coupled to an arbitrary number of vector multiplets

which led to many interesting findings. Firstly, we saw that there are theories which admit more than one

possible factorisations and we would like to find in which circumstances it is better to prefer one over the

other. Secondly, we observed that when the non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills side includes fermions there

are generators contributing to Hglobal which cannot be interpreted as coming from double-susy transfor-

mations anymore. Lastly we were able to, at least schematically, understand how the analysis should be

extended to include the possibility of coupling an arbitrary number of hypermultiplets to supergravity

theories with Q = 8. The general analysis to include supergravities coupled to an arbitrary number of

matter (and tensor) multiplets, and study scalar geometries which are not necessarily homogeneous or

symmetric spaces is a project which is currently under progress.

The natural next step was to check whether a similar approach could be fruitful for studying local

internal symmetries by squaring off-shell fields. As shown in chapter (3), in the linear approximation,

each field simply transforms under its own gauge symmetry. We were then able to show that, if the

squaring takes place between the lowest order fields on each sYM, then indeed the supergravity field has

the expected lowest order transformation rules. This exercise was carried out in general for all the possible

squaring terms, in general spacetime dimension D. The obvious extension was to check what happens if

the squaring includes higher order contributions from each sYM theory. For concreteness we focussed on

the next-to-lower order contribution to the graviton field and we found that a simple convolution will not

simply do the trick anymore. There is an additional property that needs to be satisfied which relates the

product of two functions convoluted with the third one, to the sum of products between the convolution of

two function with the convolution of another two functions. The origin of this property, its implications

as well as whether it is sufficient to extend the calculation to higher orders is currently under study.

Obviously the ultimate goal is to derive the full non-linear gravity theory in which all fields transform

under diffeomorphisms and local supersymmetry, but this seems like a distant dream at the moment. We

observed that although the resulting supergravity tensors carry the correct off-shell dof and thus trans-

formation rules of a particular field type, they don’t necessarily satisfy the expected equation of motion

associated with that field type. This is good news because we already know that this must be true to make

contact with on-shell squaring. However, it is bad news if one tries to interpret the squaring content as a

certain off-shell completion of the corresponding on-shell content, because the off-shell fields in the latter

context have the correct off-shell dof and satisfy their respective equations of motion. We are currently

working on deriving the equations of motion for the latter using the ones for the former for specific theories.

Of course the squaring formalism in not limited to the symmetries approach, with some of the many

interesting areas listed in the beginning of chapter 2. The future definitely looks promising.



Appendix A

The Normed Division Algebras

Unfortunately the beauty of the NDAs as well as their relation to physics is too much for a thesis

[39, 102, 106, 118–129]. However, since this is a thesis on symmetries and since we have already used the

division algebras, it is instructive to take a closer look on the relation between them and the Lie groups.

The division algebras are closely related to Lie Groups through various contexts, with the exceptional

groups related to the exceptional status of the octonions as the only non-associative division algebra. We

will show how the division algebras introduce a natural action of the groups SO(n) ⊃ SO(n−1) ⊃ Aut(An)

where the latter corresponds to the automorphism group of the division algebra An. The Lie algebras

associated with these groups are the so(n), so(n− 1) and aut(An) respectively. Once these relations are

established we will introduce the so-called triality algebra tri(An) which, in simple words, is the biggest

algebra that can act on an element in An. This was one of the main ingredients in finding the formula

for constructing the gravity global internal symmetry groups out of the corresponding super-Yang-Mills

ones in D = 3. Finally, we will show how the well known relation between the classical group and R,C,H

can be extended to include the octonions and study how this leads to the construction of the excep-

tional groups through the magic square. For more on their applications to 11-dimensional supergravity

and their geometrical relation to the root spaces of the exceptional groups the reader can refer to [130–132].

Before looking at the aforementioned groups, it is instructive to study the more general problem of

finding the NDA version of linear operations in Rn. In other words we studied the problem of finding an

operator M̂ such that M̂x = eaMabxb. An explicit form for this operator can be found using the natural

inner product defined by the NDAs as:

〈x|y〉 =
1
2
(x∗y + y∗x) = xaya, 〈ea|eb〉 = δab. (A.1)

First we rewrite

Mab = Mcd〈ea|ec〉〈eb|ed〉,

=
1
2
Mcd

〈
ea|ec(e

∗
deb) + ec(e

∗
bed)

〉
.

(A.2)
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Now it is clear that the operator

M̂ ≡
1
2
Mcd

(
ec
(
e∗d ∙

)
+ ec

(
(∙)∗ed

))
, (A.3)

where a dot represents a slot for an element in An, has matrix elements

〈ea|M̂eb〉 = Mab. (A.4)

This suggests that we write the outer product for division algebra elements using their multiplication

rule, defining:

× : An ⊗ An → End(An) (A.5)

ea ⊗ eb 7→ ea × eb ≡
1
2

(
ea
(
e∗b ∙

)
+ ea

(
(∙)∗eb

))
.

With the new product comes the power to rewrite any expression involving n × n matrices and n-

dimensional vectors in terms of multiplication in the n-dimensional division algebra An. This new novel

product has wide applications as it allows to generalise matrices to operator matrices which don’t multiply

each other until they act on a module, thus incorporating the non-associative nature of the octonions.

This ability has far-reaching implications: for example, it allowed us to construct the 11-dimensional

supergravity supersymmetry-algebra by explicitly constructing an octonionic Clifford algebra basis, as

well as formulating the unique N = 1 sYM in D = 10 over the octonions.

The group SO(n)

The inner product is preserved by SO(n) transformations and so there should be a natural action of the

group on elements of An. This is evident in the defining n-dimensional vector representation where the

transformation is:

δVa = −θabVb. (A.6)

Using our product it is easy to see that if we parametrise the vector as V = Vaea it will transform as:

δV = −
1
2
θab

(
ea(e

∗
bV ) + ea(V

∗eb)
)
, (A.7)

= −
1
4
θab

(
ea(e

∗
bV )− V (e∗aeb)

)
, (A.8)

= −
1
4
θab

(
(eae

∗
b)V − V (e∗aeb)− [ea, e

∗
b , V ]

)
, (A.9)

= −
1
4
θab

(
(eae

∗
b)V − V (e∗aeb) + [ea, eb, V ]

)
, (A.10)

with the last form being the most instructive as it can be loosely described as multiplication on the left

plus multiplication on the right plus an associator, with the last term demonstrating why we cannot get

rid of the operative nature of the transformations when dealing with the octonions. It is interesting to

study the quaternionic and complex cases explicitly:
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• A = H: The associator vanishes and the transformation is simply:

δV = −
1
4
θab

(
(eae

∗
b)V − V (e∗aeb)

)
. (A.11)

However we should be able to see how the structure manifests the isomorphism SO(4) ∼= Sp(1) ×

Sp(1). After a few steps of algebra we find:

δV =
(1

2
θ0i +

1
4
εijkθjk

)
eiV − V ei

(
−

1
2
θ0i +

1
4
εijkθjk

)
≡ θ−V − V θ+. (A.12)

• A = C The associator vanishes and the algebra is commutative leading to

δV = −
1
4
θab

(
eae

∗
b − e

∗
aeb

)
V = θ01e1V ≡ θV. (A.13)

The ability to switch the action of groups by simply switching NDAs mights not seem so impressive in

the defining representation. However, since the spinor and conjugate spinor representations of SO(8) are

8-dimensional as well, our product should extend to accommodate their transformations as well. Starting

with equation (2.26) and using our product the SO(8) transformation of the spinor becomes:

δψ = −
1
4
θabe

∗
a(ebψ), (A.14)

= −
1
4
θab

(
(e∗aeb)ψ + [ea, eb, ψ]

)
. (A.15)

Studying the quaternionic and complex cases explicitly:

• A = H:

δψ = θ+ψ, (A.16)

• A = C:

δψ = θψ, (A.17)

which are exactly the correct Sp(1) × Sp(1) and U(1) transformations we obtained in equations (2.53)

and (2.54) respectively.

The groups SO(n− 1) and Aut(n)

Returning back to the defining vector representation, once we have established the action of SO(n) on an

element in An it is quite trivial to extend it to study the action of SO(n− 1) on an element of Im(An).

This is done by simply studying the variation of V = Viei under the transformation with parameters θij :

δV = −
1
4
θij

(
− (eiej)V + V (eiej) + [ei, ej , V ]

)
. (A.18)

Using this form of the transformation it is very easy to recover the standard well known action of G2 on

the octonions through studying the action of automorphism group. The automorphism group Aut(An)

of an algebra An is a group of linear transformation that preserve multiplication in An. The real part of
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the division algebra element is always invariant under this group and thus Aut(An) must be a subgroup

of SO(n − 1) acting only on the imaginary subspace. More specifically, it is the subgroup of SO(n − 1)

which leaves the structure constants invariant:

δCijk = θilCljk + θjlCilk + θklCijl = 0. (A.19)

Since for R,C the structure constants are zero and since for H the Levi-Civita symbol is indeed invariant

under SO(3), it is obvious that the of automorphism algebra is aut(An) ∼= ∅,∅, so(3) for n = 1, 2, 4

respectively. However, condition (A.19) is not trivially satisfied when A = O and in fact puts 7 constraints

on the 21 parameters of SO(7) leading to the 14-dimensional group G2. The resulting transformation of

the imaginary octonion under G2 can be obtained starting from (A.18) and using appropriate projection

operators resulting into:

δV = −
1
4
θij

(
−

2
3
(eiej)V +

2
3
V (eiej) + [ei, ej , V ]

)
. (A.20)

which is the standard algebra of derivations associated with the exceptional Lie algebra g2 leading to:

aut(O) = g2, (A.21)

aut(H) = su(2), (A.22)

aut(C) = ∅, (A.23)

aut(R) = ∅. (A.24)

(A.25)

This example shows how the exceptional groups are related to the octonions. The transformation can be

packed in an even nicer operator form simply as:

δV = d̂V, (A.26)

to emphasize the common name derivations assigned to the automorphism Lie algebra transformations.

It will be useful for what is about to follow to use the derivations for rewriting the SO(8) vector trans-

formation given in (A.20) as:

δV = d̂V + L̂αV + R̂βV, (A.27)

where L̂α stands for left multiplication by α and R̂β stands for right multiplication by β where α and β

are imaginary octonions given by:

α ≡
1
2
θ0iei +

1
12
θjkejek, (A.28)

β ≡
1
2
θ0iei −

1
12
θjkejek. (A.29)

The group Tri(An)

We met the triality algebras when we presented the magic squares in section (2 .2). Here we will introduce

them using their proper definition and use them later to describe how one can use this algebra to build
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the magic square. The triality algebra is defined as:

tri(An) ≡ {(Â, B̂, Ĉ) ∈ 3so(n) | Â(xy) = x(B̂y) + (Ĉx)y} where x, y ∈ An. (A.30)

Let’s fucus on the octonionic case for concreteness. A priori each Â, B̂, Ĉ corresponds to a different SO(8)

transformation which acts as in equation (A.27). However, the condition in (A.30) sets:

d̂A = d̂B = d̂C ≡ d̂, (A.31)

αC = αA ≡ α, (A.32)

βB = βA ≡ β, (A.33)

αB = β − α, (A.34)

αC = α− β. (A.35)

Therefore the triality algebra reduces to so(8). In fact Â, B̂, Ĉ turn out to correspond to the SO(8)

transformation of V, ψ∗, χ respectively explaining the origin of the discrete triality symmetry associates

with this group. Repeating the same calculation for all division algebras leads to:

tri(O) = so(8), (A.36)

tri(H) = 3su(2), (A.37)

tri(C) = 2u(1), (A.38)

tri(R) = ∅. (A.39)

(A.40)

As seen from table (2.1), the triality algebra corresponds to the total internal symmetry algebra of the

four sYM in D = 3 as well as the minimal sYM in D = 3, 4, 6, 10.

The classical groups and beyond

We already saw in chapter (2) how a single definition can accommodate all SO(N), U(N) and Sp(N)

groups using the normed division algebras R,C,H. The goal of this section is to find a way to extend the

definition to cover the octonions as well. Firstly we need to introduce the so-called Jordan algebras. A

Jordan algebra J is a commutative but non-associate algebra equipped with a product rule ∗ satisfying

the Jordan identity:

(X ∗ Y ) ∗X2 = X ∗ (Y ∗X2), X, Y ∈ J . (A.41)

The Hermitian N ×N matrices over An defined as hN (An) form a Jordan algebra under the the product

rule

H ∗K ≡
1
2
(HK +KH), H,K ∈ hN (An), (A.42)

given for n = 1, 2, 4 and given N ≥ 2. The definition also work. for the octonions but only for N = 2, 3.

We already saw in (2.15) that the algebras so(N), u(N), sp(N) can be defined using the single definition:

a(N ;An) ≡ {T ∈ An[N ] | T † = −T}, n = 1, 2, 4. (A.43)
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One might wonder whether it possible to find a similar definition but to describe the algebras so(N), su(N), sp(N).

Simply demanding that the trace of the generators is zero would do the trick for su(N) but would deduce

too many dof for sp(N), so we need to compensate accordingly. It turns out that the correct definition

indeed uses the traceless antihermitian matrices:

a′(N ;An) ≡ {T ∈ An[N ] | T † = −T,TrT = 0}, n = 1, 2, 4. (A.44)

but they are compensated accordingly by the automorphism groups such that the definition becomes:

sa(N ;An) ≡ a′(N ;An) + aut(An), n = 1, 2, 4, (A.45)

or equivalently

sa(N ;An) ≡ a′(N ;An) + so(n− 1), n = 1, 2, 4. (A.46)

These definitions are better for extension to the octonions because, for example in the quaternionic

case they involve the building of generators out of two pieces which none of them forms a group on its

own. However, it is not obvious which of the two definition is the best since in the octonionic case the

compensating terms are inequivalent. This can be resolved by the fact that the current definitions of

sa(N ;An) is equivalent to the automorphism algebra of the Jordan algebras defined above:

aut(hN (An)) ∼= sa(N ;An) n = 1, 2, 4. (A.47)

But the Jordan algebras extend to include the octonions through aut(h2(O)) ∼= so9 and aut(h3(O)) ∼= f4
which consequently gives the following definitions:

f4 ∼= sa(3;O) ∼= a′(3;O) + g2, (A.48)

so(9) ∼= sa(2;O) ∼= a′(2;O) + so(7). (A.49)

All these can be summarised as follows:

sa(N ;An) ∼=






a′(N ;R) ∼= so(N) for n = 1

a′(N ;C) ∼= su(N) for n = 2

a′(N ;H) + so(3) ∼= sp(N) for n = 4

a′(2;O) + so(7) ∼= so(9) for n = 8

a′(3;O) + g2 ∼= f4 for n = 8

(A.50)

This beautiful definition can be further extended to the special linear groups. The classical Lie algebras

so(N), su(N), sp(N) can be thought as compact subalgebras of the Lie algebras sl(N ;An) for n = 1, 2, 4

such that the remaining generators are given by N ×N Hermitian traceless matrices over An denoted as

h′N (An). Now we can use our general definition of sa(N ;An) and define:

sl(N ;An) ∼= sa(N ;An) + h′N (An), (A.51)
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which leads to:

sl(2;O) ∼= so(1, 9), (A.52)

sl(3;O) ∼= e6. (A.53)

In fact, relation (A.51) leads to the accidental isomorphism sl(2;An) ∼= so(1, n + 1) explaining why we

could had studied the sYM theories by starting with the off-shell minimal D = 3, 4, 6, 10 and dimensionally

reduce without the need of looking at any truncations.

The magic square

The magic square is a very well-studied construction appearing in the literature through various contexts.

Although we will not build it here, we will sketch how the commutation relations can be studied by

looking at the particular example associated with f4 following the very pedagogical treatments in [132].

The defining representation is 26 and it can be represented as an element in h3(O):

H =






h1 ψ∗ χ∗

ψ h2 V ∗

χ V h3




 , V, ψ, χ,∈ O, h1, h2, h3 ∈ R. (A.54)

According to (A.48) an f4 transformation should correspond to:

δH = d̂H + [T,H ] (A.55)

where T is an element of a′(3;O) and can be written as

T =






β − α −x∗s x∗c

xs −β −x∗v
−xc xv α




 , xv, xs, xc ∈ O, α, β ∈ ImO. (A.56)

Splitting T into its diagonal part A and off-diagonal part X and substituting back in equation (A.55) the

transformation becomes:

δH =
(
d̂H + [A,H ]

)
+
(
[X,H ]

)
≡ M̂H + [X,H ]. (A.57)

By turning off X for the moment and calculating the explicit variation of each entry in H one finds

that the first part in (A.57) corresponds to an so(8) transformation. This means that we expressed

f4 ∼= tri(O) + 3O. The crucial point now is that we could had started with the algebra tri(O) + 3O and

by repeated variations calculate all commutation relations and show that indeed this is isomorphic to f4.

During this calculation one is faced with a choice of choosing a free parameter w ± 1 which distinguishes

between the compact and a non-compact real form of the complexified algebra. The above process can

be repeated for any of the division algebras leading to:

sa(3;An) ∼= tri(An) + 3An. (A.58)
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One can follow the exact same procedure but now allowing for M̂(L)⊗ 1̂ + 1̂⊗ M̂(R) and X(L)⊗X(R)

leading to formula (2.95) of the magic square.



Appendix B

Non-compact calculations

In section (2.3) we derived a formula h(D,QL,QR) for constructing the compact generators of H for a

supergravity theory with scalar coset G/H obtained from squaring two sYM theories with supersymme-

tries (QL,QR). We also showed that it possible to construct the full set of generators of G by providing

a formula p(D,QL,QR) for the non-compact contribution:

p(D,QL,QR) = (1− δ3D)R⊗R + iδ4DR⊗R + D[NL,NR] + S(D,QL)⊗ S(D,QR). (B.1)

This formula was constructed using the fact that p is the space parametrised by the scalars of the

supergravity theory whose Yang-Mills origin we know and understand. Although we showed how the

formula works for a couple of specific examples, we should in fact check explicitly that it works for all

cases, which is the purpose of this appendix. We will present the calculations by starting from the base

of the pyramid associated with the D = 3 theories and going up to the tip associated with D = 10.

D = 3

In D = 3 the formula reduces to the one derived in section (2.2) which was in fact the starting point of

this discussion:

p(3,QL,QR) ∼= R[NL,NR] + RNL ⊗RNR . (B.2)

We present here all the possible squaring examples in the same way we presented the example at the end

of section (2.2).

• (NL,NR) = (8, 8)

IntL × IntR = SO(8)× SO(8) (B.3)

p = R8 ⊗R8 + R8 ⊗R8 (B.4)

→ (8s,8s) + (8c,8c) (B.5)

H = SO(16) (B.6)

⇒ p ⊂ 128 (B.7)

⇒ g ⊃ 120 + 128 (B.8)

⇒ G = E8(8) (B.9)

129
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• (NL,NR) = (8, 4)

IntL × IntR = SO(8)× SU(2)3 (B.10)

p = R8 ⊗R4 + R8 ⊗R4 (B.11)

∼= R8 ⊗H + R8 ⊗H (B.12)

→ (8s,2,1,2) + (8c,1,2,2) (B.13)

H = SO(12)× SU(2) (B.14)

⇒ p ⊂ (32,2) (B.15)

⇒ g ⊃ (66,1) + (1,3) + (32,2) (B.16)

⇒ G = E7(−5) (B.17)

• (NL,NR = (8, 2)

IntL × IntR = SO(8)× U(1)2 (B.18)

p = R8 ⊗R2 + R8 ⊗R2 (B.19)

∼= R8 ⊗ C + R8 ⊗ C (B.20)

→ 8(+1,+1)
s + 8(−1,−1)

s + 8(+1,−1)
c + 8(−1,+1)

c (B.21)

H = SO(10)× U(1) (B.22)

⇒ p ⊂ 16−1 + 16+1 (B.23)

⇒ g ⊃ 450 + 10 + 16−1 + 16+1 (B.24)

⇒ G = E6(−14) (B.25)

• (NL,NR) = (8, 1)

IntL × IntR = SO(8) (B.26)

p = R8 ⊗R + R8 ⊗R (B.27)

→ 8s + 8c (B.28)

H = SO(9) (B.29)

⇒ p ⊂ 16 (B.30)

⇒ g ⊃ 36 + 16 (B.31)

⇒ G = F4(−20) (B.32)
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• (NL,NR) = (4, 4)

IntL × IntR = SU(2)6 (B.33)

p = R4 ⊗R4 + R4 ⊗R4 (B.34)

∼= H⊗H + H⊗H (B.35)

→ (2,1,2,2,1,2) + (1,2,2,1,2,2) (B.36)

H = SO(8)× SU(2)2 (B.37)

⇒ p ⊂ (8v,2,2) (B.38)

⇒ g ⊃ (28,1,1) + (1,3,1) + (1,1,3) + (8v,2,2) (B.39)

⇒ G = SO(8, 4) (B.40)

• (NL,NR) = (4, 2)

IntL × IntR = SU(2)3 × U(1)2 (B.41)

p = R4 ⊗R2 + R4 ⊗R2 (B.42)

∼= H⊗ C + H⊗ C (B.43)

→ (2,1,2)(+1,+1) + (2,1,2)(−1,−1) + (1,2,2)(+1,−1) + (1,2,2)(−1,+1) (B.44)

H = U(4)× SU(2) (B.45)

⇒ p ⊂ (4,2)−1 + (4,2)+1 (B.46)

⇒ g ⊃ (15,1)(0) + (1,3)(0) + (1,1)(0) + (4,2)−1 + (4,2)+1 (B.47)

⇒ G = SU(4, 2) (B.48)

• (NL,NR) = (4, 1)

IntL × IntR = SU(2)3 (B.49)

p = R4 ⊗R + R4 ⊗R (B.50)

∼= H + H (B.51)

→ (2,1,2) + (1,2,2) (B.52)

H = Sp(2)× SU(2) (B.53)

⇒ p ⊂ (4,2) (B.54)

⇒ g ⊃ (10,1) + (1,3) + (4,2) (B.55)

⇒ G = Sp(2, 1) (B.56)

(B.57)
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• (NL,NR) = (2, 2)

IntL × IntR = U(1)4 (B.58)

p = R2 ⊗R2 + R2 ⊗R2 (B.59)

∼= C⊗ C + C⊗ C (B.60)

→ (+1,+1,+1,+1) + (+1,+1,−1,−1) + (−1,−1,+1,+1) + (−1,−1,−1,−1)

+ (+1,−1,+1,−1) + (+1,−1,−1,+1) + (−1,+1,+1,−1) + (−1,+1,−1,+1)

∼= (+2, 0,+2, 0) + (+2, 0,−2, 0) + (−2, 0,+2, 0) + (−2, 0,−2, 0)

+ (0,+2, 0,+2) + (0,+2, 0,−2) + (0,+2, 0,−2) + (0,−2, 0,−2) (B.61)

H = U(2)2 (B.62)

⇒ p ⊂ (2,1)(0,+2) + (2,1)(0,−2) + (1,2)(+2,0) + ((1,2))(−2,0) (B.63)

⇒ g ⊃ (3,1)(0,0) + (1,3)(0,0) + (1,1)(0,0) + (1,1)(0,0)

+ (2,1)(0,+2) + (2,1)(0,−2) + (1,2)(+2,0) + ((1,2))(−2,0) (B.64)

⇒ G = SU(2, 1)2 (B.65)

• (NL,NR) = (2, 1)

IntL × IntR = U(1)2 (B.66)

p = R2 ⊗R + R2 ⊗R (B.67)

∼= C + C (B.68)

→ (+1,−1) + (−1,+1) + (−1,+1) + (−1,−1) (B.69)

H = U(2) (B.70)

⇒ p ⊂ 2+1 + 2−1 (B.71)

⇒ g ⊃ 30 + 10 + 2+1 + 2−1 (B.72)

⇒ G = SU(2, 1) (B.73)

• (NL,NR) = (1, 1)

IntL × IntR = 1 (B.74)

p = R + R (B.75)

H = U(1) (B.76)

⇒ p ⊂ (+1) + (−1) (B.77)

⇒ g ⊃ (0) + (+1) + (−1) (B.78)

⇒ G = SU(1, 1) (B.79)

The results in D = 3 can be summarised nicely as in table (2.6) which we provide again here for com-

pleteness:
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NL \ NR 8 4 2 1

8 g = e8(8) g = e7(−5) g = e6(−14) g = f4(−20)

h = so(16) h = so(12) ⊕ so(3) h = so(10) ⊕ so(2)
h = so(9)

4 g = e7(−5) g = so(8, 4) g = su(4, 2) g = sp(2, 1)

h = so(12) ⊕ so(3) h = so(8) ⊕ 2so(3)
h =
so(6) ⊕ so(3) ⊕ so(2)

h = so(5) ⊕ so(3)

2 g = e6(−14) g = su(4, 2) g = 2su(2, 1) g = su(2, 1)

h = so(10) ⊕ so(2)
h =
so(6) ⊕ so(3) ⊕ so(2)

h = so(4) ⊕ 2so(2) h = so(3) ⊕ so(2)

1 g = f4(−20) g = sp(2, 1) g = su(2, 1) g = so(2, 1)
h = so(9) h = so(5) ⊕ so(3) h = so(3) ⊕ so(2) h = so(2)

Table B.1: The magic square of supergravities in D = 3.
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D = 4

We now move one dimension up to D = 4 and the next layer of the pyramid. The formula reduces to:

p(4,QL,QR) = R⊗R + iR⊗R + C[NL,NR] + RQL/2−2 ⊗RQR/2−2, (B.80)

∼= C[1, 1] + C[NL,NR] + RQL/2−2 ⊗RQR/2−2. (B.81)

The calculations follow in the same fashion as in D = 3:

• NL = 4 and NR = 4

IntL × IntR = = SU(4)× SU(4) (B.82)

p = C[1, 1] + C[4, 4] + R6 ⊗R6 (B.83)

→ (1,1)−4 + (1,1)+4 + (4, 4̄)−2 + (4̄,4)+2 + (6,6)0 (B.84)

H = SU(8) (B.85)

⇒ p ⊂ 70 (B.86)

⇒ g ⊃ 63 + 70 (B.87)

⇒ G = E7(7) (B.88)

• NL = 4 and NR = 2

IntL × IntR = SU(4)× U(2) (B.89)

p = C[1, 1] + C[4, 2] + R6 ⊗R2 (B.90)

∼= C[1, 1] + C[4, 2] + R6 ⊗ C (B.91)

→ (1,1)(0,−4) + (1,1)(0,+4) + (4,2)(−1,−2) + (4̄,2)(+1,+2) + (6,1)(−2,0) + (6,1)(+2,0)

∼= (1,1)(−4,−4) + (1,1)(4,4) + (4,2)(−4,−1) + (4̄,2)(4,1) + (6,1)(−4,2) + (6,1)(4,−2)

H = U(6) (B.92)

⇒ p ⊂ 15−4 + 15+4 (B.93)

⇒ g ⊃ (35,1)0 + (1,1)0 + 15−4 + 15+4 (B.94)

⇒ G = SO∗(12) (B.95)
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• NL = 4 and NR = 1

IntL × IntR = U(4) (B.96)

h = u(1)⊕ su(5) (B.97)

p = C[1, 1] + C[4, 1] (B.98)

→ 1(0,−4) + 1(0,+4) + 4(−1,−2) + 4̄(+1,+2) (B.99)

∼= 1(−4,−4) + 1(+4,+4) + 4(−4,+1) + 4̄(+4,−1) (B.100)

H = U(5) (B.101)

⇒ p ⊂ 5−4 + 5+4 (B.102)

⇒ g ⊃ 240 + 10 + 5−4 + 5+4 (B.103)

⇒ G = SU(1, 5) (B.104)

• NL = 2 and NR = 2

IntL × IntR = U(2)2 (B.105)

h = u(1)⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(4) (B.106)

p = C[1, 1] + C[2, 2] + R2 ⊗R2 (B.107)

∼= C[1, 1] + C[2, 2] + C⊗ C (B.108)

→ (1,1)(0,0,−4) + (1,1)(0,0,+4) + (2,2)(+1,−1,−2) + (2,2)(−1,+1,+2) (B.109)

+ (1,1)(+2,+2,0) + (1,1)(−2,−2,0) + (1,1)(+2,−2,0) + (1,1)(−2,+2,0) (B.110)

∼= (1,1)(0,−4,−4) + (1,1)(0,+4,+4) + (2,2)(0,−4,0) + (2,2)(0,+4,0) (B.111)

+ (1,1)(+4,0,0) + (1,1)(−4,0,0) + (1,1)(0,−4,+4) + (1,1)(0,+4,−4) (B.112)

H = U(4)× U(1) (B.113)

⇒ p ⊂ 1(4,0) + 1(−4,0) + 6(0,4) + 6(0,−4) (B.114)

⇒ g ⊃ 15(0,0) + 1(0,0) + 1(0,0) + 1(4,0) + 1(−4,0) + 6(0,4) + 6(0,−4) (B.115)

⇒ G = SU(1, 1)× SO(2, 6) (B.116)
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• NL = 2 and NR = 1

IntL × IntR = U(2)× U(1) (B.117)

h = u(1)⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(3) (B.118)

p = C[1, 1] + C[2, 1] (B.119)

→ 1(0,0,−4) + 1(0,0,+4) + 2(+1,−1,−2) + 2(−1,+1,+2) (B.120)

∼= 1(0,−8,−2) + 1(0,+8,+2) + 2(0,−8,+1) + 2(0,+8,−1) (B.121)

H = U(3)× U(1) (B.122)

⇒ p ⊂ 3(0,−8) + 3(0,+8) (B.123)

⇒ g ⊃ 8(0,0) + 1(0,0) + 1(0,0) + 3(0,−8) + 3(0,+8) (B.124)

⇒ G = U(1, 3) (B.125)

• NL = 1 and NR = 1

IntL × IntR = U(1)2 (B.126)

h = u(1)⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(2) (B.127)

p = C[1, 1] + C[1, 1] (B.128)

→ (0, 0,−4) + (0, 0,+4) + (+1,−1,−2) + (−1,+1,+2) (B.129)

∼= (0,+1,+1) + (0,−1,−1) + (0,+1,−1) + (0,−1,+1) (B.130)

H = U(2)× U(1) (B.131)

⇒ p ⊂ 2(0,+1) + 2(0,−1) (B.132)

⇒ g ⊃ 3(0,0) + 1(0,0) + 1(0,0) + 2(0,+1) + 2(0,−1) (B.133)

⇒ G = U(1, 2) (B.134)

The results correctly reproduce the D = 4 layer of the magic pyramid which corresponds to:

NL \ NR 4 2 1

2 g = e7(7) g = so∗(12) g = su(1, 5)
h = su(8) h = u(1) ⊕ su(6) h = u(1) ⊕ su(5)

2 g = so∗(12) g = su(1, 1)⊕ so(2, 6) g = u(1) ⊕ su(1, 3)

h = u(1) ⊕ su(6)
h =
u(1) ⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(4)

h =
u(1) ⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(3)

1 g = su(1, 5) g = u(1) ⊕ su(1, 3) g = u(1) ⊕ su(1, 2)

h = u(1) ⊕ su(5)
h =
u(1) ⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(3)

h =
u(1) ⊕ u(1)′ ⊕ su(2)

Table B.2: The magic square of supergravities in D = 4.
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D = 5

Next in line is squaring in D = 5 in which the non-compact formula becomes:

p(5,QL ×QR) = R⊗R + H[NL,NR] + RQL/2−3 ⊗RQR/2−3. (B.135)

The possible squarings are:

• NL = 2 and NR = 2

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)× Sp(2) (B.136)

p = R⊗R + H[2, 2] + R5 ⊗R5 (B.137)

→ (1,1) + (4,4) + (5,5) (B.138)

H = Sp(4) (B.139)

⇒ p ⊂ 42 (B.140)

⇒ g ⊃ 37 + 42 (B.141)

⇒ G = E6(6) (B.142)

• NL = 2 and NR = 1

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)× Sp(1) (B.143)

p = R⊗R + H[2, 1] + R5 ⊗R1 (B.144)

→ (1,1) + (4,2) + (5,1) (B.145)

H = Sp(3) (B.146)

⇒ p ⊂ 14 (B.147)

⇒ g ⊃ 21 + 14 (B.148)

⇒ G = SU∗(6) (B.149)

(B.150)

• NL = 1 and NR = 1

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)× Sp(1) (B.151)

p = R⊗R + H[1, 1] + R1 ⊗R1 (B.152)

→ (1,1) + (2,2) + (1,1) (B.153)

H = Sp(2) (B.154)

⇒ p ⊂ 1 + 5 (B.155)

⇒ g ⊃ 10 + 1 + 5 (B.156)

⇒ G = O(1, 1)×O(5, 1) (B.157)
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Once again we summarise the results into a table:

NL \ NR 2 1

2 g = e6(6) g = su∗(6)
h = sp(4) h = sp(3)

1 g = su∗(6) g = o(1, 1) ⊕ o(5, 1)
h = sp(3) h = sp(2)

Table B.3: The magic square of supergravities in D = 5.
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D = 6 vector multiplets

In D = 6 there are two possible ways to construct supergravity theories using the squaring procedure and

they depend on whether we choose to square vector or tensor multiplets. In this subsection we present the

calculations for squaring vector multiplets while in the next one we calculate the squaring of the tensor

ones. The formula for the non-compact generators becomes:

p(6,QL,QR) = R⊗R + H[N +
L ,N +

R ] + H[N −
L ,N −

R ] + RQL/2−4 ⊗RQR/2−4. (B.158)

All the possible pure sYM squaring combinations are:

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (1, 1, 1, 1)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)4 (B.159)

p = R⊗R + H[1, 1] + H[1, 1] + R4 ⊗R4 (B.160)

→ (1,1,1,1) + (2,2,1,1) + (1,1,2,2) + (2,2,2,2) (B.161)

H = Sp(2)2 (B.162)

⇒ p ⊂ (5,5) (B.163)

⇒ g ⊃ (10,1) + (1,10) + (5,5) (B.164)

⇒ G = O(5, 5) (B.165)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (1, 1, 1, 0)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)3 (B.166)

p = R⊗R + H[1, 1] (B.167)

→ (1,1,1) + (2,2,1) (B.168)

H = Sp(2)× Sp(1) (B.169)

⇒ p ⊂ (5,1) (B.170)

⇒ g ⊃ (10,1) + (1,3) + (5,1) (B.171)

⇒ G = SU∗(4)× Sp(1) (B.172)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (1, 0, 0, 1)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)2 (B.173)

p = R⊗R (B.174)

→ (1,1) (B.175)

H = Sp(1)2 (B.176)

⇒ g ⊃ (3,1) + (1,3) + (1,1) (B.177)

⇒ G = O(1, 1)× Sp(1)2 (B.178)
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• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (1, 0, 1, 0)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)2 (B.179)

p = R⊗R + H[1, 1] (B.180)

→ (1,1) + (2,2) (B.181)

H = Sp(2) (B.182)

⇒ p ⊂ 5 (B.183)

⇒ g ⊃ 10 + 5 (B.184)

⇒ G = O(5, 1) (B.185)

We now collect the three theories in a table as we did in the other dimensions.

NL \ NR (1, 1) (1, 0) or (0, 1)

(1, 1) g = o(5, 5) g = su∗(4) ⊕ sp(1)
h = 2sp(2) h = sp(2) ⊕ sp(1)

(1, 0) or g = su∗(4) ⊕ sp(1)
g = o(1, 1) ⊕ 2sp(1)
or

g = o(5, 1)

(0, 1) h = sp(2) ⊕ sp(1) h = 2sp(1) h = sp(2)

Table B.4: The magic square of supergravities in D = 6. These are the theories obtained from squaring
two vector multiplets.

D = 6 tensor multiplets

We now present the alternative squaring possibility in D = 6 which amounts to tensoring two tensor

multiplets. The non-compact formula gets slightly modified according to equation (2 .179):

p(6,QL,QR) =(2− δ0(N +
L N +

R ) − δ0(N −
L N −

R ))R⊗R + H[N +
L ,N +

R ] + H[N −
L ,N −

R ]

+ RQL/2−3 ⊗RQR/2−3. (B.186)

The numerous possible squaring are now calculated one-by-one:

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (2, 0, 0, 2)

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)2 (B.187)

p = R5 ⊗R5 (B.188)

→ (5,5) (B.189)

H = Sp(2)2 (B.190)

⇒ g ⊃ (10,1) + (1,10) + (5,5) (B.191)

⇒ G = O(5, 5) (B.192)
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• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (2, 0, 2, 0)

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)2 (B.193)

p = R⊗R + H[2, 2] + R5 ⊗R5 (B.194)

→ (1,1) + (4,4) + (5,5) (B.195)

H = Sp(4) (B.196)

⇒ p ⊂ 42 (B.197)

⇒ g ⊃ 36 + 42 (B.198)

⇒ G = E6(6) (B.199)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (2, 0, 0, 1)

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)× Sp(1) (B.200)

p = R5 ⊗R1 (B.201)

→ (5,1) (B.202)

H = Sp(2)× Sp(1) (B.203)

⇒ g ⊃ (10,1) + (1,3) + (5,1) (B.204)

⇒ G = SU∗(4)× Sp(1) (B.205)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (2, 0, 1, 0)

IntL × IntR = Sp(2)× Sp(1) (B.206)

p = R⊗R + H[2, 1] + R5 ⊗R1 (B.207)

→ (1,1) + (4,2) + (5,1) (B.208)

H = Sp(3) (B.209)

⇒ p ⊂ 14 (B.210)

⇒ g ⊃ 21 + 14 (B.211)

⇒ G = SU∗(6) (B.212)
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• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (1, 0, 0, 1)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)2 (B.213)

h = 2sp(1) (B.214)

p = R1 ⊗R1 (B.215)

→ (1,1) (B.216)

H = Sp(1)2 (B.217)

⇒ g ⊃ (3,1) + (1,3) + (1,1) (B.218)

⇒ G = O(1, 1)× Sp(1)2 (B.219)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N −

R ) = (1, 0, 1, 0)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)2 (B.220)

p = R⊗R + H[1, 1] + R1 ⊗R1 (B.221)

→ (1,1) + (2,2) + (1,1) (B.222)

H = Sp(2) (B.223)

⇒ p ⊂ 5 + 1 (B.224)

⇒ g ⊃ 10 + 5 + 1 (B.225)

⇒ G = O(1, 1)×O(5, 1) (B.226)

The results of this alternative squaring are nicely summarised in the following table:

NL \ NR (2, 0) or (0, 2) (1, 0) or (0, 1)

(2, 0) or g = e6(6) or g = o(5, 5)
g = su∗(6)
or

g = su∗(4) ⊕ sp(1)

(0, 2) h = sp(4) h = 2sp(2) h = sp(3) h = sp(2) ⊕ sp(1)

(1, 0) or g = su∗(6) or g = su∗(4) ⊕ sp(1)
g = o(1, 1) ⊕ o(5, 1)
or

g = o(1, 1) ⊕ 2sp(1)

(0, 1) h = sp(3) h = sp(2) ⊕ sp(1) h = sp(2) h = 2sp(1)

Table B.5: The alternative magic square of supergravities in D = 6. These are the theories obtained from
squaring two tensor multiplets.
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D = 7

In D = 7 there is only one possible supergravity theory which can be obtained from squaring pure sYM

because there is indeed only one sYM. The formula now is:

p(7,QL,QR) = R⊗R + H[NL,NR] + RQL/2−5 ⊗RQR/2−5. (B.227)

• (NL,NR) = (1, 1)

IntL × IntR = Sp(1)2 (B.228)

p = R⊗R + H[1, 1] + R3 ⊗R3 (B.229)

→ (1,1) + (2,2) + (3,3) (B.230)

H = Sp(2) (B.231)

⇒ p ⊂ 14 (B.232)

⇒ g ⊃ 10 + 14 (B.233)

⇒ G = SL(5;R) (B.234)

NL \ NR 1

1 g = sl(5;R)
h = sp(2)

Table B.6: The magic square of supergravities in D = 7.
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D = 8

Again there is now only one possible case to consider, for which the formula reads:

p(8,QL ×QR) = R⊗R + C[NL,NR] + RQL/2−6 ⊗RQR/2−6. (B.235)

• (NL,NR) = (1, 1)

IntL × IntR = U(1)2 (B.236)

p = R⊗R + C[1, 1] + R2 ⊗R2 (B.237)

∼= R[1, 1] + C[1, 1] + C⊗ C (B.238)

→ (0, 0) + (−1,+1) + (+1,−1) + (−2,−2) + (−2,+2) + (+2,−2) + (+2,+2)

∼= (0, 0) + (0,−2) + (0,+2) + (−4, 0) + (0,−4) + (0,+4) + (+4, 0) (B.239)

H = U(2) (B.240)

⇒ p ⊂ 1−4 + 1+4 + 50 (B.241)

⇒ g ⊃ 30 + 10 + 1−4 + 1+4 + 50 (B.242)

⇒ G = SL(2;R)× SL(3;R) (B.243)

NL \ NR 1

1 g = sl(2;R)⊕sl(3,R)
h = u(1) ⊕ su(2)

Table B.7: The magic square of supergravities in D = 8.
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D = 9

This single case in D = 9 is governed by the formula:

p(9,QL,QR) = R⊗R + R[NL,NR] + RQL/2−7 ⊗RQR/2−7. (B.244)

• (NL,NR) = (1, 1)

IntL × IntR = 1 (B.245)

p = R⊗R + R[1, 1] + R⊗R (B.246)

∼= R[1, 1] + R[1, 1] +R[1, 1] (B.247)

H = U(1) (B.248)

⇒ p ∼= R + C (B.249)

⊂ (0) + (+2) + (−2) (B.250)

⇒ g = (0) + (0) + (+2) + (−2) (B.251)

⇒ G = O(1, 1)× SU(1, 1) (B.252)

NL \ NR 1

1 g = su(1, 1) ⊕ o(1, 1)
h = u(1)

Table B.8: The magic square of supergravities in D = 9.
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D = 10

Finally we arrive at the top of the pyramid and D = 10. In this case there are two choices depending on

the chirality of the spinors in each of the sYM theory leading to either Type IIA or Type IIB supergravity

both governed by the formula:

p = R⊗+R[N +
L ,N +

R ] + R[N −
L ,N −

R ] + RQL/2−8 ⊗RQR/2−8 (B.253)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N +

R ) = (1, 0, 0, 1)

IntL × IntR = 1 (B.254)

p = R⊗R ∼= R (B.255)

h = ∅ (B.256)

⇒ G = O(1, 1) (B.257)

• (N +
L ,N −

L ,N +
R ,N +

R ) = (1, 0, 1, 0)

IntL × IntR = 1 (B.258)

p = R⊗R + R[1, 1] (B.259)

∼= R + R (B.260)

H = U(1) (B.261)

⇒ p ∼= C (B.262)

⊂ (+2) + (−2) (B.263)

⇒ g ⊃ (0) + (+2) + (−2) (B.264)

⇒ G = SU(1, 1) (B.265)

NL \ NR (0, 1) or (1, 0)

(1, 0) or g = o(1, 1) or g = su(1, 1)
(0, 1) h = ∅ h = u(1)

Table B.9: The magic square of supergravities in D = 10.
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Conventions

p-form Graviton Spinor Gravitino

Off-shell
(

D−1
p

) D(D−1)
2

2[D/2] (D − 1)2[D/2]

On-shell
(

D−2
p

) D(D−3)
2

2[(D−2)/2] (D − 3)2[(D−2)/2]

Table C.1: Off and On-shell degrees of freedom of the various fields in general spacetime dimension D.
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D SO(D − 2) 1-form 2-form 3-form 4-form Graviton Spinor Gravitino

11 SO(9) 9 36 84 126 44 16 128

10 SO(8) 8v 28 56v 35s 35v 8s 56s

35c 8c 56c

9 SO(7) 7 21 35 Dual to 27 8 48
3-form

8 SU(4) 6 15 10 Dual to 20′ 4 20
10 2-form 4 20

7 USp(4) 5 10 Dual to Dual to 14 4 16
2-form 1-form

6 USp(2)2 (2,2) (3,1) Dual to Dual to (3,3) (2,1) (3,2)
(1,3) 1-form scalar (1,2) (2,3)

5 USp(2) 3 Dual to Dual to -//- 5 2 4
1-form scalar

4 U(1) +2 Dual to -//- -//- +4 +1 +3
−2 scalar −4 −1 −3

3 -//- Dual to -//- -//- -//- 0 1 0
scalar

Table C.2: On-shell SO(D − 2) irreducible representation of the various fields used in this thesis.
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D SO(D − 2) Q R TypeN f Content

11 SO(9) 32 -//- G1 256 44 + 84 + 128

10 SO(8) 32 -//- G(1,1) 256 35v + 56v + 28 + 8v + 1
+56s + 56c + 8s + 8c

32 SO(2) G(2,0) 256 350
v + 350

s + 282 + 28−2 + 14

+1−4 + 561
s + 56−1

s + 81
s + 8−1

s

16 -//- G(1,0) 128 35v + 28 + 1 + 56s + 8c

V(1,0) 16 8v + 8s

0 -//- V0 8 8v

9 SO(7) 32 SO(2) G2 256 350 + 270 + 212 + 21−2 + 70

+72 + 7−2 + 10 + 14 + 1−4 + 481

+48−1 + 83 + 8−3 + 81 + 8−1

16 -//- G1 112 27 + 21 + 7 + 1 + 56 + 8
V1 16 7 + 1 + 8

0 -//- V0 7 7

8 SU(4) 32 U(2) G2 256 (20′,1)0 + (15,3)0 + (10,1)−2

+(10,1)2 + (6,3)−2 + (6,3)2
+(1,1)−4 + (1,1)4 + (1,5)0
+(20,2)−1 + (20,1)1 + (4,2)−3

+(4,2)3 + (4,1)−1 + (4,4)1

16 U(1) G1 96 20′
0 + 150 + 6−2 + 62 + 10

+20−1 + 201 + 4−1 + 41

V1 16 60 + 1−2 + 12 + 4−1 + 41

0 -//- V0 6 6

7 USp(4) 32 USp(4) G4 256 (14,1) + (10,5) + (5,10) + (1,14)
+(16,4) + (4,16)

16 USp(2) G2 80 (14,1) + (10,1) + (5,3) + (1,1)
+(16,2) + (4,2)

V2 16 (5,1) + (1,3) + (4,2)

0 -//- V0 5 5

Table C.3: Multiplets in D = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.
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D SO(D − 2) Q R TypeN f Content

6 USp(2)2 32 USp(4)2 G(4,4) 256 (3,3,1,1) + (1,3,5,1) + (2,3,4,1)

+(3,1,1,5) + (1,1,5,5) + (2,1,4,5)

+(3,2,1,4) + (1,2,5,4) + (2,2,4,4)

32 USp(6) × USp(2) G′
(6,2) 256

(4,2,1,1, ) + (2,2,14,1) + (3,1,6,2)

+(1,1,14′,2) + (4,1,1,2) + (3,2,6,1)
+(2,1,14,2) + (1,2,14′,1)

32 USp(8) G′
(8,0) 256 (5,1,1) + (3,1,27) + (1,1,42)

+(4,1,8) + (2,1,48)

24 USp(4) × USp(2) G(4,2) 128 (3,3,1,1) + (1,3,1,1) + (3,1,5,1)

+(1,1,5,1) + (2,2,4,2) + (2,3,1,2)

+(2,1,5,2) + (1,2,4,1) + (3,2,4,1)

24 USp(6) G′
(6,0) 128 (5,1,1) + (3,1,1) + (3,1,14)

+(1,1,14) + (4,1,6) + (2,1,6)
+(2,1,14′)

16 USp(2)2 G(2,2) 64 (3,3,1,1) + (3,1,1,1) + (1,3,1,1)

+(1,1,1,1) + (2,2,2,2) + (3,2,1,2)

+(1,2,1,2) + (2,1,2,1) + (2,3,2,1)
V(2,2) 16 (2,2,1,1) + (1,1,2,2)

+(2,1,1,2) + (1,2,2,1)

16 USp(4) G(4,0) 48 (3,3,1) + (3,1,5) + (3,2,4)

G′
(4,0) 48

(5,1,1) + (3,1,5) + (3,1,1) + (1,1,1)
+(4,1,4) + (2,1,4)

T(4,0) 16 (3,1,1) + (1,1,5) + (2,1,4)

8 USp(2) G(2,0) 24 (3,3,1) + (3,1,1) + (3,2,2)
G′

(2,0) 16 (5,1,1) + (3,1,1) + (4,1,2)
V(2,0) 8 (2,2,1) + (2,1,2)
T(2,0) 8 (3,1,1) + (1,1,1) + (2,1,2)

H(2,0) 8
(2,1,1) + (2,1,1) + (1,1,2) + (1,1,2)

1
2
H(2,0) 4 (2,1,1) + (1,1,2)

0 -//- V0 4 (2,2)
T0 3 (3,1)

T̃0 3 (1,3)

H0 2 (2,1)

H̃0 2 (1,2)

Table C.4: Multiplets in D = 6.
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D SO(D − 2) Q R TypeN f Content

5 USp(2) 32 USp(8) G8 256 (5,1) + (3,27) + (1,42)
+(4,8) + (2,48)

24 USp(6) G6 128 (5,1) + (3,1) + (3,14) + (1,14)
+(4,6) + (2,6) + (2,14′)

16 USp(4) G4 48 (5,1) + (3,1) + (1,1) + (3,5)
+(4,4) + (2,4)

V4 16 (3,1) + (1,5) + (2,4)

8 USp(2) G2 16 (5,1) + (3,1) + (4,2)
V2 8 (3,1) + (1,1) + (2,2)
H2 8 (2,1) + (2,1) + (1,2) + (1,2)
1
2
H2 4 (2,1) + (1,2)

0 -//- V0 3 3
H0 2 2

4 U(1) 32 SU(8) G8 256 +1−4 + 8−3 + 28−2 + 56−1

+700 + 56
1

+ 28
2

+ 8
3

+ 14

28 U(7) G′
7 256 1−4

0 + 7−3
1 + 1−3

−7 + 21−2
2 + 7−2

−6

+35−1
3 + 21−1

−5 + 35
0
4 + c.c.

24 U(6) G6 128 1−4
0 + 6−3

1 + 15−2
2 + 1−2

−6

+20−1
3 + 6−1

−5 + 15
0
4 + c.c.

20 U(5) G5 64 1−4
0 + 5−3

1 + 10−2
2 + 10

−1
3 + 1−1

−5

+5
0
4 + c.c.

16 U(4) G4 32 1−4
0 + 4−3

1 + 6−2
2 + 4

−1
3

+10
4 + c.c.

SU(4) V4 16 1−2 + 4−1 + 60 + 4
1

+ 12

12 U(3) G3 16 1−4
0 + 3−3

1 + 3
−2
2 + 1−1

3 + c.c.

V′
3 16 1−2

0 + 3−1
1 + 1−1

−3 + 3
0
2 + c.c.

8 U(2) G2 8 1−4
0 + 2−3

1 + 1−2
2 + c.c.

V2 8 1−2
0 + 2−1

1 + 10
2 + c.c.

H2 8 1−1
r + 20

r+1 + 11
r+2 + c.c.

1
2
H2 4 1−1

−1 + 20
0 + 11

1

8 U(1) G1 4 (−4, 0) + (−3, 1) + c.c.
V1 4 (−2, 0) + (−1, 1) + c.c.
C1 4 (−1, r) + (0, r + 1) + c.c.

0 -//- V0 2 (−2) + c.c.
U(1) C0 2 (−1, r) + c.c.

Table C.5: Multiplets in D = 4, 5.
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